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SUMMARY 

Problems of combustion instability and the need for 

wider range in firing rates have drawn attention to the 

need for more fundamental knowledge of the performance and 

the characteristics of pressure-jet atomized oil flames. 

A secondary problem is the complication and inconvenience 

of measurements on full scale equipment. 

In the present study various operational conditions 

for a typical modern burner with a pressure-jet atomizer 

and a swirled air supply were investigated. The variables 

chosmwere fuel rate and spray angle. Data obtained 

consisted of gas composition, velocity and temperature 

measurements. 

The development of a laboratory unit was considered 

desirable to provide a means of facilitating measurements 

on flames of this type and a rig was constructed which 

consisted of a suitable combustion box and 
3/10ths 

scale 

burner. 

It was shown that the matching of the si: ray angle to 

the air register aerodynamics affected the flame character- 

istics very markedly, Regions of high unburnt fuel 

occurred due to fuel penetration and poor mixing outside 
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and downstream of the main part of the flame. The effect 

of widening the spray angle which usually occurs with wide 

range types of pressure-jet atomizers at the lower fuel rates 

was shown to be particularly unsatisfactory, and to effect 

the black smoke limit. The general course of mixing and the 

progress of combustion through the flame was deduced from 

calculation from the gas composition results. The dis- 

tribution and effects of recirculation were shown from the 

velocity measurements. These were related to data for 

simple jets. 

In particular, it was deduced that internal recirculation 

in the core was largely responsible for flame stabilization. 

Theoretically derived scaling criteria were investigated by 

comparing full scale and model results. These showed that 

reasonable comparisons were possible between the two, with 

flames scaled either on the basis of similarity in velocity and 

relative momentum between spary and air, or on similarity in 

residence times in the flame. The former was thought probably 

to be better, Cold flow measurements were made, and showed 

differences in the size of the central recirculation core 

between hot and cold but not in the peak velocity to peak 

velocity diameter early in the flame. Combustion 

oscillation measurements on a marine boiler produced data 

which suggested strongly that these were of the "non-acoustic" 

type. None of the theories so far suggested appear to 
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account with much accuracy for the observed data. In the 

course of experimental work various special Instruments for 

flow measurement were developed. 

It was concluded that the choice of spray distribution 

to suit a particular aerodynamic pattern was vital to the 

optimum performance of the burner. In all the cases inves- 

tigated this was found to be to some extent imperfect. It 

is considered that decided improvements could be made to the 

air distribution in burners of this type. The following 

possibilities are suggested solutions, the use of a higher 

degree of swirl and a confining quarl, upstream air injec- 

tion or the use of multiple oil nozzles and by avoiding 

devices where the spray angle varies widely over the oper- 

ating range. 
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0-"H, ", PTFR lo 

ntroua, tione 

1.1 The Function of Oil Burners. 

In all modern oil burning appliances, the most vital part 

of the process is the subdivision of the fuel into fine enough 

droplets for burning adequately under the conditions of use. 

Tho sizo roquiromont will vary with the type of oil fuel and 

its application. Three methods are generally available for 

this purposo: - 

(1) Vaporization -- only suitable for distillate : Fuels. 
(2) Blast atomization using an air or steam jet to 

atomize the fuel. 
(3) Mechanical atomizers in which a higher angular 

momentum is impartcd to the oil stream resulting in 

a thin conical or circular film being formed which 
disintegrates into droplets. This high angular 

momentum can be achieved in two ways, either by 

forcing the liquid through a swirl chamber and through 

a small orifice under high pressure or by spinning 
the liquid fuel off the edge of a spinning cup or disc. 

The selection of the type of atomizer is largely dependent 

on the ap;. )lication and the ancillary equipment considered 

economically justifiable. Thus for applications like the open 

hearth furnace, a long flame is required and steam is readily 

available, for atomization. For marine furioses as indicated 
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1atc, r (Section 2.::. ) thu rL -"; rsý is thu rase, and for this and 

many land boilers, pressure; jut atumizcrs (and to a much lesser 

extent spinning cup atomizers) are widely used. 

The choice of the method of atomization is only the first 

consideration for the flame perfoi ance considered desirable. 

The heat transfer requirements from the flame make its shaIJe and 

hence the design of the rest of the burner components, often 

known as the "air register", almost equally important. This is 

particularly true in the case of the pressure-jet which in the 

absence of an atomizing fluid has a low momentum compared with 

the air supply(under the air inlet conditions customarily employee 

in this field. ). The result is that the behaviour of the flame 

is to a very large extent controlled by the burner aerodynamics 

and in fact by the aerodynamics of the whole combustion chamber 

system. It is with the study of the behaviour of pressure-jet 

burners and the attendant air supply arrangements that this thesis 

is concerned. 

1.2 The State of the Art. 

In the case of the blast atomized flames, a great deal of 

work has been done in this field in Great Britain and at the 

International Flame Research Foundation, IJmuiden, Holland, 

in the past decade, and much has been established about the 

performance and Physical characteristics of this type of flame 
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both in tl:, aOroýý ý. ý». c c_. -ur: ýloclz";.,. i real field as well as in 

the field of radiant heat transftii-. 

In mechanically atomized oil flames the only information 

available until very recently was limited to studies of the 

atomization process and fundamcntal studies of actual flames. 

This was almost entirely restricted to the sl'ecial case of 

distillate fuels in as turbine combustion chambers, an arran. nge- 

mont very dissimilar to conventional oil burning; oquil)munt, 

which seems, so far as almost all published information is 

concerned, to have received no attention. The result is that 

for nearly all air directors or air register inlets, thy; arrange- 

ment appears to be almost entirely an1°ad hocHdesign to give by 

trial an-1 error a stable flame for the ranr; e of throughput 

desired, and moderately good C 02 figures ,, ith the increasing " 

pressure for burner efficiency. 

Only a very va, uo idea soc; ms to have ¬; xisted as to the 

pattern of flow established by the fla nt . The following aspects 

seem to have received very scant attention up to 1957: - 

(1) Thu attainment of hinh combustion intensities. Ideas 

were ts2 in, 7 shape but had not been applied to practical 

systems, 

(2) Plow pattern studies almost entirely limited to jet cans. 

(3) Gas composition studies - no data available. 
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(y. ) Little: cLaAa on factors concrollin aerodynamic 
patterns in other than very simple systems. This 

particularly applies to the field of air swirl. 

(5) The matching of atomizer and aerodynamic pattern had 

received no attention except for the effect of droplet 

character in ignition delay. 

(6) The control of flame performance over a wide range 

of inputs. 

(7) The study of combustion instability in liquid fuel 

fired systems, in particular in large water tube 

boilers with high possible combustion intensities. 

No work had been reported. 

(8) The interaction of a number of burners in a combustion 

chamber of complex shape. The available knowledge 

derived from this field is reviewed in the literature 

survey. 

1.3 Seo c of work covered by this thesis. 

The development of improved combustion equipment can only 

take place along proper scientific lines if the fundamental 

principles and their application to existing types of burners 

and flames are understood. The problem has been divided into 

the following sections: - 

(1) The determination of the detailed performance 
characteristics of a typical modern burner with a 
pressure-jet atomizer in relation to some of the most 
prominent variables and the assessment of this data 
as compared with the theoretical ideal. 



(2) Tho detuominatic_i of a sa-uinfactory basis for 

scaling flamc; s of this t "o, in order to provide a 
laboratory rig capable of covering a wide range of 
variables without having to carry out the work on 
full-size plant. 

(3) The determination of possible lines of improvement of 

pressure-jet burners, in particular the achievement 

of higher combustion intensities, better control of 

combustion instability and the avoidance of other 

undesirable side effects. 

(4) The characterizing of the types of combustion 

instability observed in water-tube boilers and the 

correlation of experimental data with combustion 

oscillation theory. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

SurveL_of_Literature 

2.1 Introduction 

The use of -petroleum oils has a very long history. 

The genesis of the modern development of oil burning was the 

invention of the steam atomizer in Russia due to S1akowsl: i, 

Lenz and others in the period from 1866 onwards(l). This was 

followed by similar developments along the same general lines 

in the U. S. A., France and Britain, and went hand in hand with 

the realization that as far as heavy fuel oils are concerned., 

"Atomizing" is the only way( 
2) 

0 

Although the use of steam atomizing burners spread quite 

quickly to locomotives and coastal and river shipping, 

particularly in Russia, loss of freshwater by the use of steam 

for atomizing; was a major disadvantage as far as marine uses in 

the Western world ;; sere concerned. The greatest single advance 

in this field was the introduction in 1902 by Korting of an 

atomizer in which oil was given a rapid swirling motion before 

passing through the final orifice. Pumping the oil at high 

pressure (100 psi upwards) produced a good quality wide angle 

spray and eliminated the use of steam or compressed air as the 

atomizing agent. This development lead rapidly to a very tide 
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field of marine uses for oil. With t `_c exception of spinning 

cup atomizers, nearly all modern oil burners are based on one 

or other of the above principles. The atomizer is however, only 

part of the burning equipment and air director arrangements may 

vary enormously from a simiilo quarl to an elaborate arrangement 

of air ports similar to those in the gas turbine combustion 

chamber 
(3) 

or the Urquart burner(4) 0 

The main difference between air atomizers and the mechanical 

type is that the jet in the latter having no assisting primary 

air has a much lower momentum. This requires much greater care 

in design so that the air and oil are mixed without loss of fuel 

fromm the combustion region. 

In the realm of pressure jets the combustion intensities 

Which can be obtained have increased enormously in the last 

three decades. It is surprising that with a few exceptions 

very few details of this development have ever been 

published(5r9). Until recently properly conducted scientific 

studies have been left almost solely to the gas turbine field 

with its different emphasis 
(10"'13 )" 

The general observations on combustion requirements which 

follow are common to all the forms of liquid fuel combustion. 

w7 



2.2 Overall Theoretical Co: ntusti on Requirements for Liquid Fuels. 

2.2.1 Physical Processes. 

The first requirement is adequate heat transfer to raise 

the temperature of the incoming fuel to the ignition point. 

in the following sections, possible ways of doing this are 

considered. 

2.2.1.1 Preheat. Although 1jreheat obviously will assist 

the process of ignition, preheat to the ignition temperature is 

out of the question in most practical systems. 

2.2.1.2 Compression. The use of compression as in the 

diesel engine is also obviously out of the question. 

2.2.1.3 Conduction. A number of types of laminar flames 

such as the Bunsen burner are stabilized by conduction of heat 

back into the incoming fuel. However, data given by Longwell(14) 

and Rappeneau(15) indicate that the greatest flame velocity and 

hence permissible supply velocity, although obtained at 

stoichiometric mixtures, would still be less than a quarter of 

the velocity required by modern high intensity equipment even 

allowing for increases in conduction with turbulent flow. 

2.2.1. LI. Radiation. Radiation only really becomes 

important in cases where there is high air preheat, hot walls 

and loading considerably less by 2 or 3 times that obtained 
in marine boilers(16) 

0 
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2.2.1., - 5 in view of the 
. Limitations of 

these other methods, combustion systems of the t3lie under 

discussion have to rely on the recirculation of hot products 

from the tail of the flame back to the burner whore they are 

re-entrained. 

The eff:; ct of the amount of recirculated products on the 

temperature of the combined jet is shown in Fig. 1. for the case 

of the Kerosine fuel with negligible wall losses. 

Bragg and Holliday(17) predicted that a maximum value of 

the reaction rate would be obtained for a ratio of recirculated 

products to fresh material of L.. 9: 1. Experimental values 

obtained by Longwell & Weiss 
(18) 

were somewhat lower at 3.2: 1 

probably because of the special characteristics of their system. 

The excessive dilution caused by larger quantities of 

recirculated products tends to reduce the reaction rate despite 

the higher temperature. 

2.2.2 Chemical Considerations. 

It is now necessary to consider the chemical implications 

of the above. Firstly, the results obtained by Mullins(19) 

have shown that the predicted maximum combustion intensity 

obtainable in liquid fuel sprays should be as high as 3.9 x 

109 B. t. u. /cu. ft. hr. atm. and is almost the same for all hydro- 

carbon fuels. This is apparently only slightly affected by 

_9M 
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vaporization, droplet size, tui, bulence or air/fuel ratio. 

The results obtained from Longgwellss apparatus indicated that 

under the high temperature low heat loss conditions of his 

experiments the overall order of reaction was 1.8 and the 

activation energy was 4.2 x 104 cals/mole. The limiting heat 

release rate attainable with instantaneous mixing was about 

.8 3x 108 B. t. u. /eu. ft. hr. (atma 
) 

for stoichiometric mixtures. 

It is of interest in the present context that Longwell states 

that this is very susceptible to alteration of the air/fuel 

ratio and to heat loss from the flame. See table 1. below. 

TABLE 1. 

. 
(atm. )1.8 Limiting Heat Release Rates B. t, u. /cu, ft hr. 

_, _ý 
lEquivalence Ratio. '(No heat losses) Heat Losses (Equivalence 

ratio = 1) 

13x 108 0% 3x 108 
i 

1.4 
19x 

107 5% <2.1 x 108 
Lean 7 

2.0 1x10 20% 4.5x107 

Thus, for high intensity, combustion as close as possible 

to stoichiometric is essential and a compromise is necessary 

between the combustion intensity desired and the heat transfer 

to be allowed in the combustion chamber. 

10 .. 



Apj lying not i1ý. ný cic tiz, ýory, t, -. e reaction . 'a to is given 
by 

2= kp2 Tmý3ý2 CfCQ ex! ) (» 
RT 

) 
m 

where 

2= Combustion intensity (heat release/unit volume) 

k= Collision constant. 

p= Pressure in chamber. 

Tm = Local temp ra-'Lare of mixture. 

Cf= Concentration of fuel. 

Co = Concentration of oxygen. 

E= Activation constant. 

R= Gas constant. 

2.3 Ideal Combustion Systems. 

2.3.1 The Premixed Ideal. 

Consideration of the kinetics, as well as the physical 

properties, naturally lead to the consideration of what 

constitutes the optimum combustion system. Reference to the 

combustion efficiency in Longwells experiments shows that for 

very high reaction rates the combustion efficiency drops 

substantially so that at the highest rate only 80% efficiency 

is attainable. This is shown in Fig. 2. Plotting this 

result in a different way in rir. 3. shows the effect of this. 

Curves A and B arc for stoiehiometric and lLan mixtures at 

- 11 - 
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flg'. n'V - --: 

room temp-aturo. D(-_)arýures, fror:? th, optir:: u i proportion of 

fuel burnt which is about 85% decreases SZ , increasing air/fuel 

ratio also decreases 2. Since the relative concentrations of 

fuel and air change as the fuel is exhausted, this latter curve 

shows some advantage over the stoichiometric case, Curve C 

also shows that the only other gain that can be achieved is by 

an external supply of heat by preheating the reactants. 

This means that to achieve an acceptable figure (say 99%). 

the system must be run at a much lower loading or with a 

secondary combustion chamber in which combustion is completed. 

independently of the main system. The extra volume required 

can be obtained from the right hand side of the curves using 

the integral 

'll+An1 
where i= the combustion 

efficiency. 

Brag; -(12) has shown in this way that for a premixed system a 

secondary volume equal to half the primary volume is necessary 

for 99% efficiency, and equal volumes for 99.9%. (That is 

providing that this region does not recirculate into the 

earlier zones). 

The ideal state of affairs is reDresented diagramatically 

in Fii. Li., which also demonstrates the necessity for the correct 

amount of recirculating products. 
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2.3.2 Practir il non- 2reinixed szrstems. 

The foregoing argument applies as stated to the unusual 

cases of a premixed system. For most applications this is not 

possible and the combustion chamber must do duty also as a 

mixing chamber. In consequence there are additional difficulties; 

in achieving this optimum satisfactorily in line with the 

combustion requirements of the system. The non-uniformity of 

mixture does allow however, for wider extinction limits, 

important in the gas turbine and for "grading" the fuel/air 

ratio from rich to weak along the flame to obtain a higher and 

more uniform combustion intensity. 

Translating this into actual systems, two optimum systems 

have been proposed by Bragg(17) and Thring and Maedin(20), 

These are shown in Figs. 5. and 6. 

2.3.2.1 Two stagre process -- Firr. 5. 

Reference has been made already to this argument in the 

consideration of premixed systems (Section 2.3.1) with the 

addition in this case of a mixing zone. The first combustion 

stage is fuel + 85% air, equivalent to Longwells homogeneous 

reaction and a second in which the final 20% of fuel remaining 

unburnt, is burnt with 31% air (to give 16% excess overall in 

this example) each stage requiring about an equal volume to 

achieve 99% efficiency. 
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2.3,2,2 Mu tt stage process 

In this case it has been calculated that by introducing 

air in stages clown the chamber each time the reaction rate 

begins to fall off, even higher intensities could be obtained. 

Here also, recirculation is kept to a minimum since each stage 

provides hot products for the next and only sufficient need be 

recirculated from the end for the initial combustion stages. 

The increase in intensity obtained is of the order of 6% over 

the homogeneous systems. A good gas turbine combustion chamber 

might approximate to something like this sort of arrangement. 

2.4 Actual Burner Systems expressed as an approximation of 
the Ideal. 

The theoretical systems considered in section 2.3 take no. 

account of the mechanics of the system in the spray, mixing, 

burnout of droplets, unfilled combustion chamber space and heat 

losses. It is assumed that the combustion intensity is limited 

by purely chemical factors. It is instructive to consider how 

far actual systems approach this ideal. For the purposes of 

this comparison it is assumed as a first approximation that the 
i 

combustion intensity is proportional to some power of the 

relative pressure loss across the burner Ap/lp. and this is 

plotted in Fig-7. The homogeneous reaction is on the right 

hand side, the np/p being that quoted by Lonwvell(18) , other 

systems represent other attempts to achieve different 

, .+ 14 -- 
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compromises between 2 and 1 ressq. re loss. In Piü. 7. line A 

represents the ideal, calculated on the assumption that the 

pressure drop arises entirely from the loss of dynamic head of 

the gases entering the chamber. On this basis combustion 

intensity is hroportionäl to qh p. The curve B 
2 

corresponds to Lubbockt s Epirieal Rule (p p/p)/3(21). while 

the curve C which might be regarded as "best performance curve" 

is nearer to Q p/n. This last curve is drawn from the 

theoretical Bragg combustion chamber (equivalent to the Longwell 

+ second stage for remaining unburnt fuel - see sections 2.3.1 

and 2.3.2). This however assumes that it is possible to run 

approximately at this two stage ideal, and that there is no 

thermal load on the combustion chamber. The curves D, H, and 

PF are in fact probably more realistic best practice lines for 

distillate fuels, heavy fuel oil and pulverized coal respectively, 

and each curve converges on the Longwell system as operated as 

a homogeneous reactor at 99% efficiency. 

The curve D for distillate fired systems with a low thermal 

load is approximately the same slope as those predicted by 

curves A and B. The greater energy necessary to produce the 

same heat release rate for heavy, fuel oils and pulverized coal 

is accounted for by the increasing difficulty in each case in 

burning all the fuel and'by the fact that relatively higher 

r 15 
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thermal load is placed where it is "seen" by the flame, for 

boilers as opposed to gas turbines and again for P. P. fired 

land boilers as opposed to the usual run of marine boilers. 

There is also probably a scale effect which will mean that 

large units will consume relatively more energy for the same 

results as the smaller ones. 

The conclusions that can be drawn from this diagram are 

that improvements in combustion intensities an be achieved in 

some cases by, (i) design of a system with the proper mixing 

stages (i. e. as point 2.3.2.2). This should result in 

considerable improvements in all cases and push the curve D, H 

and P. F. nearer A and B. (ii) by improved local aerodynamics 

to improve the rate of combustion of the slow burning carbon 

residues from the heavy fuel oil and coal. (iii) by reducing 

the thermal load on the combustion chamber and making as much of 

the heat transfer as possible "out of sight" of the flame. 

This in fact would help (ii) as well. These last two points 

would push the curves H. and P. F. towards D. 

2t5 Generalized Theory. 

On the basis of the consideration of the basic chemical 

and physical processes, it is possible to indicate the 

important parameters related to the process and to construct heat 

and mass balances. Bragg(12) has carried out an analysis of this 

- 16 - 



type by assuming that if the not heat oazn for a short period is 

equated to zero and takinx into account conduction and convection 

and the instantaneous heat release correslondi. nz to the local 

conditions, the pattern and 1)erformance of the burning system 

is then com1-)lctely defined by the dimonsionless grouj)s,, 

Reynolds No,., and "Reaction Rate; No. ", and the fuel/air ratio 

distribution. The "React., o: a }: aato No. " is defined as 

D where 2 is the mean average value of the heat 

pv 0p AT release rate in the combustion chamber, 
D is the diameter of the chamber, 
p, v, C1) arc the density, velocity and heat 

capacity of the gases in the chamber and 
AT the temperature rise. 

How far this generalized theory is applicable to actual systems is 

discussed later. 

2.6 Conr onent parts of the dynamics of oil burner systems. 

In the consideration of flames, doplarture from prenixed 

systems to actual atomized oil flames introduces a number of 

extra variables, which as yet can only Dartially be put 

together, to form at best a somewhat incomplete picture. 

2.6.1 The Atomizer. 

The detailed study of atomizer systems is outside the 

scope of this work; the theory of their operation is discussed 

in a number of reviews(22-26) and an illustration of a very 

- 17 » 



simple Fressure jut is L; ivon in Fi. £3. shocrinr; the principle 

of operation, the swirl chamber and the nozzle. Sections of 

actual nozzles are shown in Fib;. g. 

The disintegration of the spray is due to the convorLrence 

of the two faces of the hollow ccne by virtue of the mechanics 

of the system. The shoot develops holes and subsequently breaks 

down to filaments and drolplets(22)(27) having a high frequency 

instability of its own of perhaps 10,000 clps. This part of the 

process is of only second order importance as far as subsequent 

processes in the flame are concerned except in so far as this 

constitutes part of the delay before the fuel ignites. 

However, the flame itself may be affected considerably by the 

characteristics of the spray such as the droplet size, 

distribution and momentum. 

Various relationships have been proposed for the through 

put of pressure -jet burners, the S. M, D. of the droplets and the 

spray angle. 

2.6.2 Throughput. 

The normal relationship for fuel throughput Q through an 

atomizer is usually taken as 

Q cc do2 pß`5 ....... 
(4) From this the flow number (PN) 

is defined as 5 gal, /(psi)045. 

P 

-- 18 -» 



In nor : accurate di ni .: _si. ocLl c ss terms duuuu to Radcliffe(28) 

dP 

whC r' rp 

do "' 

pf 

-k 0 884 
0.22 

o. (-- ) 

rC , s'ýrc. atomizincm, 

orif0.; 0 'li -L»ic C; 0, 

dtni :i ty of fuol 

viscosity (absolute). 

2.6.3 S. M. D. and s; -)ray anmle. _ 

The has been defined by Fraser 
(26) 

on theoretical 

grounds as 11 

d (ä p). ()ý ............. (5) 
Pa 

where s_ eurface tension of the liquid. 

0= eine of half the spray angle. 

Pa = density of atmosphere. 

and a number of empirical relationships have been reported for 

different atomizers. Their use however is of somewhat limited 

ajpplicabilityy being only really true for the atomizer tested. 

Sauter Mean Diameter. This is the normal method of 
obtaining an average size and is the diameter of 
a uniform droplet with the same surface to 
volume ratio as the actual distribution. 
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A discussion of the problem of calcula tiny, and mcasurin droplet 

sizes for the atonizur used is carried further in Apy)endix III0 

The stray an71e is a function of the geometric dimensions 

of the atomizer and is normally re:; kon& to remain fairly 

constant for a given atomizer, providiW the spray can be fully 

developed. The exceptions to this are the Duplex and Spill 

atomizers where this varies with input, port size and relative 

pressures in the system. 

The relationship: - 
It 0.20 

SO-50 µ 0.25 '0.25 
a d oc 

f 

f0.10 pa0.25 P0.1ý. 
0 ....... 6 

obtained by Radcliffe(28) is used for comparative calculations. 
2.6.14 Spray penetration. 

Data on the penetration of sprays is scarce, but Bayley(29) 

is reported as having carried out an analysis of an evaporating 

droplet into a combustion chamber and to have obtained a graphic 

solution which gave the distance of penetration 

s« d1.8 P o. 14 VO. 9T -O* 055 

where V is the velocity of the fuel spray. 

Over the range of interest, i. e., with X the evaporation 

constant not too small, this can be reduced to 

5 0.1452 
Pf0. . 69 

v4.836 dl. 836 
... 

(8) 
µ . 075 

X0.531 0.167- 

which h appears to account for all the relevant variables. 
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2.6.5 Dr' plet size distribution. 

So far all proposed distributions are only approximations, 

One of the simplest is the Rosin-Raim¢iler(30) distribution 

although that proposed by Mugele and Lvans(31) is slightly more 

accurate, A knowledge of these distributions can be of value 

in assessing the behaviour of the spray in the air stream. 

2.6.6 The Hydrodynamic performance and combustion of 

oil droplets. 

The course of evaporation and combustion of the droplet 

and the effects of turbulence and the hydrodynamics of droplet 

clouds are for practical purposes very inadequately understood. 

Fr8ssling(32) has accounted fairly well for the evaporation 

of droplets of fairly low volatility under nearly uniform 

conditions. There is as well very little correlation between 

the results obtained from the flow patterns produced by freely 

moving particles. The most satisfactory results from the 

behaviour of droplets so far has been based on rather drastic 

simplifying assumption. For example, to calculate droplet paths 

Clarke(33) and Poulston(34) both assume that the droplets behave 

as solid spheres which allows the use of the standard results of 

the drag coefficient. Presumably the actual behaviour of the 

droplet will be profoundly influenced by the decreasing mass due 

to evaporation and combustion. Other workers including 

r 21 
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Godsave(35) , Sjýalding(36) and Masdin(37) have investigated the 

combustion of fairly large single droplets (ýj. g. 1000 µ ). 

The quantitative application of their data to practical 

combustion problems is still rather uncertain. Unfortunately 

as Putnam et al(38) point out, actual combustion processes involve 

a large number of variables many of which are very difficult to 

determine due to the problem of establishing the precise 

conditions at any point. 

A plot of burning time against droplet diameter due to 

Essenhigh(39) is given in Fig. 10. This illustrates two 

important points, firstly that the smaller droplets (i. e. , with 

the greatest surface to volume ratio) burn very much faster than 

the larger droplets in the spray. The stabilization of pressure 

jet flames is often attributed to this. Secondly it shows that 

for any combustion system to be satisfactory, the burning times 

of the largest drops must be taken into consideration and the 

residence time of the gas must be long enough for the process to 

be completed, Thus for a boiler with a combustion intensity 

of 106 Btu/cu. ft. Lr. the burning time of the largest droplet must 

be less than the residence time which will be about 0.06 secs. 

This is particularly important with residual fuels with long 

burn out times for carbon particles of the order of ten times 

that of the volatiles from the same drop which have been 

22 



FIG. 8. 

Illustration ShotivinR Principle of Pressure-: jet Atomizer, 

FIG, 9. 

Actual Types of Pressure-Jet Atomizer. 
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rep'örted by Masdin & Foster(40). Thus the combustion intensity 

governs the maximum droplet size which can be accommodated. 

2.6.7 Flame Propagation Rate. 

Data on the rate of flame propagation in oil sprays is 

somewhat sparse. It may be presumed that this will depend on 

similar factors to the reaction rate, i. e., oxygen concentration 

and temperature. There is need for data for oil parallel to 

that obtained by Beer(41) for a pulverized coal cloud in a 

controlled mixing history furnace. In general flame speeds for 

"quiescent" and "stationary" flames, where heat transfer back is 

largely by radiation, seem to be of the order of 3 ft. /sec. 

However, as Essenhigh and Fells( '2) point out, the introduction 

of recirculated products and turbulent mixing may increase this 

by an order of magnitude, This suggests that turbulent flame 

speeds are a function of the gas velocity and the Reynolds 

number, a conclusion that has been put forward by several 

workers(43)(44)0 

2.6.8 . Ignition Delay. 

The ignition delay is dependent like the reaction rate and 

rate of flame propagation on the chemical kinetics, it is 

particularly important in that it controls the processes up to 

the point of ignition. Mullins(19) and Masdin(35) found that 

delay times could be defined in terms of temperature and pressure, 

ý. 
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Both these workers were able to determine 

range of temperatures and air vitiation. 

in applying the results is that the delay 

determined for constant values of pQ 
2 

and 

heating up and iLmition. In the case of 

action effects from other droplets were a; 

delay t im s for a 

The chief disadvantage 

times have been 

T durinf- the process of 

Masdin's any inter-- 

Lso absent. 

In practice, a droplet leaving an atomizer will encounter 

a whole range of conditions in terms of temperature, gas 

composition and gas velocity between leaving the atomizer and 

ignition. This means that the calculation of absolute ignition 

delays is very difficult unless the conditions are known with 

great precision. This is particularly true in the case of the 

temperature term which appears in the exponential term. It is 

perhaps a little more satisfactory to use this to calculate 

comparative ignition delay terms for different fuels, although 

it is still necessary to choose the temperature with care 

(see Section 3.3.3.8). 

2lß. 



2.7 Tj-v-; ýL; of J,: 

2.7.1 Thu Thcorctica: i. 'c Ls of Jet 

The performance of plain jets, especially with respect to 

momentum, heat and mass transfer ha-. r, -,, been ýtucl ed widely and 

the work reviewed in a numbr__n of p1L. r",,; s for instance by 

Forstall and Shal; iro(45 

The theory of turbuie=Irt jots has boon attacked in a number 

of different ways, but the most widely used basis is Prandtl's 

momentum exchange concept. An example of the use of this type 

of approach is Newby and Thring's(47) application of it as 

apyjlied to flame length and scaling criteria. The conservation 

of momentuni implies that although exchange takes place between 

Velocity and local pressure the total momentum does not alter. 

2.7.1.1 Sim; le Jets. 

The behaviour of single jets injected into free space has 

long been understood fairly generally. The entrainment 

properties of a jet have been shovmn to follow the relation(48) 

m= m(0.40 d- l) ........ o 
(9) 

0 
where m= mass flow at distance from the nozzle, 

m0= initial mass flow. 

do nozzle diameter. 

and the axial velocity after a critical distance 

is known to decrease inversely as the distance travelled by 
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the jet. The velocity distribution Pleo has been shown to be 

of a Gaussian distribution form. 

2.7.1.2 Complex Jots. 
I 

More recently because of their importance in relation to 

practical problems, interest has focussed. on annular, multi and 

concentric jots. The effect of the first of these is to 

introduce the equivalent of a bluff body into the stream with 

a consequent low pressure zone and local recirculating eddies. 

Studios of these have been carried out by Ullrieh(49), 

Cohen de Lara(50) , Beer, Chigier & Lee(51)and Patrick(52). 

The results have varied somewhat depending on the presence of 

thick or thin walls between the jets and the relative velocity 

of the two streams. It has been shown that after about 6 diameters 

downstream, the jet profile usually progressively approximates 

to the normal jet distribution for a corresponding single jet. 

2.7.2 Recirculation. 

The control of recirculation in confined jets has already 

been shown to be a very important part of flame aerodynamics and 

has formed the subject of a considerable amount of study. Two 

main theories of recirculation have been suggested, the first 

by Thring and Newby and the second by Craya and Curtct. 

Thring and Newby suggested(47) that recirculated material 

should be studied as a function of the parameter e which for a 

twin fluid system is defined as 
m°c 

aL They assumed 
a 
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that for r0 tt L the jet could br-- assumed to behave as a free 

jet until it comes into contact with the wall (so far as 

behaviour inside the jet is concerned). Using the results of 

Hinze and van der Heggo Zijnen for the mass m1 entrained in 

U. tarco z which is from r"0' _ýtyon 9: "- 

/ r) 
X/) 

at which a "free jet" would where characteristic len; 
_; 

til 11 

touch the walls = Li.. 5*1-. y ýI'iicy propose that since no material is 

added or lost directly from the recirculated zon:; 

X 
mr = (ml -- ma) = mo (0,2 1 

--1) - ma .. (11) 
0 

+m_/ (the ratio of the r1 ae 
0l9 m. »o (m +mG 

total momentum flux 
roao to that of the fuel). 

........... 
(12) 

ma = mass flow of burner fluid. 

ma _ mass flo1J of burner air. 

mr _ mass flow of rocirculated gases, 

ro _ burner radius. 

L= characteristic distance. 

G momentlang. (Subscripts T and 0 for total and oil 
respectively). 

The last named workers developed the idea of the "equivalent" 

single jet which expresses the individual momenta as a single 

equivalent momentum, Temperature differences are allowed for 

by . the "equivalent" isothermal jet, i. e. 9 by calculatin3 the 
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equivalent diameter that the stream would need if it left the 

burner at the mean temperature further dovrn the jut, whil3 

maintaining momentum similarity. 

This gives rise to an expression for the "equivalent burner 

diameter" for a twin fluid stream where the final density is 

pg2 
(m +m) 

dot oa............ (13) 

Go+Ga)Pg 

This "equivalent" burner diameter" is an extremely useful 

way of equating jets of different size or density as for example 

in scaling combustion systems and cold models. 

craya and Curtet(53) adopted a more elaborate approach, 

which unfortunately involves severe approximations. 

Three characterisations for recirculation have been 

proposed, these are complementary rather than alternatives. 

They are: - 

1. Physical limits of various zones in the flow pattern. 

2. Mass of material recirculated (usually cited as mr max. ) 

3. The mixing pattern as determined from the concentration 

of temperature profiles. 

These may be considered as follows: - 

1. This is particularly sensitive to the geometry of the 

system and from the scaling point of view is only a suitable means 

of comparing flow patterns in similarly scaled systems. 
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2. Is a useful overall critcricn for obtain-! n;; a 

convenient comparative figure and has been shown(50) to be 

comparatively insensitive to alterations in the flow pattern 

shape due to downstream effects (= 5% in Cohen de Larats 

experiments). 

3. The information both 1 and 2 provide, while important., 

is rather limited particularly as regards information on 

composition and mixing. For this reason it is necessary to go 

further than these and study the variation in composition in the 

system with recirculation not only in bulk flow quantities but 

in actual local concentrations, which are relevant to what is 

happening combustion wise. Methods used to study these can be 

either cold models: - 

(a) with stream either of different density or composition 

to simulate burner fluid 
(54-56) 

(b) with a tracer introduced at some downstream point and 

determination of "influence coefficients"(57)(58) 

or secondly by measurements on actual flames using radioactive 

or inert gas tracers or occasionally the recirculated combustion 

products themselves(51). 

2.7.3 Experimental studies of jets. 

Experimental studies on jets have fallen into throe main 

sections: 
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1. Profiles and behaviour of sim14lo free jets and jets 
issuing into a stationary or slowly flowing secondary 
stream(47)(48)(50)(54)0 

2. Profiles of annular and concentric jets and swirling 
jets. 

3. The effect of chamber variables. 

The reason for these different approaches is based on 

special requirements. In case 1, that of determining in overall, 

terms the amount of gas recirculating to provide data for the 

kind of approach discussed in Section 2.2.1.5 and also the 

estimation of mixing lengths along the jet, the main variables 

of interest are the momentum of the jet and the ratio ro/L. 

In the second case the requirement has been a much more detailed 

study of the behaviour of particularly the early stages of 

annular and multiple jets and the behaviour of a number of 

variables other than momentum e. g. , the width of the annulus. 

the cone angle of the quarl « (Quarl is burner term referring 

to the surround of the air jet usually made of refractory 

material) - and the angle of the swirl ß. This study is 

concerned mainly with flame holding, mixing between the jets and 

combustion intensity. The third section has only 

received rather scant attention except in the very simplest 

cases of square or circular box surrounding the jet. Downstream 

effects have a considerable influence on the flow pattern in the 

combustion chamber(50)(59)(60). 
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2.8 Burner Aeroä;, rnami. cs. 

2.8.1 Blockage due to atomizer and register parts and 
flame stabilization. 

Any burner which involves solid parts inside the air inlet 

will cause some degree of "shadow" dovmstream of the burner. 

This will result in a low pressure region and a compensating 

local eddy. Since flani ; anchoring depends on the presence of 

a region where the rate of flame propagation is just balanced by 

a fairly moderate flow velocity, this typo of eddy downstream 

of the atomizer has often been regarded as helping to produce 

this condition, and the behaviour of bluff body and other 

stabilizers have been widely studied 
(61)(62)0 

However, an 

important consequence of the presence of a flame is a considerable 

modification in size in the consequent eddy zone 
(58)(63). 

* which 

means that any cold aerodynamic results need to be used with 

caution. 

Also. it has been suggested that the presence of swirler 

blades and other mechanical devices produce discrete jets with 

weak recirculation between them with similar results. There 

is however, very little experimental evidence to confirm or 

deny this and the action of zones of this type is obscure(64) 

0 
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2. Ö. 2Py. me '. e11 t rl, rnix 11; ^sn oti C0:: 1f'lj'; 1.1'Zt1oný 

In tho field of simple enclosed jets the tyj)e of aerc dynamics 

has been widely investigated. Factors affecting combustion 

length and similarity between different jets have been studied 

by Thring ec Newby in cases whore the combustion pattern is 

precisely governed by the turbulent mixing process caused by 

the entrainment of the surrounding air and gases by the incoming 

jot of fuel and air. In the y)ressure-jet flame, however, the 

picture is much more complex as the fuel distribution is dictated 

to a considerable extent by the atomizer characteristics and is 

consequently not uniform across the jet. The jet itself is 

also often a complicated configuration due to the burner 

components. Work on these complicated configurations is still 

at a very early stage and not a groat deal of data is yet 

available. Some of the most interesting work has been carried 

out by Ullrich who studied experimentally an annular jet with 

the cases (1) of a plain parallel nozzle, (2) a diverging 

nozzle, and (3) the effect of swirl superimposed on this. 

Unfortunately he did not develop any theoretical background for 

this part of his work. The three main conclusions of his work 

were, firstly that above certain values of cc and ß the normal 

"solid" jet opens out into a "wall" jet with an intermediate 

region whore the one form is stable and the other insipiont. 

The plot of values for these effects are shown in Fig. ll 
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FIG. I I a. TYPE OF ANNULAR 
NOZZLE USED BY ULLRICH 
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Those results are very important as they show that it should 

be possible to predict very readily from a preliminary study 

the points where crucial changes in the jet configuration are 

likely to occur for various combinations of oc and 'ß. Secondly 

Ullrich showed that by the use of bluff bodies to split the jet 

into several sections, it was possible to obtain a stable half way 

stage between "solid" and "wall" jets. In other words to 

project concentric jets without coalescence. 

This in fact forms the basis of the work so far carried 

out ora swirl, although the work reported in this thesis and the 

current work of Boer et ai 
65) 

and Hubbard 
(66) 

on actual flames 

with a swirled air supply extend some of these ideas. 

2.8.3 A discussion of actual pressure-jet burners, 

There is in the literature a remarkable dearth of 

information on the development of actual burners with the 

exception of those sited in references (5-9). The development 

of pressure-jet burners can be summarized briefly as follows: 

Firstly very early development indicated that for reasonable 

performance, forced draught was almost essential. A minimum 

of 0.6" w. g. approx, has been quoted as the lowest permissible 

draught loss(5), although this figure is sometimes considerably 

lower on small units. Secondly, atomization was found to have 

a considerable influence on the achievement of short flames 
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without too lower efficiencies, Thirdly the control of the 

air round the atomized oil was found to have a very profound 

influence on the behaviour of the flame. 

The simplest form, namely pressure jet firing into hot 

surroundings with an air flow from a simple nozzle or quarl, 

has been used for applications such as cement kilns. Somewhat 

similar flames also have been investigated at IJmuiden. 

The next stage was to provide a simple convergent 

divergent throat to the air nozzle as illustrated in Fig. liýa) 

with the oil spraying close to the divergent section. 

More refined attempts at burner design almost always have 

included either a divergent annulus for the air supply or the 

introduction of an angular component to air supply usually 

known as "swirl". A burner of the first type is illustrated 

in Fig. l, %(b) which shows a widely divergent annulus with a 

small amount of air addition through holes inside the annulus 

presumably to prevent coking. The introduction of swirl in 

the air supply is usually produced by a bladed device somewhere 

in the burner, typical examples being shown in Figs. l1(c-e). 

The last of these being; a modern marine pattern designed for 

a high draft loss, wide range of fuel throughput and to 

provide a flame well away from the immediate region of the quarl, 

and is consequently known as a "suspended flame wide range 

register". 
w 
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FIG. 12. 

Various Practical Air Registers in Use, 
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Investigations on the ýjf:, ': , of sýý peg. rmanc. 1ýreuýure- jet flames, 

apart from the work recently carried out by Beer(65), appear to 

have been of a very 'ad hoc' nature and to have been concerned 

with performance factors such as turn down ratio that could 

be achieved, stack solids ai_ci . flan:. shapes These,, of course' 

can be important operating criteria, but no basic data seems 

to have been collected affecting control and performance of the 

flame. In the related fields of gas turbine design, a much 

more extensive study has had to be made and where this work is 

relevant, it has been mentioned in this chapter and in the 

review in Appendix I. In some cases work on gas turbine 

combustion chambers has been concerned principally with 

practically important quantities such as blow off conditions, 

but also a good deal of detailed work has been done on 

gas turbine combustion chambers both in the hot and cold models. 

Some examples of this are work carried out by Joseph Lucas and 

Shell Rosearch(3 '), Both these groups of workers have been 

particularly concerned with flow patterns in the combustion 

chamber and the extent to which cold models could be related to 

the hot working unit. Pavia & Rosenthal(62) and Romanska & 

Poster 
(68) 

concentrated on mixing and the temperature and gas 

composition distributions. Poulston & VJiriter(34) and. 

Binark & Ranz(69) and Clarke(33)p also considered the effect 

of the combustion chamber aerodynamics in the oil spray. 
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The combustion chambers investlgated all had a small swirler and 

secondary air inlets downstream of the burner and the detailed 

patterns observed differ substantially from those likely to be 

produced by an air register operating on a boiler front even 

with a swirled air supply. 

These workers have ii;, the main gone no further than 

producing patterns of floc and temperature and the same data on 
(102) 

combustion intensities and efficiencies. Toone has taken the 

last type of data further and been able to calculate activation 

energies. Spalding(70) has pointed out, however, that data on 

the distribution of velocity is insufficient to carry out a full 

quantitative prediction of how a given system will behave and 

has suggested the following alternatives. -- 

(i) The inclusion of so called "influence factors't 

representing the influence of temperature and heat 

release on each other in adjacent elementary sections, 

(ii) By integrating the differential equations governing 
velocity and eddy diffusion if those can be 

represented in a sufficiently simple manner. 

(iii) By ccmpleto description of idealized elementary flow 
fields of which the complete combustion chamber can 
be regarded as a summation. 
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(iv) Ovcrail chooroms limiting; , )urformance. 

Unfortunately lack of data on "influunce factors" and eddy 

diffusivity and the aerodynamic patterns produced in many 

circumstances limits the usefulness of methods i- iii to very 

simple examples. The type of prediction referred to under 

heading iv is discussed in the section 2.5 above. 

2.9 Combustion Oscillations. 

2.9.1 General Observations on Unstable Combustion. 

Due, to the tendency to develop special terms to describe 

particular phenomena in a limited context it is necessary to 

specify accurately the meaning of the terms used in this field. 

Unstable combustion, in the sense of combustion oscillations, 

refers to the development of regular -periodic fluctuations in 

flame characteristics for a flame and combustion chamber that 

will under other conditions exhibit steady burning characteristics. 

Tkis it is necessary to distinguish it from a flame that is 

behaving in an erratic fashion due to the inability of the flame 

front to fall into any fixed position or range of positions . 
perhaps due to the absence of any "stabilizing" characteristics 

of the burner. Also It, is necessary to make a definite 

distinction to randomness in combustion due purely to turbulence 

in the flame and the combustion process(71) and the regular 
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cyclic oscillations with a definite: characteristic. The 

former is usually reported as being "white noise", i. e. , 

covering a wide spectrum without definite predominant 

frequencies. Very recently Smith & Kilham(72) have shown that 

combustion noise in open turbulent flames can be related to the 

geometric and flow parameters defining the flame and they have 

shown that the sound generated may be considered to arise from 

a statistical distribution of monopole sources throughout the 

zone of combustion. The peak frequencies were found to be rý 

function of the parameter, burner port size, mixture velocity 

and flame speed expressed dimensionlessly as the Strouhal 

number. 

Proper cyclic combustion oscillations falling within the 

definition just given have been known for a long time; 
(73)4 

The earlier phenomena to be observed were of the so called 

singing flame type which was analysed in some detail by 

Lord Rayleigh(71+)t who was able to specify the basic conditions 

for combustion oscillations to be possible. This is: - 

'a component of the fluctuating heat addition must bo in 

phase with the pressure wave', which in effect means that the 

rate of heat addition must be a positive function of the 

pressure drop if the oscillation is to be driven by the 

combustion process. 
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The 1Jrobluin ?: ý. ? jucom_ý, of :. onoi('.: r; ýblu 11.1 ) eSt in the 

fluid of liquid and solid -)rol)cllant roclcýAs in rjcc; nt years 

where the phenomena have been ücscribe as "chuFrginrr" acrd 

"screaming" dý_ýý: nclinl, on frý.; quvncy, Tjiu distinction b(, tween 

the two being inado at about 1000 c. y)s s, In this field the 

problerii of high fruquency : i_istability is usuLilly thu most 

critical one and probably iiivolvus complex modes of oscillation. 

However, frequencies hit-hur tiý, an 100 cps, are very rarely 

encountered in the general run of industrial and boiler 

problems and only in very exceptional cases higher than about 

700-800 cps. 

2.9.2 Low ]: -'reguoney Oscillations - Acoustic Theories. 

The somewhat variul literature in the field of low 

frequency oscillations has boon reviewed rccently(75) 

and a discussion of the imj ortant diffc; rcnces between some 

groups of prol)oo(: d thcorics have been discussed by Brown & 

Thring(76). These are discussed in detail in Apl)ondix II. 

In outline two sots of theories have boon proposed. Thu first 

group of those is based on the acoustic proy; orties of the 

system, those assume that the oscillation is the acoustic 

resonant mo'io of the system. This is excited by fluctuations 

in the combustion process, so that the resonant frequency with 

the organ pipc or Helmholtz frequency of the system do pendinr1 

on the dimensions and layout of the combustion chamber and flues. 
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Examples of this ty ju of a]-jproaeh prol; osed by Rayloigh(74), 
(77) 

Eliass & Gordon9 Putnam 
ý78)s 

Mcrio(79) Sanders & Lawrie(80) 

. 
(see Appendix II, Table; II (b) ). The problem with many of 

these theories is unfortunat: ly thj-c they do not relate the 

combustion process properly to the oscillation produced. 

The exceptions are Rayleigh and Merle; both of whom arc at some 

pains to show how energy From the combustion process is able to 

drive oscillations. If thu , jcillation were of the acoustic 

type the only significant variables should be linear dimensions 

of the different sections of the system, the temperatures at 

certain stages and the value ofy , the ratio Cp/Cv for the 

gases concerned. These: last two variables of course affecting, 

the speed of sound. y does not vary very widely between air 

and normal combustion products and the sl eod of sound varies 

therefore as 4P. Thus an acoustic oscillation is characterized 

effectively by a frequency which is only a function of 

dimensions or IT. Thus for a given combustion chamber, 

frequency should äc nearly constant, in the ordinary operating 

range. Francis et al(81) have shown recently that there is a 

tendency for there; to be a preferred frequency range even 

when dimensions arc varied widely, a different harmonic being 

adopted when the natural frequency departs too far from this 

preferred range: of about 75-150 cis, 
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2.9.3 Loin Fruquuiicy 0s,. i7_ia ýs,, ns - Yon--Acoustic Thoori(; s. 

The thuorios that con-nidur oscillations as indelacndent of the, 

acoustic l)ropurtics of thu s;, rstom inclu'lc those: proposed by Crocco 

1 
& Cherg(82 1 Tischler &: lýollman(83), Thring(84) and Fritsch(85) 

(Sec Appinaix II, Tablu II (a)). 

In principle thusu noii- twoustic thocrius su gust that the 

oscillation is rýovornLd by tlit: ability of th*j pressure 

fluctuations in the combustion chamber to modulate the heat 

release by controlling the flow admittance and ogress to and 

from this combustion chambcro This makes factors such as 

ignition time delay, inlet and exit resistances and residence 

times the important parazmieters. The non-acoustic theories 

vary as to how far they are able to bring the combustion 

process properly into account. Unfortunately to make any of 

this then manageable it has been necessary to assume a fairly 

idealized system. The most relevant of those to boilers are 

those proposed by Thring and Fritsch. These arc in their main 

idea fairly similar. They both assume that the mode of 

oscillation is dependent on mixing; conditions. This is 

particularly intended to ay'ly to the type of case, such as 

a pressure jot fired system where pressure fluctuations in thy: 

combustion chamber of probably a few inches w.?. are sufficient 

to have a marked r: iotcrin7; effect on thu air supply, but not on 

the fuel supply which is supplied at a much higher prossuro 
SHEFFIELD 
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This will bviousiy alter tho ¬-ouivalc: ice ratio and mixing 

conditions durint each cycle. This is an important difference 

as compared with Crocco & Chung and Tischler & Bellman's 

approach both of which assume that the fluctuations in absolute 

pressure are sufficient to el' not oubetantially the chemical 

reaction rate without necessarily affecting the mixture ratio. 

2.9.4 Low Froguc1.1^, y Oscillations =Fxperimcntal Data. 

While all these theoretical ideas are very interesting 

the validity of the arguments is shown by experimental data. 

In this field the amount of experimental data actually available 

to compare with the corresponding theoretical ideas are 

surprisingly small and in the published literature usually 

insufficient data are available on the results reported to make 

wide spread comparisons possible. 

In the case of gas flames both premixed and unpremixed 

there is some body of evidence; to support an acoustic 

mechanism 
(78)(81)(86)(87) 

0 It is possible to correlate reported 

observations with the acoustic properties of the burner 

combustion chamber and stack and sometimes the room in which the 

combustion chamber is operating. This, however, does not apply 

to all cases as for instance the data of Howland and Simmonds(86) , 

which showed apparent departures from this type of mechanism. 
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From the frequency ran, -c: s obtainu 1 in a number of liquid. 

fuel fired units that have bucn invc; stigated the oscillations 

appear to be no longer dependent on acoustic properties of the 

system. In fact in some cases su,. h ac a water tube boiler 

it is very difficult to sue how an acoustic effect would be 

possible since the form o' construction involves a large 

number of tube covered :; -effaces or large bundles of tubes and is 

bound to be very heavily dampid acoustically. This type of 

oscillation has already been mentioned from the theoretical 

point of view and as already indicated there is not very much 

experimental evidence to go on. As far as boilers are 

concerned some results obtained by Fritsch have been reported 

and these were shown to be fairly close to the value he was 

able to calculate, although there was insufficient data to show 

any trends that could be used to compare theoretical 

predictions with ')ractical results. Papadakis 
(88 ) 

has been 

able to demonstrate oscillations of this typo in a small oil 

fired experimental unit. Those showed that frequency changed 

very markedly with features such as air-fuel ratio resistances 

in the system etc., to a much greater extent than could be 

accounted for by the change in temperatures of the gases. 

His results are parallel to those reported in this thesis., 

namely that oscillations of this type occur only 'under 
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conditions of air deficiency, that mixten had an effect on 

the oscillation limits and that there *;, were sometimes more than 

one band of frequencies possi'olu. 

IDroduced results 
(Recent 

results of Schalla89ý 

indicating oscillations of this type which seemed to be due to 

changes in the heat rcleasu rate either duo to composition or 

duct section changes. In general experimental data seems to 

be more complex than the results predicted from the various 

proposed theories. This is particularly true in the case of 

the non-acoustic types of oscillation where phenomena like the 

different frequency bands are not explained by any of the 

theories. The ingenious suggestion of Stewart & Nesbitt(90) 

that phenomena of this tyre can be accpunted for by pressure 

waves modulating the flow through different restrictions in the 

system, so that the period of oscillation becomes the time for 

pressure wave to travel upstream to say the burner or other 

restriction and the time for the flow modulation to reach the 

flame, does not seem in fact likely to give answers of the right 

order of magnitude. It seems likely that a complete answer to 

the problem can only be found in a much better estimate of the 

effect of pressure fluctuations on the ignition delay of the 

droplets, which is very sensitive to changing conditions, and the 

instantaneous mixing in the flame than has been achieved so 

far. 
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CHAPTER 

Theýýx; ýerimental_ýt. }ýýroacll_ý aoLtoaý 

3.1 Scope of the invosti; ýation. 

3.1.1 Simplification of Pro1lom, 

In order to study combustion equipment at all satisfactorily 

it is necessary to decide what aspects of the system can be 

considered reasonably without obscuring the main issues involved. 

The first problem arises from the fact that unlike some other 

forms of combustion chambers most boilers are asymmetric in shape. 

In most marine boilers the burners are placed at one end and are 

usually in some arrangement which makes it difficult to select 

any elementary section of circular or hexagonal shale to represent 

the field of action of each flame. Unfortunately the field of 

each burner usually includes a wall and two or three other 

adjacent burners which means that flow patterns probably will be 

distorted to a greater or lesser extent, 

The only solution to this problem is to consider the system 

in the following sections: - 

(1) Combustion chamber flow as a whole. 

(2) Single burner operating under conditions comparable to 
that of a single burner in an actual case. 

(3) Interaction between several adjacent burners. 

(4) Combustion instability. 

- 
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3.1,2 The ol)j ectivos i car thl: ý_s tud . 

The topics sclcctod for study dcveloypcd from , )roblums 

occurring in pressure-jet burners with combu3tion pulsations. 

It was a1pparent, however, that the ,, eal problem went further than 

the occurrence of combustion instability. This was the lack of 

basic knowledge on the pe,, °ormance of burners of this type, 

except for what had been Gained by individual groups developing 

actual burners to moot particalar operating requirements. 

For this reason the main emphasis has been placed on the 

investigation of non-oscillating flames in order to provide 

basic data from which to tackle combustion oscillation problems. 

Some of the justifications for this are discussed with the 

experimental results later. Basic data of this type are also 

required in order to provide a foundation from which more novel 

ideas could be built. It was, therefore, considered desirable 

for work in this field to start from investigations on an 

actual type of burner. This study comprises the largest 

section of this work. 

The construction of a laboratory rig for investigating 

pressure-jet flames on a small scale made it necessary to under- 

take a study of the scaling process and to show how far flames 

of this type could be reasonably characterised and scaled down. 

While this provided a study on its ovim, it also served to check, 
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and expand to sonic extent data obtainer on the full size 

combustion equipment. 

In addition, attention was necessary to consider lines that 

looked promising in altering the f'1_Zme i. n the direction of 

positive advantage. Particular directions of interest were the 

achievement of higher comb-u:, Lion intensities, the avoidance of 

combustion instability, the control of flame shape and performance 

for a wide rang; of operating conditions, widening the smoke 

limits and satisfactory combustion with minimum excess air. 

It was not possible to carry out specific investigations on all 

these topics, but the data obtainedi+were reviewed carefully 

with those aims in view. 

The background to this 1)roblem of combustion oscillation 

made it necessary to obtain some data on combustion instability 

and for this purpose oscillation measurements were made on actual 

marine boilers. This in fact covers item (2) and part of item 

(4) of the division of combustion chamber problems given in 

Section 3.1.1. Other sections of the problem have been 
60)(87)(88), (59)(tackled 

by other members of the author's team 

3,2 The apparatus used and the measurements made, 

3.2.1 Type of Apparatus. 

The method of study required a hot test facility. The 

full size burner under investigation has a fuel consumption of 
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up to about 1 ton -, ter hour, th-ac, is -7,10-Lit 5x1.06 Be t. u. Air. 

a heat output much too larZo to cope with easily on a 

laboratory scale. It was therefore considered necessary to 

design a suitable o. l)jparatus in ;., I-ich experiments could be 

carried out with a scaled down burner. 

The two alternatives for combustion chamber size were to 

consider a section of try: combustion chamber which would be 

occupied by one flame with th,: ' disadvantanos mentioned above, or 

to consider the case of one flame in a combustion chamber the 

same size as a typical boiler. This was also convenient since 

a suitable test facility for comijarative work was available at 

the Admiralty Fuel Experimental Station at Gosport (See 

Section 4-1. ). For measurements of combustion instability an 

actual ships boiler was used. (Soo Section 4.3. ) 

3.2.2 Variables Studied. 

The following; variables were selected for study: - 

3.2.2.1 For a combustion chamber with unstable combustion. 

(i) The effect of fuel rate on observed oscillation 
frequencies of a near limiting condition. 

(ii) The variation of limiting condition with 

pressure drop across air register. 

3.2.2.2 For full size and model burner. 

(1) Throughput rate. 

(ii) Spray angle. 

(iii) Important scaling parameters. 
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3.2.3 Mc"üiaremcnts rilerlc': " 

Measurements math were as follows, excluding normal fuel 

and air flow, pressure drops and stack analysc; s. 

3.2.3.1 For combustion instability. 

1. Frequency measurements at diftürent points in the: 

system. 

2. Teml)eratures in the combustion chamber. 

3.2.3.2 On the full sizt; and model burners. 

1. Gas composition. 

2. Gas temperature. 

3. Some components of gas velocity. 

S 
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3.3 Scaling. 

3.3.1 The devclo", )mcnt of ideas in Scalinrp. 

The earliest attempts to scale combustion were the work of 

Thring(91) in relation to open hearth furnaces, and Lloyd(92) 

with gas turbine combustion chambers. Thring showed that 

attainment of momentum similarity and reduction of burner 

dimensions to an "equivalent nozzle diameter" gave a reasonable 

means of comparison even between a hot system and a cold model. 

Lloyd's work showed also that provided excessive chamber 

chilling did not occur, reasonable correlation of combustion 

chamber efficiency could be obtained by operating with similar 

chamber pressure and velocity. The present status of work in 

this field is reviewed by Spalding(93)0 

3.3.2 Scaling parnmetcrs. 

The factors most likely to be of importance in deriving 

a reasonable scaling for oil flames are jet momentum, turbulent 

mixing, reaction rate and spray characteristics. 

Most of the scaling parameters suggested, apart from the 

obvious one of Reynolds number, derive from work in connection 

with the gas turbine combustion chamber. Scaling of pressure 

jet flames for ordinary combustion chambers (i, e. with no 

secondary air) does not seem to have arisen previously. A 

detailed theory of scaling for gas turbine chambers was 
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originally proposed by D. G. Stewart(94). This worker reviewed, 

and reduced to convenient dimensionless forms, a large number of 

relevant parameters affecting scaling. This is sometimes 

referred to as "pL" scaling as the normal method of operation 

is to maintain the group 1)L constant so that as size decreases 

the pressure in the combustion chamber increases. This holds 

groups such as Reynolds number, Mach number and the chamber 

loading constant, 

The main problem is that complete modelling of a combustion 

process is impossible at one and the same time as reference to 

Fig-13. will illustrate. A second consideration is that a 

number of very important parameters involving for instance jet 

configurations and similar spacial effects do not reduce easily 

to dimensionless analysis and are apt to be overlooked by 

mechanical application of scaling rules. The selection of the 

right rules to alp-, ply or ignore, depends largely on the result 

required. For example the result required may be just an end 

effect such as a blow off limit or an outlet temperature, where 

intermediate stages are of little importance as long as the 

final result is reasonable. On the other hand some detail of 

the process may be the important one, in which case quite a 

different set of considerations might be relevant. 
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.? ICS. 13. 

Plot of Scale factor against Various Dimensionless Groups_z 

(a). Air velocity, relative momentum and air-fuel ratio 
constant. Reynold's number varied. 

(b). Residence time, relative momentum, air-fuel ratio 
constant. R: eynold's number varied. 

(c). Reynold's number air fuel ratio atomizing 
pressure constant. Velocity varied. 

(d). Air velocity, air-fuel ratio constant. Reynold's 
number varied, Low atomizing pressure. 

(e). Air-fuel ratio xf atomizing pressure and velocity 
constant. Diameter of burner and Reynold's 
number varied. 
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The original objectives for which Stewart's criteria were 

proposed included development work on gas turbines. The 

parameters usually compared were the blow off limits, variation 

of air fuel ratio, combustion efficiency for different air-fuel 

ratios, simulated altitude conditions and temperature traverses 

in the outlet duct. In the present work the emphasis 

necessarily is not only on the final products, but also the 

processes taking place in the flame. These require local 

measurement of air-fuel ratio, combustion efficiency and 

velocity to establish the special characteristics of the flame. 

In this case blow off limits and variations in pressure are of 

no immediate interest. There is also the difference that a 

gas turbine combustion chamber is much more nearly an approxi- 

mation to a perfectly stirred reactor than a flame in the 

relatively large combustion space of a boiler. It may be 

anticipated that flow configuration factors affecting the 

interaction of the air and oil, such as spray penetration and 

reaction time may have an enhanced importance in this particular 

Case. 

The effect of flow configuration and the fuel distribution 

seem to be those least clearly represented by Stewartts results. 

The development of the correct three dimensional flow patterns 

and material distributions are most important in this case. 
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Representation of the correct spacial similarity, in fact 

implies geometric similarity of the appropriate burner parts 

and this must be regarded as the most important criterion. 

This is assuming that the density change between input air and 

combustion gases remains the same for the prototype and the 

model. The effect of this with a cold model is discussed later. 

An important difficulty that arises in the present case is 

that scaling on the normal pL basis is not itself possible 

without a very elaborate test facility capable of running at 

several atmospheres pressure. This means that the groups 

mentioned above in this connection can be no longer maintained 

constant, but as is discussed later this is not of over-riding 

importance. Taking Stewart's form of analysis, TableTL 

represents the various groups reduced to their simplest form, 

assuming that combustion chamber pressure p, air fuel ratio f, 

and the fuel properties remain constant. The order given is 

Stewart's assessment of relative importance. Bragg(12) , Herbert 

and Bamford(95)9 Lefebvre and Halls 
(96) 

amongst others have 

developed and clarified some of these ideas. 
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TABLE II 

1. Spray momentum relative to 
air momentum 

2. Reynolds number 

3. Spray cone angle 

4. Ignition delay 

5. a) Simultaneous evaporation and 
combustion 

Simplified expression 
assuming p, f, and fuel 
properties constant. 

P2/v 

vL 

0 
L/vI- 

L'vd 

b) Droplet Reynolds number 

6. Reaction kinetics and flame propagation: - 

Reaction time, /- Residence time 

b) Turbulent flame speed/Air velocity 

7. Spray penetration 

81 Dilution and mixing 

g, Surface heat transfer 

P= atomizing pressure 
v= velocity of air stream 
L= characteristic length 

T= ignition delay 
d= droplet diameter 

vd 

"V 

V 

0.25 
x0.05 L0,051 

Pf 
0.051 

v0.258 40.259 

Complex (Geometric anja. 
temperature similarity) 

Heat transfer rate to the surface 
Overall heat release 

µ= viscosity 

"s = surface tension 

of= density (fuel) 

f= air-fuel ratio 



3.3.3 Discussion of the Importance and Validity of the 

different scaling factors. 

3.3.3.1 Geometric Similarity. 

It is now necessary to discuss the validity and relative 

importance of these different criteria. The question of 

geometric similarity has been touched on already in order to 

preserve the correct distribution of fuel and air. This is 

assuming that the density changes between the incoming air and 

the combustion chamber gases are the same in the prototype and 

the model. If there are wide differences this might need some 

modification and this is discussed later in connection with the 

use of a cold model analogue of the system. 

3.3.3.2 Spray Cone Angle. 

Although the spray momentum will be very much lower than 

that of the air, the effect of the cone angle on the spray 

distribution may we]. ]. be considerable and it is necessary to 

maintain strict angle similarity between the prototype and the 

model. This in effect is an extension of the maintenance 

of geometric similarity. 

3.3.3.3 The Choice of Suitable Representative quantities, 

One of the big advantages of dimensional analysis is that 

it is not always necessary to know e absolute values for many of 
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the quantities, as long as their trend can bu related to some 

conveniently measured components of the system. An example of 

this is the simplification of temperature terms since the 

theoretical outlet temperature and velocity are simply related 

to the easily measured input quantities thus: - 

T Th 

aTa. 00040.0.00.. 0090 

hva 
TT 

The only other important criterion is that the components 

chosen should be significant variables. The selection of a 

representative linear dimension is the most important example of 

this. In the gas turbine work already cited this is quite 

clearly the chamber width or length. In the case of pressure. 

jet burners in water tube boilers, the considerably increased 

value of the ratio of chamber diameter to burner diameter makes 

the chamber dimensions rather less significant, especially as 

most boilers are sufficiently asymmetric to make these rather 

difficult to define accurately from the flow point of view. 

As the region of greatest interest lies close to the burner and the 

combustion chamber is too short for anything approaching plug 

flow to develop the burner diameter has been taken as the most 

significant dimension. The dimensions of the combustion 

chamber have been kept in proportion as fqr as practical 

considerations would allow. 
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The choice of 9_ suitable velocity for the scaled 

combustion chamber is dictated largely by its effect on the main 

groups and it is impossible to change velocity to satisfy all 

of them simultaneously. The usual practice is to maintain v 

constant between prototype and model, but it could be varied to 

achieve specific effects and this is demonstrated in some of the 

diagrams in Pig-13. 

3.3-3.4 Momentum Similarity. 

Stewart pointed out that where it was necessary to 

consider the interaction of two streams as well as the overall 

aerodynamics, it was necessary for the momentum ratio between 

the two to be constant between prototype and model, i. e., 
v= 

const, fva ` 

assuming constant atomizer efficiency 

V oc (P/Qf) 2 

and hence 

1%1 
äp) cons t. ff ................. (15) 

The relative momentum of the oil is very mall compared with 

that of the air. This means that this parameter is unlikely 

to affect to any great extent the general velocity and mass flow 

patterns in the system, but almost certainly will have a very 

considerable effect on the gas composition and efficiency patterns. 
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In some of the work cited in this section(94)(95) matching the 

atomizer scorns to have been the major problem and it was 

considered unlikely that the need to do this would be diminished 

in the type of system under consideration. 

3.3.3.5 Re nold. s Nuxner. 

Up to certain limits, processes such as turbulent mixing 

and hence the physical transport of reactants is proportional to 

the Reynolds number of the air streun. 

Thus for complete comparison 

pvL 
V 

constant. 0090.. 0 .. 
( 

16 
) 

where y= kinematic viscosity 

in the present case p is atmospheric and of course constant and 

under combustion conditions y will remain constant as well, 

provided the tcmpc: ratures arc the same, This means that to 

maintain strict Reynolds similarity the velocity would need to 

increase as the scale decreased. This is contrary to the 

requirements for several other groups and is liable to introduce 

sufficiently high velocities into the system to interfor with the 

combustion processes. This would also mean that the flow rate 

at the system would only vary as L instead of L2 which would 

eliminate the main reason for modelling by producing ü heat 

release rate too high to cope with in the laboratory. 
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Fortunately, the effect of Reynolds nuiaber is considerably less as 

the flow becomes more, turbulent, and providing the flow is well 

into the turbulent region it has relatively little effect on 

the mixing processes. 

The droplet Reynolds number is a function of relative 

velocity and droplet diamc; tt: r and can be varied independently of 

the jet Reynolds number. 

3.3.3.6 Spray Penetration. 

Equation 8. derived by Bayley(29) has been mentioned in 

section 2.6.4 already. Stewart makes the penetration term 

dimensionless by taking it as proportional to the linear 

dimension term. By a series of substitutions to eliminate 

terms that are difficult to measure he derives the following 

rather unwieldy expression for the scaling group. 
0.20 

5.0.05 LO-051 
(T 

Th+ l20) 0' 042 Ta 0.258 

-0" 051 f0.0,25 v 
0.25 ao. 259 T 0.1 

3 

Pf a Th 

................ 
(17 ) 

The bracketed terms represent fuel. properties, operating 

conditions and the operating temperature respectively. 

For constant temperature and fuel properties this would 

reduce to: - 
Lo. 051 

v 
0.25 d0.0.259 

= tonst. 

.............. (18) 
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As will bo soon from thy, plots in Fig. 13, tho: effect of this 

is usually a good deal smfllor than many of the other groups. 

3.3.3.7 Temperature. 

The importance of maintiinin; the das temperature constant 

has been mentioned already and tha effect of this is considered 

on some of the other groups in later sections. The question of 

heat transfer from the walls to the flame is a rather complicated 

one as it involves calculation of convective and radiant 

components from hot walls and thermal load surfaces. The term 

derived by Stewart is in this case rather an oversimplification. 

According to Lufebvre(96) heat transfer processes are subject 

to scaling effects of their own, and unless the combustion 

intensity is very high or a large proportion of the heat 

transfer surface is directly exposed to the flame it is probably 

sufficient to concentrate on temperature similarity in the jet. 

3.3.3.8 Ignition Delay. 

Thu dctcrmina. tion of ignition delays has been discussed 

in Section 2.6.9 and is separated hero because it controls what 

happens up to the point of ignition and as already pointed out 

like flame propagation, and reaction rate, is dependent on the 

chemical kinetics of the combustion reaction. It is made 

dimensionless " through division by the recidonce time in the 
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combustion chaxnbcr. 

Thus ti 
V Th 

= cons t. 9 
(Th, 

1, 
) L 

000606000 

(1r ) 

i. e. ya TTh (Tti 
,) which reduces to L/v for similar 

L Ta fuel properties and temperature. 

In the curves calculated in Fiz. 13. use is made of the data of 

Masdin(37) for similar fuels to those under consideration and this 

shows that the ignition delay group can be adjusted by replacing 

the residual fuul of the prototype by a distillate fuel. 

Use of ti Th avoids the necessity to use an exponential term 

in the expression as it is extremely difficult to predict the 

temperature conditions oncountcrid under actual burning conditions. 

3.3.3.9 Simultancou ovaporation and combustion. 

The rate: of burning away of a droplet derived from 

Godsaves(33) work gives the rolation: - 

-1 
` 

a` 

0 ..... a0a0 

dt d 
log l+ 

ap 
( 

Tmax T 

PL/ 

where m= mass of fuol 

k= constant 

C, = spueifie hc; at at constant pressure. 

Tmax = the maximum flame temperature 

E= total heat of evaporation. 

(20 
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and for similarity the k; vaporation rats must bu proportional 

to the original droplet diamut, r and its rate of passage 
v 

through the charnbir =pf d3 jh 
T 

and thus 

k LTa 10j, l+ -ýý max c ons t. ......... 
(2l ) 

Cp va Pf d2 TTh 

for fuel properties and twuperature constant this reduces to 

L 

vd 
20 

This asswnus that tho droplet Reynolds number remains 

constant. If this is not so an additional factor must be taken 

into account. From the results of Agoston of al(97) it has 

been shown that in a moving stream relativ; to the droplet 

dm 
dt = 

dm0 

dt 
(1 +r Rß, 7) where . -Y "-= 0.24 ....... " (22) 

Thus 
dt in equation 22 is now 

ý0 
and the scaling parameter 

dt 
becomes 

c 
kL Th 109 

ý 
1+ E (Tm`lx - TU 2 (l +Y Rod ) 

........ (23) 
Cp va pfd TTh 

Howevc, r in the case of fine atomized spray Red is likely to 

be a good deal l oss than 1 (Bamford quotes Red> 0.5). This 

means that orrors involved in ignoring this are likely to be 

only small and it is thcýrofore sufficient to i, gnorc minor 

changes in droplet Reynolds number. 
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3.3.3.10 Roaction Kinotics. 

The main problum in reproducing the combustion conditions 

is the scaling process in the correct control of the way the 

reaction proceeds. The rctual reaction occurring in the flame 

will be very complex and it is necessary in the first instance to 

postulate an equivalent simple homogeneous 2"d order reaction in 

place of these. 

This means that it is possible by derivation from equation 

(1) to get thu proportional rate at which the fuel burns away, 

1Q d ý, 
_Q dt -k 

Tw2 exp(-L/RT) 
............ 

(2L. ) 

f 

where k incorporates thy; collision factor and 

concentration factors. 

If the reaction is to have hroceedud to the same degree at 

a given scale distance it follows that the scaling; factor will 

require the reaction rate to incronse as the rosidýncc time in the 

flame decreases. 

Thus the group bceomes 

Ta 
kV exlp(- E/RTth) ................ (25) 

a TTh 

Now if tho proportional reaction rate remains constant it 

follows that thc: factor will be inversely proportional to the 

residence time. Bemuse of the complexity of the process it is 

necessary to assume the tactual reactions taking place will follow 
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the same kinetic form a, this sing; lc " 
; 
lobal" reaction rate. 

Lefebvre and H--tlls(96) , working on the basis that under 

suitable conditions the process can be defined in terms of a 

function of the turbulent flame speed and velocity, have produced 

a rather complex equation for the combustion oIficioncy, which 

reduces in this instance to a similar result. This result is 

in fact the consegucnce of varying the mass flow as L2 into a 

volume that varies as L3. 

3.3.4. Mn intcnance of physical and combustion similarity. 

As already indicntcd the most important physical similarity 

criterion is geometric similnrity providing the same temperature 

is maintained. Thu other groups which are also likely to be 

important from the point of view of physical mixing are items 

1,2,3 and 6 in Stuwart's list in Table I. i . These arc the 

momentum ratio between the air and the oil spray, turbulent 

mixing processes which can be represented by the Reynolds Number, 

the geometric similarity and spray shape and its penetration. 

Correct modelling of these criteria should result in the 

establishment of the correct velocity profiles and the correct 

distribution of fuel and air as represented by local air-fuel 

ratios. 

The second im)ortant sot of groups affect the combustion 

processes. Apart from the maintenance of the correct temperature 
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profile the actual chumical reaction is immaterial as far as 

the physical processes arc concerned, but for complete represent- 

ation it is necessary to add the choiiical aspects. These are 

in fact usually the considerations of most importance in the 

modelling of combustion proc:, sscs and the stage that it is very 

difficult to replace with cold models or analogues of some kind. 

To obtain chemical similarity it is necessary for the model to 

reproduce the important stages affecting the chemical process. 

These are represented by the groups 4,5, and 6 in Table IIand 

are the ignition delay, simultaneous evaporation and combustion 

reaction kinetics and flame propagation. 

As has been made clear already it is not possible to 

maintain correct similarity for all these groups simultaneously, 

especially as the present requirement eliminates the maintenance 

of a constant 1pL factor. This means that scaling must be based 

on a careful selection of conditions to give correct values for 

specific groups. The practical variations in conditions aro 

fairly limited, some of the most directly controllable of these 

are listed below. The affect of each set of conditions is 

illustrated by the plots of parameter variation against scaling 

factor in Fig-13. 

The most imjortant information that is not obtainable from 

this analysis is the "rate determining stop" in the process. 
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It might be that the modelling of physical features and chemical 

features is necessary for a complete picture, on the other hand, 

one or other may have such an overriding cffoct that certain 

departures in the others are of relatively little importance. 

Thy: particuln: r varinblcs that have bon considerc; d in PIg. 13. 

are: - 

Air-fuel ratio, velocity, relative momentum and Reynolds 

number. The practical permutations possible arc set out below: - 

a. Air volocity constant. 
b, Rclativo momentum constant. 

1' c. Air-fuol ratio constant. 
d. Reynolds number allowed to vary. 

Fig. 13. a. 

a. Air-fuel ratio constant, 
b. Relative mom�ntui constant (this could not in 

fact be achieved in practice but nearest values 
2. taken. ) 

c. Velocity allowed to vary to give residence time 
constant, 

d. Reynolds number allowed to vary. 
Fig. 13. b. 

a. Reynolds number constant. 
b. Velocity varying in accord with Reynolds number. 

c. Air-fuel ratio constant. 
d. Relative momentum dictated by fixed atomizing 

firessure. 

Fig -13-c- 
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a. Air velocity constant. 
b. Air-fuel ratio constant. 

c. Change in relative momentum to acconunodate 
4. lower atomizing pressure. 

d. Reynolds number allowed to vary. 

Fib. 13. d. 

a. Air--fuel ratio x atomizing prussure constant and 
hence relative momentum constant. 

b. Velocity constant (but diameter of burner altered). 
C, Reynolds number allowed to vary. 

Fig. 13. c. 

Briefly the consequence on scaling parameters of these 

various permutations are reviewed below. 

i) This is probably the most theoretically correct of the 

five. Only the Reynolds number in the selected variables is not 

maintained constant between prototype and model. The resulting 

diagram shows that the droplet Reynolds number is somewhat low, 

and as already discussed this is probably not very important. 

It also shows that the groups for ignition delay and the reaction 

time-residence time ratio are also much too low. The former can 

be improved by adjusting the fuel properties and the selection 

of a suitable distillate fuel will bring the figure back to the 

correct value. The remaining lack of similarity in the last 

group suggest that this should give poorer efficiencies in the 

model than the prototype. 
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2) In view of the impossibility of balancing the reaction 

time and residence time ratio without lowering the velocity, 

this selection of variables gives the correct residence time. 

This means that velocity and Reynolds number arc reduced very 

seriously. The maintenance of the relative momentum of the oil 

and air is very difficult to achieve. at this level and a 

substitute is to maintain a constant S. M. D. figure which helps to 

maintain all the terms related to the combustion process constant. 

This should give the correct chemical rcquiromants, but this may 

give rise to noticeable departures in the physical processes. 

3) This selection of variables shows the consequences of 

maintaining strict Reynolds similarity, without a corresponding 

pressure term to compensate for the effects. As can be seen, 

all the other groups depart very markedly from a constant ratio. 

It might be anticipated that oven if a flame could be lit at all 

under these circumstances the result would be a very distorted 

model. 

This is the same as l, with the exception that the 

momentum ratio between air and fuel is no longer constant and 

is replaced by constant droplet size. This might be a 

convenient adjustment of the operating conditions from the 

practical point of view. The consequences however, are 

worsening of the terms affecting the combustion process for the 
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minor advantage of maintaining the correct droplet Reynolds 

numbor. 

5ý With this group of variables the effect of using the 

air--fuel ratio as a means of adjusting the scaling parameters 

is investigated. This shows some slight improvements in ignition 

delay and reaction time to residence time ratio and also a big 

improvement on droplet Reynolds number, On the other hand, the 

simultaneous evaicoration and combustion term has been altered. 

The main disadvantage is that the burner inlet size is chaiiged 

from the strict geometrical model with a consequent possibility 

of introducing errors on this account. Although superficially 

this is nearly as attractive as 1., it involves changing several 

extra variables between prototype and model with a consequent 

increased risk of introducing errors. 

On this basis 1, and 2. se um to give from different points 

of viaw, thc most nearly correct set of scaling ratios , and these 

two sets of conditions were thoreforc sc 1ectcd for experimental 

study. 

3.4 Design of Oil Burner. 

3. lß. 1. Typc of burner solccted for study. 

The terms of this investigation required the use of an actual 

piece of modern combustion equipment. The type selected was an 

Admiralty suspendod flame register - (so called to distinguish 
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it from flames that come very close to the air quarl), with 

pressure-jot atomization for the oil" This type of burner was 

developed by empirical methods for Admiralty needs after the 

Second World War, and was aimed to achieve good 'stability' (in 

the sense of flame holding) and high turn down. This register 

design is of the zswirler' type. The full size prototype is 

illustr^. tod in Fig. 14" Throe main air paths exist. 

(I) Between the quarl and the swirler, which by itself will 

direct almost all its momentum at an axial component. 

(II) The swirler, which is actually a series of vanes which will 

direct the part of the air passing through outwards as indicritcd, 

although once clear of the quarl the jet will spread outwards 

until it meets the outer air supply I. 

(III) The third air stream is a small flow actually round the 

atomizer nose cover mainly to avoid carboning up. 

The wide range atomizers normally used either are tDuplexf 

atomizers with a double set of swirl grooves into the swirl 

chamber or rather more usually 'spill' atomizers in which l. )art 

of the oil is allowed to spill back into the food tank from the 

back of the swirl chamber. 

In the full scale experiments the register used was as 

shown and both Duplex and Spill atomizers were used to give the 

various spray characteristics required. 
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The actual burner used in the experimental work was 

designated a 12" register. This specifies the burner tube 

size, the air swirlor inside having an outer diameter of 10". 

Three operating conditions were chosen for study: - 

1) Register with normal Duplex atomizer running at full-power. 

2) As above but at 1/y. power. 

3) Register running at full power rate but with wider angle 

oil spray. For convenience a spill atomizer was used to 

obtain the wider angle. 

These three conditions gave full power condition as a 

reference point against which the effect of turn-down ratio and 

the effect of using, a wider spray angle could be compared. 

The use of the wider spray angle was chosen in order to 

obtain information on tht effect of atomizer matching as it was 

thought that the operating results would vary with spray angle 

and that this might have some bearing on the iDroblom of 

combustion oscillation limits. 

The inclusion of a low turn-down ratio was designed to 

provide information on why combustion conditions deteriorate 

badly at low power levels in flames of this type. This 

deterioration is marked usually by increasing air-fuel ratios 

at the black smoke limit, until the air requirements are two 

or three times the stoichiometric value, and pulsation troubles. 
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These two factors usually form the practical limits of operation 

as far as air-fuel ratio.. is concerned. 

3.4.2 Mod(311inY the Burner. 

The three important aspects of modelling a burner of this 

type are similarity, heat release rate and the feasibility of 

modelling the register parts on the scale selected. 

On the question of similarity, the subject of scaling has 

been discussed in the previous sections. As the air flow through 

all parts of the register is at the same temperature for prototype 

and model there is no reason to adopt anything other than a 

geometric model of the original. Fortunately, the values taken 

for the possible variables in cases 1, and 2. of section 3.3.4, 

result in the fuel rate varying as L2 and L3 respectively. As 

a result it was still possible to maintain a reasonable burner 

size for conveniently low fuel rates. The scale ultimately 

chosen was l ths. This was the smallest scale: in which 

available atomizers could be fitted without distorting the 

burner parts and with slight modification allowed the parts to 

be rigid enough to stand up to operating conditions. The 

burner components are illustrated in Figs. 15. and 16. 

The atomizers were changed to give the desired throughput 

and spray angle for the different sets of scaling criteria. 
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A second burner was built and tried. This had character- 

isties corresponding to case 5, where the burner size was 

distorted, but for the reasons mentioned in section 3.3.4. it 

was considered to be based on more dubious principles and no 

detailed experimental data was obtained-with it. 

3.5. Combustion oscillation experiments. 

As is already apparent from the review of the literature 

(Section 2.9. and Appendix II), the apparent wide range of 

combustion phenomena reported made it desirable to carry out this 

section of the investigation under actual operating conditions on 

ships of the type on which the maximum trouble had been experienced. 

These were three drum boilers with two waste-gas passes and a 

ducted air supply. The nearest land based boilers in typo had 

only a single gas pass and were known to behave differently in 

certain respects. 

The two characteristics of oscillating combustion that 

it is possible to measure arc the oscillation frequency and the 

amplitude. The love frequency can be measured with simple 

apparatus without much difficulty. The determination of the 

frequency is important since this will have some fairly direct 

relation to the driving phenomena, (Thus for example, in an 

acoustic type oscillation a knowledge of the frequency makes 

determination of the mode of oscillation possible, i. e. , 
longitudinal, 'transverse, etc. ). All the theories in the 
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literature review make use of the oscillation frequency as the 

main characteristic. A knowledge of the amplitude is also 

important. There are, however, a number of problems in the 

measurement of this which have yet to be sorted out(98) 

The amplitude becomes important once the conditions have moved 

away from the limit of oscillations. Under these conditions 

the amplitude probably has a value of the same order as the 

pressure drop across the register. 

Unfortunately the theoretical computation of actual 

amplitudes is at the moment out of the question due to the number 

of factors involved. 

For the experimentscarried out in connection with this 

study the limiting frequency was measured against fuel input 

rate and characteristic pressure drop across the air register. 

An approximate analysis of the combustion products were also 

included, although there were some uncertainties about the actual 

results. Apart from the actual collection of data it was hoped 

to show what effects influenced the oscillation frequency and the 

limiting condition for oscillation. 

3.6 Cold Model Work. 

The main objectives of this work were taken up with 

establishing; the behaviour of existing flames and methods of 

scaling. Some supplementary work was planned using the burner 
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running cold in order to determine the initial flow configuration 

at the burner, to compate the hot and cold flow patterns and to 

determine pressure drop data. 

The question of similarity arises in this case when the 

flow patterns are compared with the hot results. Thring(47) 

has shown that similarity can be maintained even for systems 

running at substantially different temperatures by arranging the 

momentum in the flame or simulated flame to be the same and if 

necessary distorting the geometric scaling of the burner until 

it is achieved. This leads to the concept of an equivalent 

nozzle diameter (see section 2.7.2. ) which may if necessary 

include both fuel and air which can be used to reduce dimensions 
t 

in the combustion chamber to a dimensionless form (i. e. Z/do ). 

Unfortunately the early stages of a jet with swirled flow 

are so strongly controlled by the geometrical features of the 

system that this is still likely to give misleading results. 

These are discussed with the experimental results. 
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CHAPTER Lt.. 

Description of_Apparatuw used. 

4.1 Boiler and Full size Burncr. 

The bo1ler used for the full size burner work was a Foster 

Wheeler typo two drum boiler set ulp as a test boiler at the 

Admiralty Fuel Experimental Station. Fi . 17. shows the 

general arrangement of two refractory walls and floor, the 

thermal load being provided by a water wall and tube bank. 

It was modified by eliminating some tubes on the side water wall 

and positioning five ports for probes on the side, at the 

following distances from the front wall - 7", 262", 46", 83" 

and 102". The maximum loading for the boiler was about 

4,500 lb. /hr. of oil, but for this experimental work fuel rates 

of up to 2,200 lb. /hr. on one burner only were used. 

4.. 2 Laboratory Furnace. 

For simplicity in laboratory work a refractory lined 

combustion box was used, despite the fact that this imposed 

some limitations. This was built to give approximately the 

same residence time as a boiler, although any attempt at an 

accurate copy was out of the question. The furnace shape 

and flues were arranged to give a symmetrical flow pattern and 

hence any problems arising from the rather special shapes of 

most marine boilers were avoided. 
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The actual construction was in the form of a steel case to 

prevent excessive air leakage inwards and a 412-11 H. T. I. 

refractory brick lining with a silliminite coating. The 

internal dimensions were 3'3" across x 3'3" high x 4'3" long. 

The general arrangement is shown in Fig. 18. and photographs in 

. 
Figs. 19. and 20. 

Special features of construction were: - 

(i) The removable "suspended" roof which consisted of a 

1/4" steel plate with 12" x 1211 x 4"HTI tiles. The tiles were 

secured by 3/8" bolts recessed into the brick and bolted to the 

plate. Spring washers wore provided to allow for any thermal 

effects. 

(ii) To keep the total length of the furnace to a minimum, 

the flue was split up into four sections connected to the 

combustion chamber by a series of ports. This allowed probes to 

be inserted upstream. 

(iii) For maximum flexibility the , furnace was provided with 

sampling ports and slots with water cooled doors and two holes 

and a water cooled slot between the flues on the back wall. 

The furnace was initially set up with a short stack through 

the roof. Later it was moved to the Department's new building 

and connected with an induced draught duct system. Dilution 

air was used to cool the stack to a point well above the gas 
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PIG. 19. 

Interior of Furnace under Construction, 
Showing Sampling Ports, and "'1ues, 
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FIG. 20. 

External View of Furnace. 
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: ''sampling point. The details of the air and oil supply systems 

are given in Section 4.4.2. 

4.3 Boiler used for combustion oscillations. 

A few preliminary results were obtained on the boiler 

described under Section 4 1. However, much of the air ducting 

arrangement and stack were not in line with current practice in 

the Fleet. It was therefore considered desirable to make 

measurements on an actual boiler installation on a ship� 

In view of the difficulties involved in coping with the large 

volume of steam produced while the ship was alongside in the 

harbour, it was necessary to carry out these trials at sea. 

The work was carried out while other boiler trials were in 

progress, and the ship was steamed as far as possible to meet 

with trial requirements. The boiler in this case was one of a 

pair of three drum Yarrow boilers connected to common blowers 

and stack. Each was fired by six burners of a similar type 

to the S. W. F. R. air register used for the static work. 

Because of the high stresses placed on the boiler by pulsation 

at high powers, oil throughput was limited to 1,700 lb. /hr. on 

each burner. The boiler front and measuring gear are shown in 

Fig. 21. For purposes of this work the second boiler 

remained out of action. 
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PIG. 21, 

Front of Boiler Used for Pulsation Exteriments, 

Showing Position of Liicrophone Detector, 





1; 4L1. Instruncntation of Test Facilities. 

: ý, ý ý 4.4.1 A. F. E. S. Boiler. 

Certain limitations had to be accepted in this case, since 

accurate metering of the air to this particular pressurised boiler 

room was not available. This was overcome by analysis of the 

flue gases. 

Metering of oil was carried out roughly by setting the 

burner to run accurately at a given pressure, with a known oil 

temperature. This was checked by timing the consumption of 

small quantities of oil (usually 10 gal. ) with a stop watch. 

This process was necessary to avoid the rather complicated 

procedure of working back from the fuel viscosity when this was 

subsequently determined by laboratory test, 

Flue gas analysis was carried out by three Mono C02/CO 

recorders, sampling from grids in the stack for control 

purposes. Occasional crsat checks were made to verify these 

readings, 

Boiler room air pressure and register draught loss were 

also checked and recorded at regular intervals, 

4.4.2 Laboratory Furnace. 

Much greater control was possible on this apparatus. 

The general arrax ; ement of sup ; ly services is shown in Fig. 22. 
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The air supply was provided by a Keith Blackman fan in the 
se 

basement with a manifold arrangement as air cuff-take. The main 

air supply line was provided with an orifice metering device 

with D. and D/2 tappings designed according to B. S. 1042. For 

the orifice plate used flow rates in lb. /hr. were calculated 

from the relation 2942 Wh determined from B. S. 1042 

data. (p h= pressure drop across the orifice 

por = density of air at the orifice). 

Coarse control of the air supply was carried out by regulating 

of the air supply to the various off'--takes at the manifold, and 

fine adjustment by a gate valve at a suitable position between 

the orifice and the burner. ( 

A long approach tube to the burner was provided with flow 

straightening vanes'to ensure uniform air supply at the 

register. 

The oil supply system consisted of a 40 gallon supply tank 

which could be refuelled as required from 40 gallon drums stored 

outside the buildingr. The supply system from the pump allowed 

for spill back to the tank if necessary. Interchangeable 

rotameters were provided for metering the oil supply. 

Duplicate pressure gauges were used to meter the oil supply 

pressure, As the pressure gauges wore still some distance from 

the burners, calibration runs were carried out with the burner 
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discharging into a suitable receiver. An extra pressure gauge 

was mounted just behind the atomizer to determine the pressure 

drop from the measuring point. 

Static and dynamic tappings were provided just behind the 

burner at each end of the combustion chamber, in the stack, and 

also at a suitable point near the bottom and near the top of the 

furnace. In order to ensure reasonable reproducibility of 

furnace conditions, Chromel Alumel thermocouples were provided 

at most of these points and also at two places on the back wall. 

Sampling in the stack was provided by two L--shaped gas 

sampling grids. These were arranged to cover the stack in four 

quadrants, each limit having a number of small gas sampling 

holes. Separate leads were provided from each grid and taken 

via suitable condensation traps to the stack analysis stand; 

this was provided with a twin range Kent oxygen analyser and a 

Mono C02/CO meter. The oxygen analyser was identical to the 

type on the gas analysis rig and a full description appears 

under section 4.5.2. Suction was provided by a small Dymax 

diaphragm pump. 

Some complications were introduced by the ducted gas 

disposal system fitted in the new laboratory. However, the 

draught break provided by the dilution air duct which surrounded 

the lower part of the stack substantially reduced the suction 
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on the furnace . Cont. i; c'i was effected by means of a damper 

in the stack pipe after the dilution air had been mixed in. 

In order to avoid trouble from overheating in the latter stages 

of the ducting where this formed Dart of the laboratory ceiling, 

a second fore¬; d dilution air supply was added after the damper. 

4.4.3 Instrumentation for combustion oscillation. 

Instrumentation for the combustion oscillation work was 

carried out in two parts, measurement of input variables (mean 

values only where these were subject to oscillation) and measure- 

ment of oscillation frequency and amplitude. 

Unfortunately on operational ships, very little instrument- 

ation is provided which is really 

of quantities. It was, however, 

input accurately, to carry out the 

normal plant testing methods, and 

draught loss immediately ; prior to 

combustion. 

capable of exact measurement 

possible to meter the oil 

D combustion gas analysis by 

to observe the register 

the onset of unstable 

Metering of the oil throughput was carried out by measuring 

the supljly and spill pressures to the burners on accurately 

calibrated gauges. Thö actual flow rate corresponding to these 

pressures could be determined from the maker's calibration data,, 
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once the oil viscosity was known. Gas analyses were made as 

soon as possible after the onset of oscillations. However, 

due to the necessity for restricting oscillation to the minimum 

period possible to avoid damage to the boiler, it was not 

possible to lc: t the air rate assume a steady value. This 

meant that the exact point at which Gas samples were taken was 

difficult to control. They have prow doc , hotidever, 

indication of the, apparent "air/fuel" ratio inside the 

oscillation limits. The sam1Dles were analysed for CO 2P CO and 

02 as these were the only combustion gas constituents likely to 

occur. It was not knov. n, hosweverif appreciable quantities of 

un'burnt fuel were lost as unburnt carbon under the black smoke 

conditions that usually occurred along with the combustion 

oscillations. This introduced a further uncertainty. A 

subsidiary analysis for oxygen was made with a D. C. L. oxygen 

analyser sampling the flue rases continuously. This instrument 

works on the basis of the variation of deflection of a dumbell 

suspended in a magnetic field due to the magnetic susceptibility 

and hence oxygen concentration of the gas passing through it. 

It was possible from this to determine the minimum oxygen 

concentration occurring during pulsation, this was particularly 

useful at low fuel rates. Here again the time lag in sampling 

meant that this was just the minimum reached and it was not 
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possible to correlate it exactly with any specific point in the 

oscillation data. 

4.5 The Measurements made in the Combustion Chamber. 

4.5.1 Tom, 
-)erature 

Measurement. 

Local teml)orature measurements were made in each flame 

investi7ated in order to obtain the temperature distribution and 

to allow the gas density to be determined for the velocity 

measurements. 

Two satisfactory techniques are readily applicable to 

local temperature measurement in the combustion Chamber. These 

arc the suction l, yrometer and the venturii pneumatic pyrometer. 

Other techniques exist for high teniorature measurement such as 

the line reversal technique, or from Schmidt typo measurements, 

but these are not easily used when substantial temperature 

gradients are encountered in the as stream, as in the work 

described in this thesis. Of the two workable techniques the 

suction pyrometer is considerably easier to construct and is a 

good deal less complicated to use. 

The suction pyrometer used in the laboratory furnace 

consisted of a refractory radiation shield enclosing an inner 

sheath and Pt/Pt 13% Rh, thermocouple. This Is shown in Fig. 23. 

A similar but slightly larger device was used for some of the 
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FIG. 23. 

Operating End of the Suction pyrometer 

Used in the Laboratory. 





temperature measurements. made, at the Admiralty Fuel Experimental 

-, Station. A diagram showing the construction of this type of 

pyrometer is liven in Fib;. 24. For the other measurements on 

- the A. F. E. S. boiler standard pyrometers, manufactured by Land 

Pyrometers, were used with either blackened metal or refractory 

shields depending; on the temperature. These are shown in Fig. 25. 

The suction pyrometer presents some problems in use, one 

being the rather fragile nature of the refractory shields used 

and the second the problem of correcting the results to give a 

true gas temperature. This latter stage is usually carried out 

by determining the suction pyrometer efficiency. 

The "efficiency" is defined as the difference between the 

maximum recorded temperature with suction past the thermocouple 

and the temperature with no suction, divided by the actual gas 

temperature minus the no suction temperature. Thus, for a 

measured difference in temperatures with and without suction of 

say 180° 0. and an efficiency determined as 90%, the actual 

gas temperature would be: 

100 
efficiency 

x max T0 ) ý' T0 

thus the true figure to be added to T0 to give the correct gas 

temperature would be 

100 x 180 
+ 

T0 2000 +. T00 C 
90 
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The "efficiency" for a suction pyrometer can be determined 

according to Land and Barber(99) in three ways. 

(1) By using the effect of suction velocity on the 

temperature measured to determine a "shape factor" 

for the pyrometer shields. 

(2) By use of the ratio of the time lags that occur 

when the suction is turned on and off. 

(3) By direct calculation from the thermal properties 

of the suction pyrometer shields. 

Usually standard curves calculated by Land and Barber are used to 

relate calculated factors such as the "shape factor" to the 

efficiency. These methods of correction are discussed further 

in Appendix IV. 

Wall temperature measurements were made at a number of 

places on the laboratory furnace using embedded Chromel-Alumel 

thermocouples for control purposes. 

4.5.2 Gas Analysis Scheme. 

The principal way of following the progress of combustion 

is by analysis of the combustion gases at various points. 

Two quantities may be determined - the air-fuel ratio and the 

combustion efficiency. The first gives the proportion of 

fuel products to air products at any given joint, the second the 

extent to which combustion has actually proceeded at that point. 
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These quäntities'u-sualiy are determined from a fuel analysis 

of the permanent gases up to the lowest members of the 

CXH2x+2 and Cx H2x grou1: )s. That is to say CO20 C0,02, H20 

CH4, C2H4 and N2 (by difforenee ). 

From those results �Carbon and Hydrogen balances are made 

and from these the air-fuel ratio can be calculated (see Appendix 

V. ). Extracting the figure of unburnt fuel in all forms, the 

combustion efficiency a7. eo can be calculated. 

Suitable methods for the estimation of these are by: - 

1. Orsat. 
2. Gas Chromatography. 

3. , Gravimetric determination. 
4. Mass Spectrometer. 

None of these methods is very rapid and except for the last 

are subject to fairly serious inaccuracies, particularly as far 

as components in low concentrctions are concerned. 

To provide a much more rapid means of analysis than that 

of the conventional 'wet' means using a "Dutch" type orsat(100) 

it was found at a fairly late stage in the work that it was 

possible to develop a 'mechanical' analysis train. This is 

designed to measure only essential components, to, determine the 

concentration plot of C021 CO and 02., These figures can be 

used to calculate air-fuel ratios and combustion efficiencies 
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except in the region where appreciable quantities of hydrocarbons 
41 

and hydrogen occurred hen full analysis was necessary. 

In general the ideas for this were drawn from the work of 

Macfarlane 
(10ý 

and Toone 
(100. 

The instruments used for CO2 and CO measurements were 

standard IRGA's (Infra-red Gas Analysers) manufactured by Grubb 

Parsons & Co. Ltd. The principle on which these work is 

illustrated in Pig. 26. Measurement is by differences in 

adsorption produced on the two sides of the so called 'Luft 

Cell' by the passage of two 'chopped' infra-red beams from a 

pair of low voltage Nernst-Glowers through a sample tube and an 

air filled reference tube. The difference is produced by 

absorption of radiation by the gas in the test cell. The 

detector cell is made sensitive to certain absorption bands only 

appropriate to the selected gas by filling it with the gas in 

question. Sensitivity with this apparatus can be as high as 

0.05% of sample for full scale for CO and 0.01% for full scale 

for CO2 using the maximum length of cell. 

Two oxygen analysers were used, one as part of the analysis 

train and one for final analysis of waste gases from the stack, 

In the latter case the 002 and CO figures were checked by 

occasional use of the analysis train. Both analysers were 

identical and were of the paramagnetic type , being; manufactured 
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by George Kent Ltd. These depend on the magnetic wind effect 

due to changes in thermal conductivity in the magnetic fields of 

paramagnetic gases. Gases are divided into two classes as: far 

as magnetic effects are concerned namely, the diamagnetic gases 

which seek the weakest part of the field and the paramagnetic 

which seek the strongest part of the field. Nearly all gases 

are diamagnetic (typical volume susceptabilities X are 

N2 =-0.342 x 10-6; 00 t=-0.423 x 1or6 CGS Units at 200 C). 

The exceptions are -02 and NO (x values 02 =+ 106.2 x 10-6; 

NO =+ 48.65 x 10~6 ). The form of the instrument is as shown 

in Fig. 27. The measuring cell has a horizontal link with two 

identical adjacent windings connected across the Wheatstone 

bridge and is heated by a voltage across the bridge. A 

permanent magnet is set up with the field acting across one end 

of the link. The oxygen from the stream. passing through the 

cell is drawn into the magnetic field and heated, which reduces 

its susceptibility, i, e. ,x 
(vol. suscept. ) oc 

12 
and is therefore 

T 
displaced by fresh cool gas and passed along the tube from left 

to right. The loss of energy from the i. h. coil results in 

the bridge being unbalanced, and with calibration, this can be 

used to measure'02 concentration. The theory of this type of 

instrument has been worked out by Lehrer(103)0 
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It is necessary to consider sources of error with this 

type of instrument which can be due to: - 

1. Effect of carrier gas composition, 

a On calibration. ýb 
On zero shift. 

2. Temperature and conductivity. 
(a) Temperature changes due to changes in teas flow 

rate or drift in the instrument temperature.. 

(b) Changes in thermal conductivity of the gas due 

to change of gas composition. 

(c) Changes in gas density due to changes in 

pressure. This can give rise to large errors 

and a standard correction procedure is necessary 
for all r eadinr; s, 

The methods employed to deal with these sources of error 

are discussed in Appendix Vi. 

With this instrument, the chief disadvantage is that 

although the magnetic susceptibility is unaffected by other 

physical effects, the detecting device is very sensitive to 

temperature, gas conductivity and errors from altering the 

inclination of the measuring section. From this point of view 

most of the above corrections would have been unnecessary in a 

"dumbell type" instrument such as the Servomex, had one been 

available. 

The actual gas sampling from the furnace was carried out 

with water cooled gas sampling probes. These were 3/4" o. d. 
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probes with a 1/16" 

long for laboratory 

The sampling end of 

shown in Fig. 28. 

possible to provide 

order to stop furth 

borc as sampling line in the centre, 3t 

work and 71611 lone; for work at 2ý.. F. E, S. 

the one constructed for laboratory use is 

Gas sampling rates were kept as high as 

rapid quenching of the hot gas sample in 

er reaction between the constituent gases. 

4.5.3 Desi[Xn and operation of Velocity Measuring 

Instruments. 

4.5.3.. l General Considerations. 

The problems involved in this research gave rise to the 

need to develop instruments suitable for this particular piece 

of work. The instruments described fall into three groups. 

All were lpitot type probes coupled to a suitable micromanometer 

and were potentially capable of reading down to about 2 ft. /sec. 

at 200 C or about 6 ft. /sec. at 15000 C, this being the 

reasonable limits of meusurcment of the micromanometer. 

Because of the high turbulence and steep pressure gradients 

encountered, the most vital feature in the design of suitable 

instruments was to keep the pressure tappings as close together 

as possible. This requirement excludes conventional Pitot 

Static tubes of the N. P. L. standard type' as the dynamic and 

static tap1Angs are some way apart (i. e. 6 tube diameters in the 

standard N. P. L. design). There is a further disadvantage with 

this type of eitot in that the static readings become suspect 
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FIG__, GS 28, 

Water-cooled Gas Sampl W Probe, 

Shoving Sampling End= 





if the pitot is badly aligned. The practical minimum diameter 

for a water cooled pitot would be about 1/411 which would still 

leave about 1.3/16" betty on the two tappings. 

A further problem in the system under consideration is that 

some parts of the flow field are not by any means parallel to 

the combustion chamber axis which means that either only certain 

components of the flow can be measured or that recourse to some 

form of 3 dimensional instrument is necessary. 

4.5.3.2 Desirm of Sinp1e directional nitots. 

For much of the large scale furnace work it was not feasible 

to carry out proper 3-dimensional measurements with the time 

apparatus and equipment then available. The solution adopted 

was to design a pitot with upstream and downstream tappings about 

2D apart and with a fairly wide acceptance angle. The dis- 

advantage of this type of pitot is that in the relationship 

p= K2 p v2 .................... 
(26) 

the factor X does not remain constant. For the standard 

N. P. L. pitot, K is designed to be K=1 except at very low 

velocities. For upstream and downstream pitots this factor can 

vary according to design from about 1.05 - 1.3. This factor 

is a function of Reynolds number and it is necessary to apply 

an appropriate correction. This was obtained by calibration 
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of the eitot against an N. P. L. eitot on a suitable calibrating 

rig. There is one advantage in the increased h factor, as 

this gives a larger differential reading. 

Data given by WinternitA0 ') shows that the effect of yaw 

on a tapping is a function of ratio of tapping size d to outside 

diameter of the tube D. By adopting a fairly large size for 

d/D very small changes occurred in the readings for yaws of up to 

20 0. 

In order to make the , )robe sufficiently robust for the 

length of its 7 ft. # its outer diameter was 1.1/16" and the 

width of the T head was kept as small as possible. The two 

pressure tapping connections were carried down inside the main 

water cooled tube which had concentric water passages. A plot 

of the variation of the factor K with Reynolds Number is given 

in Fit;. 29. 

In operation, the most satisfactory may to establish the 

main flow pattern was to take measurements in the horizontal 

plane parallel to the axis. Further readings in the vertical 

plane were used to establish the presence of any appreciable 

vertical component. In use in heavy fuel oil flames, 

it was necessary to keep a close watch on the measurements for 

signs of the tappings beint, blocked by partially burned fuel. 
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To determine exactly the velocity and direction at any 

point, a third component in the horizontal Plano at right angles 

to the axis would have been necessary. Measurement of this was 

not possible with this eitot, but it was considered that except 

near the front and back walls and inside the recirculation core 

in the centre of the flame, the component of flow in this third 

direction was not likely to be very significant. 

A somewhat similar pitot with upstream and downstream 

tappings was used in the laboratory furnace. The opportunity was 

taken in this connection to design the instrument round special 

6 mm, diameter stainless steel tube. This had an internal 

division to provide the out and return water way for cooling and 

also included two pressure tapping leads. The use of this small 

tube gave a final tube diameter of less than a quarter of that 

necessary for the eitot for full size work. Because of the 

small dimension of the tube a second water cooled jacket was 

mounted over it leaving about 6" clear at the end# see Fig-32. 

4.5.3.3 The design of pitots for three-_ directional_ 

measurements. 

The problem of full three-dimensional flow measurement is 

a rather complex one and it has only been possible to deal with it 

in a rather limited way in the present work. One of the chief 

problems is that of satisfactory design and operation, partlcularly 
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Water-cooled ! "Diameter Pitot. 
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for water cooled instruments for measurements under hot 

conditions. Three pitots suitable for measurements in three 

dimensions have been designed and constructed, These were all 

of the 5-hole type, one was designed for cold measurements, one 

with a fairly novel conical head for the laboratory furnace work 

and one for use on the full scale boiler measurements. 

A review of the design of these pitots is given in Appendix 

V11-along with the method of operation and calibration data. 

4.5.3.4 Calibration. 

Both the single direction and 3-dimensional pitots require 

to be calibrated. K factors vary substantially between different 

instruments and sometimes with Reynolds number. In addition the 

yaw and pitch characteristics need to be known. 

The rig used for calibration work consisted of a 3.3/4" 

diameter tube 3 ft. long connected to the air supply. The 

output profile from this was, arranged tobeal. moet 'flat by 

the use of suitable baffle's in the tube. In front of the end 

of the tube was a working table fitted 'with a* 1800 scale and 

interchangeable arms for carrying different sizes of pitöt, 

The probes were clamped at the outer end so that they could be 

yawed on their own axis, the movement 'of the mounting arm 

provided the required value for the pitch angle. 
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A small eitot constructed to N. P. L, standards was mounted 

so that it could be located in l)lace of the probe head and this 

was used to set the calibration rig for the required velocity. 

A temperature measuring point was provided in the air tube. 

Calibration curves for the various probes used are shown 

in Figs. 29 & 31. and Appendix VII. 

In the case of the single direction pitots the factor K 

is plotted in terms of Reynolds number. Although the variation 

of K over the range of calibration appears fairly large, it is 

only equivalent to a difference of ± 4I in the velocity about 

the mean value of K, in the range up to a Reynolds number of 

104. This means that an approximate Reynolds number can be 

computed from an appropriate "average" value of K in the range 

of the measurement and the correct value read off from Figs. 29. 

and 31. 
4.5.3.5 Errors due to fluctuatini flow 

Some error in readings may be expected due to fluctuating 

flow. Normal practice was to take a mean value for this 

reading. Measurement of velocity on the calibration rig 

allowed a chock to be made against a calibrated orifice. This 

showed that a mean value could be taken with a less than 2% 

error. A second check was made using an oscillograph with a 

response of the order of 500 cps to ensure that the ordinary 

recorder was not making any more substantial variation in reading 
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duo to its fairly slow response time. 

Ower(1°5) has shown that in a fluctuating flow the average 

pressure duo to the flow 

) po+ vpv02 (1+o4 

Thus the percentage error on the average velocity 

100 [ý(1+ ') -l ] 72 

where a= the amplitude of velocity pulsations. 

Thu error in most of the readings reported which had been 

computed by this method was found to be less than 6 ý. 

To avoid any errors duo to unequal line capacitance effects, 

the connections and rubber leads between the tappin; 7, s and the 

pressure transducer were kept of equal length and size for both 

connections. As far as possible changes in diameter along the 

length connections were also avoided for the same reason. 

4.5.3.6 Differential -pressure. measurement. 

In view of the range of velocities expected, -that is much 

less than 150 ft. /sec., -a sensitive form of manometer system 

was necessary. For this purpose it was desirable to have an 

instrument that would respond to pressure fluctuations as well 

as mean pressures, one with high sensitivity but with readily 

variable range and, to avoid as far as possible errors in 

reading, a device which could be made to give a permanent record 

of the reading. 
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For most pressure differential measurements a mutual 

inductance pressure sensing device was used and arranged with a 

suitable circuit to give an output for driving a standard 

millivolt recorder, (ranges of 0-2,0-20 and 0-50 Mv. being used 

as convenient. ) The sensing head and its electrical system 

which was made by the Ateliers de Construction Beaudotkin,. 

Paris, is illustrated in Fig. 33-11.. Silver diaphragms are 

used to move a core inside the mutual inductance windings in 

each cell. The twin cell arrangement compensates for the 

reaction of the system to movement and vibration, so that 

moving the capsule does not affect the calibration. 

The general arrangement of the circuit is shown in Fig-35. a. 

and consists of a 1000 c/s sup 1y at 24 V. rms. Details of the 

circuit for the generator used are shown are shown in MOM, 

This is claimed(106) to give an output with less than 1% 

variation with time and up to ± 15% variation in mains input. 

The output from the capsule was rectified by two Phillips 

OA 85 Germanium Rectifiers and fed to a bridge circuit with 

coarse and fine zero adjustment toc; other with a sensitivity 

selection switch. The off balance millivolt output from this 

was then fed straight to a suitable millivolt recorder. 

The Beaudouin transducer is of course not an absolute 

instrument and it was necessary to calibrate the transducer 
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equipment at the beginning and end of a run for each range used. 

For this the transducer was coupled to an "Oldham" type micro- 

manometer reading to . 001" w. g. The calibration was found in 

fact to be very stable, it only being necessary to correct for 

zero drift at suitable intervals between readings. 

For certain purposes a capacitance type pressure transducer 

was used. This was manufactured by Infra-Red Developments Ltd. 

a circuit diagram Bein; shown in Fig, 36. The disadvantages of 

this instrument were its relatively slow response time so that 

it gave only a mean value of the pressure difference, and the 

need to change the sensing device for difference ranges. It was, 

however, a very convenient instrument for showing the null 

point for the yaw measurement with a three-dimensional lpitot,, 

and for measuring large differential pressure readings outside 

the range of the Beaudouin transducer. 

4.5.4 Measurement of Combustion Oscillations. 

Measurement of combustion oscillations was carried out with 

two very simple pressure detectors originally developed by 

C. A. Homsy and the author for laboratory scale work. These 

consisted of a tube from the pressure measuring point connected 

by a short side tube to a telephone microphone; the main tube 

terminating in a pressure absorbing chamber packed with glass 

wool. One of these is illustrated in Fib;. 37. The signal 
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from these was fed through a transformer to a twin beam solatron 

oscilloscope fitted with a 35 mmo camera. The telephone type 

detectors proved quite satisfactory for measuring oscillation 

frequency. The output however, was not sufficiently consistent 

to provide a satisfactory means of measuring oscillation 

amplitude, although attempts were made to calibrate them with 

a small variable speed piston device which provided an 

oscillating pressure change of 2" w. g. This is illustrated in 

its most developed form in Fi s. 38, 

A film record was made of the oscilloscope trace during 

oscillation. This was analysed subsequently for oscillation 

frequency against the record of a standard time base signal. 
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FIG. 37. 

Telephone Detector Used for Oscillation heasurements; 

FIG. 38, 

Variable Speed Piston Device for Amplitude Calibration. 
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CHAPTER V. 

Discussion of Experimental Results. 

5.1 Presentation and Comparison of Results. 

5.1.1 Principles Acioptod. 

Reduction of experimental results to a form where they are 

strictly comparable with one another, presents a number of 

problems when three dimensional flow systems are being 

considered. It is particularly difficult to find satisfactory 

criteria for comparison on an overall basis. As has been 

mentioned already, gas turbine work has taken often some 

specific characteristic such as the blow off limit as a 

suitable basis for comparison. This method of comparison, 

however, has no particular relevance to boiler conditions and 

would be difficult to carry out satisfactorily on the full-size 

burners. The nearest equivalent. would be black smoke limits 

for different flames. This occurs usually at about the 

stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. Some preliminary experiments 

suggested that this was in fact affected by wall temperature 

requiring very accurate reproduction of full-size conditions. 

Assessment of the smoke limit is also somewhat subjective. 

Further, from analagy with data involving soot formation and 

emissivity measurements, previous ex1perience(107) suggests 

that such a parameter may be particularly susceptible to 

scaling effects. As it waa desired in this study to obtain 
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more detailed information on the behaviour of the different 

flames, the following bases of comparison have been used: - 

1) Comparison of composition, velocity and 
typical horizontal sections as a whole. 

2) Comparison of some of the components on 

along one or more lines at right angles 

3) Comparison of bulk flow quantities such 
recirculated mass flows. 

temperature in 

the axis and 
to the axis. 

as forward and 

For simplicity the air--f'uo1, ratio is expressed as the 

equivalence ratio. This is the actual air--Mel ratio divided 

by the stoichiometric air-fuel ratio. 

For greater ease of comparison the results are presented 

graphically as iso-coneentrationsplots and velocity and 

temperature profiles. It is convenient to consider linear 

distance in terms of 'burner diameters' as this is particularly 

useful in comparison between model and full size. This 

terminology is used in this discussion and the 'burner 

diameter' is referred to the quarl diameter which is the 

end of the diffuser section of the burner at the combustion 

chamber wall. This is the diameter which affects the down- 

stream flow pattern. (In the full size burner this is 16 inches 

and for the model 4.8 inches). 
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5.1.2 Plots given from the results. 

The gas analyses obtained are presented as: - 

1) Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide concentration 

plots. Those are considered as demonstrating the 

distribution of oxygen combustion products and gaseous 
fuel component rospeetA ve1yo Concentrations of H2, 

CH4, and C2H4 were almost always very low and no 

significant information is apparent from comparison of 
individual concentrations of these components, which is 

not already apparent from the Carbon Monoxide plot. 

2) Equivalence ratio and combustion efficiency plots which 

were calculated as indicated in Appendix V.. These 

demonstrate: the relative proportions of the original fuel 

and air components reaching any point and the proportion 

of fuel burnt at the same point. 

These data are presented as isoconcentration plots in 

Figures 40»43 for full scale work, and Figures 49-50 for the 

model results, 

Solid lines on the plots represent contours which join 

points at two or more slots. The dashed lines are ones through 

only one point, or where some interpolation has been necessary, 

The use of isoconcentration plots rather than a series of 

profiles was considered preferable, despite some disadvantages 

mentioned later. These present a clearer picture and make 

possible a comparison between different plots where the slots 

are not in the same position. 
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Velocity measurements obtained are presented as plots 

of velocity profile at oath measuring slot with the jet boundary 

marked (as indicated by zero forward velocity) . Figures 44-46. 

Temperatur; measurements are similarly represented by plots of 

temperature and profile at each slot. Figures 47-49. 

Most of the data arc presented as horizontal sections 

across one half of the combustion chamber. Some initial 

measurements were made for the 60° Duplex - ull-power case (see 

Table III) on an arc from the sidewall to the furnace floor, 

using; an L shaped gas sampling probe inserted through the front 

wall. (See Figure 39). These results are plotted separately 

as the burner position was somewhat different from the 

subsequent rung. These data are useful because they show that 

the flame was reasonably symmetrical between the vertical and 

horizontal directions. They also draw attention to the one 

disadvantage of isoconcentration plots. This is the problem 

of detailed patterns between measuring points being overlooked. 

This is apparent in comparing some features of these plots with 

the corresponding ones in the subsequent rather more extensive 

investigation. In the latter instance the slots were further 

apart than the probe positions in the initial work. Allowing 

for this, the fact that the burner was in a different position 

on the front wall and that in the early work the probe did not 

go through the centre of the flame the results compare 

satisfactorily. 
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TABLE III. 

BURNER VARIABLES STUDIED IN FULL-SIZE FLAMES 
AND MEAN VALUES FOR OPERATING CONDITIONS. 

CASE 1f2 3 

REGISTER 12" S. F. W. R. REGISTER 

FUEL RATE F. P. F. P 1 POWER 
lb. /hr. 2175 2.175 570 

ATOMIZER PRESSURE LUCAS LUCAS LUCAS 
P. S. I. DUPLEX SPILL DUPLEX 

550 780/700 500 

NOMINAL 
SPRAY ANGLE 60 0 80 0 90 

REGISTER DRAUGHT 5ý 2 " 6a 0 1.4 W. G. LOSS 

EQUIVALENCE 
RATIO ! 1.28 1.38 1.98 

iRESULTS PLOTTED 
1 IN FIGS. 40,41,449 47 1 42,45 43,46,48 
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5.2 Experimental work using full-scale burner. 

The choice of burner ý. nd the reasons for choosing 

particular variables has been discussed in suction 3.4.2. 

The variables selected for study in these trials wore fuel 

flow rate and spray angle, and the conditions investigated 

are tabulated in Table III. 

The initial experimental results given in Fig. lj. O. a-d. 

were in fact a rather limited version of the main results 

given in Fig-41. a-e- for the 60° Duplex atomizer flame. 

In the initial experimental work successful measurements 

were limited to a gas composition survey of the earlier part 

of the flame obtained from a number of sampling positions 

between the floor, the centre line of the flame, and the side 

wall of the boiler, using an L º- shaped gas sampling probe, 

In the main experimental runs additional access was 

available and measurements were possible at stations covering 

the full length of the combustion chamber. In this trial, in 

addition to gas composition, temperature and velocity were 

measured. The equipment used consisted of water cooled gas 

sampling probes, ' suction pyrometers and the T-head velocity 

probe described in Section 4.5.3.2. 

The use of a spill atomizer was not intended as a 

comparison of methods of atomization, but as a convenient 
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method of obtaining; an 800 spray of the right throughput., 

although this introduced some uncertainty on the question 

of droplet sizes (see Appendix IIf. 

The 900 spray angle quoted for the 1 
power case was the 

normal spray angle for this type of Duplex atomizer at this 

degree of turn down. 

5.3 Experimental results obtained from full size burner 
work. 

5.3.1 Gas composition, 
5.3.1.1 Carbon Monoxide. 

The composition plots for the three full size burner cases 

investigated are given in Figs, 40 - 43. Those for 

Carbon Monoxide concentration are given in Fibs. 40a, L. la, L2a, 

43a. The results showed two noticeable features in CO 

distribution, 

Firstly, there was a high unburnt fuel region, with as 

much as 8% CO in the core of the flame in the two full-power 

cases. The actual value depended on the air-fuel ratio for 

the flame, but the shape altered quite markedly with spray 

angle. This extended to slot 3 (about A burner diameters) 

for the 600 spray and only to slot 2 (about 2 burner diameters) 

for the 800 one, although it was somewhat wider in the second 

case. For the low-power condition with its 900 spray this 

central core hardly appeared except very slightly in the region 
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of slot 2. This high CO figure will be seen by reference to 

the velocity plots in Figs. 4.4-45 to extend beyond the short 

recirculation zone on the axis of the flame which extends about 

two burner diameters downstream. The tail of this CO region 

extended the whole length of the combustion chamber in both 

full-power cases. Presumably once clear of the recirculation 

zone, oxygen transport to this region is a turbulent mixing 

process across the jet similar in form to a simple turbulent 

diffusion flame, 

In the second place an additional detached zone of high CO 

occurred. In the two full-power cases this region was clear 

of the main forward flow altos ether and was situated near the 

sidewall in the region of slot 2. about two burner diameters 

downstream. 

For the low-power flame, a similar region occurred in the 

region of slot 3a but rather nearer the centre of the combustion 

chamber on the fringe of the jet registering 1.9% CO, for the 

highest value. 

Reference to the oxygen concentration plots in Figs. 40b, 

Llb, 42b, 4.3b, shows an apparent anomaly. This was the 

apparent occurrance of substantial CO figures in regions in 

which there is an appreciable 02 concentration. This occurred 

at several places on tho walls, notably at slot 2 for the 60° 

(Duplex F. P. ) case, it also occurred in the power case in 
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the region of hi,; host CO concentration. There are two possible 

explanations for this, firstly, because of the time mean nature 

of the sampling process and secondly duo to chilling outside 

the flame. The first, which is the more likely explanation, 

could occur if the concentration in a particular zone was 

subject to fairly rapid fluctuations with resulting mean in 

which both 02 and CO occur in fairly high figures. The second 

is unlikely, oxcopt near the walls, as gas temperatures in the main 

body of the combustion chamber are about 1000 °C even in the low- 

power case. 

5.3.1.2 Oxygen. 

The oxygen results are plotted in Figs. Li. Ob, Li b9 42b, 43b, 

is might be expected 02 concentrations were generally high where 

CO2 and CO concentrations were low. This was mainly along the 

front wall and along the side wall, except in the region of slot 

2. In the full power cases, the region of low concentration 

spreads a good deal more widely than the jet boundary, 

indicating; that most of the oxygen found its way into the 

combustion region at a fairly early point. One consequence 

is that the recirculation zone in the region of slot 2 was 

included also in this low 02 part of the flame. Further down- 

stream higher oxygen figures were recorded, with a distinct 

bulge in towards the centre. 

pattern was somewhat different. 

In the low power cases the 

The lowest oxygen figures 
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were no longer along the centre line, but in the region of 

slot 2. just inside the jut boundary and roughly in the region 

of highest velocity gradient. It will be noted that all 

oxygen figures recorded are high, above 6%. This makes some 

of the CO figures rather surprising, but apart from the reasons 

already mentioned, this seems to indicate that in this case in 

particular some of the fuel persists as a droplet for a long 

way into the furnace, hence the arrival of high CO fig res 

well down stream, 

5.3.1.3 Carbon Dioxide. 

In general, CO2 concentrations were high where the 02 znd 

CO concentrations were low. The high CO 2 figures indicate 

regions where combustion is largely complete and where 

recirculation products are distributed. These results are 

plotted in Figs. 40c, 4.1c, 42c, L. 3c, 

One feature which required explanation, was the apparent 

decrease in CO2 figures and corresponding increase in oxygen 

figures near the walls in some places. The characteristics 

of the air register and thc; velocity measurements did not 

indicate any forward flow along the wall as would be produced 

by a twalli type jet (see Section 2.7.3). It seems likely 

that this variation in figures near the wall was due to local 

leakage round the gas sampling probe, as the outside of the 

boiler was slightly pressurized to Drovide air for the burner. 
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It was difficult to get a perfect scaly although special shaped 

brick plugs were used to fit round the probe in the sampling 

port. Leakage from this source would have occurred only at the 

slot where the probe was inserted and is 
. likely to have had 

very little effect on the overall air-fuel ratio. 

5.3.2 Equivalence Ratio and Combustion Efficiency. 

5.3.2.1 Equivalence Ratio. 

Frequently, equivalence ratio plots are used to determine 

the bounds of a flame on the assumption that an equivalence 

ratio of one will indicate the flame boundary, There are 

difficulties about such an assumption which will be discussed 

later, but equivalence ratio distributions are useful in 

determining where the fuel and air ®o which are being supplied 

to the system and in providing a means of comparing different 

flames. 

The comparison of the two full power cases (Figs. 110dß 

Old, 4.2d. ) shows some quite marked differences. In the case of 

the Duplex atomizer the 'flame volume' was quite small and 

compact and high equivalence ratios occurred just to the 

outside of this. In the spill case, despite a higher initial 

equivalence ratio the 'flame volurtiet is much larger and tends 

to spread outside the main jet boundaries (see Fig. 42. d. ), 

and persists all the way to the back wall. 
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In the low 1)owor case (Fin. 43d. ) no figures as low as 1.0 

were recorded although the Zeneral pattern was similar to the 

other;. 

The absence of a tflame boundary' can be accounted for as 

follows. Firstly, unlike the two full power casus, high 02 

figures occur inside the flame, and since the flame is short 

and really a thin hollow cone, the fuel rich zone; will have been 

very limited and thus not ap1, eared in the measurements. 

Secondly, with the high overall excess air figure which 

occurred in this instance, the remarks previously made may 

apply about the effect of time mean sampling giving an 'average' 

gas sample, which may differ from the instantaneous valued 

This averaging effect applies also to the determination of 

flame boundary and is the reason why it is difficult to use 

the equivalence ratio of one as an accurate measure of flame 

limits. 

Plots of the equivalence ratio along; the axis are made in 

Fig. 55. This shown , rather surprisingly, that the equivalence 

ratio on the axis viasrather more constant for the 800 full- 

power case than for the 600 full-power case. In the low 

power case, the equivalence ratios were as might be exlpected, 

a good deal higher. 

5.3.2.2 Combustion Efficiency. 

The combustion efficiency provides an index of the 

relative amount of fuel actually burnt at any given point. 
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Those calculated figures reflect, of course, similar trends 

to theCarbon Monoxide plots, with low values in the cone of the 

flame and in pockets outside the main jet. (See Figs. 4le, 

42o, and 430. ) For the full-power cases, the proportion of 
fuel burnt had a minimum in these zones of 0.5 - 0.6 and 0.85 

in the; centre and outside the jet respectively. Outside these 

areas the figure was usually about 0.95 or better. In the low 

lower case, the principal zone of unburnt fuel was on the fringe 

of the jet with a minimum of about 0.85. The variation of 

combustion efficiency along the axis is plotted in Fig-56. 

5.3.3 Velocity and temperature measurements, 

5.3.3.1 Velocity Measurements. 

The velocity profilos associated with these flames are 

given in Firs. 43-45. Due to alterations to the boiler after 

the gas composition measurements were made, a Atome of the 

slot positions are slightly different in the case of the 60° 

full power and low power flames. The measurements given are 

for the component of velocity parallel to the burner axis, the 

line marking the traversing, position for each slot being taken 

as the zero coordinate. The approximate jet boundary is also 

shown. 

The main features of the profiles were that the early 

part consists of an annular jet with a central recirculation 

zone, This annulus gradually coalesced until, by the region 
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of slot !. about 5 burner diameters downstream. the profile 

was fairly flat. The central circulation zone extended about 

1-21 diameters downstream and this was followed by a region with 

a W-shal-)cd profile. Although the fringe of the jot spread 

quite considerably, the radius of the maximum velocity peak 

remained pretty well the same as the outlet diameter of the 

burner quarl, until this peak merged into a single flat profile. 

Particular difficulties were experienced at certain points, 

particularly at slot 2, where blocking of the pitot with a tarry 

residue from the fuel was a problem. This prevented measure-- 

ments being; made in certain sections of the jet. 

5.3.3.2 Temperature Measurements. 

Temperature traverses were necessary mainly to determine 

the gas densities across the combustion chamber. These are 

shown in Figs. 4.7-48, These show that for both full power 

and low powers the temperature has a fairly constant value 

outside the flame of about 1200 and 900 °C respectively. The 

temperature rises somewhat inside the main forward flow region 

to maxima of 1600 and 1100° C. There is also a sharp drop 

of temperature at slot 1, on the line of the annular jet from 

the burners showing that at that point, recirculated gases have 

not mixed completely with thg incoming air stream. 
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a'IGS. 40-43. 

Isoconcentration Plots for Pull Scale Work. 

FIRB. 44--46. 

Velocity Profiles from Full Scale Mork, 

FIGS. 47-48. 

Temperature Profiles from Full Scale Work. 
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5.4 Experimental work with model burner. 

5.4.1 Opcratinxn conditions chosen for study. 

Details of the laboratory rig and the model burner design 

used have been given already in sections 4.2 and 3.1.2. The 

selection of the operating conditions was governed by the-twin 

objectives of obtaining extra information to supplement the 

full size data and that of demonstrating the degree of modelling 

of full size flames that reasonably could be achieved. 

As already discussed in section 3.3.4 the possible approaches 

to scaling pressure-jet. flames have been reduced to two that 

seemed most likely to yield satisfactory results. These were 

cases 1. and 2. ' which are discussed in section'3.3.4. These 

provide for velocity, mömentutn 'ratio and air-fuel ratio 

similarity in 'the first case, and 
- 

effective flame residence 

time, momentum similarity and'air-fuel ratio in-the'second case. 

As already indicated, case 1 offeetively. introduces a flow 

ratio of L2 and , case 2a ratio of L. In, the . 'second case, 

strict momentum similarity as given- by-' the 
. 
group, P"/v 'would reduce 

the. pressure'to 50. p. 84-. which'isusually considered 

unsatisfactorily low for a pressure--jet atomizer, At very low 

atomizing pressures it is usually difficult to get'`'a properly 

open spray cone. - 
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Ideally, the next parameter, in order of importance, is 

the droplet size, as this effects the process of combustion 

and evaporation which is number 5. on Stewart's list (see 

Table II. ). In practice, once the throughput rate and 

atomizing pressure are fixed, the droplet size distribution 

is fixed also, unless there is a very drastic change in fuel 

properties. Unfortunately, in the case of Vac, atomizers 

used the different methods proposed for calculating the S. M. D. 

give such a wide scatter of results that it is difficult to be 

certain how far this alters between the atomizers used. 

Representative data are-given in Table III. 

For various practical reasons associated with the disjjosal 

of waste gases the model data given ire divided between full- 

power and low power conditions, although in some ways this is 

not ideal, it does provide data under two widely differing air- 

fuel ratios. The lower air-fuel ratio is associated with the 

longer residence time so that it should not be unduly 

prejudicial to one set of results, 

The two flames compared were the 60° full power case and 

the low power case, These corresponded to the Duplex 

atomizer running at full and-5 power. In the model, these 

conditions were represented by separate atomizers with 

characteristics as'dictated by the scaling requirements and as 

far as possible similar spray angles. 
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TABLE IV. 

CALCU_E TED OPE2ATING CONDITIONS FOR MODEL 
1+'1ü. MLb LUN JilXT't! KM\Il' i. UW ULNU 

Prototype Flame 1 60 0 Full Power Low Power 

Prototype Conditions 

Fuel Rate 1b. /hr. 2175 570 

Atomizing Pressure 550 500 
p. so i. 

Equivalence Ratio 1,28 1.98 

Reference air velocity 136 51 

S C 
(a) 99 

--- 
74 alculated . M. D. 

(b) 70 58 
---------------- r Calculated Conditions Case 1. Case 2. Case 1. Case 2. for scaling: - 

Fuel Rate 196 58.7 51.2 15.4 

Atomizing Pressure 550 49.5 500 45 

Reference velocity 136 44 51 15.3 

Calculated S. M. D. 54 1 105 42.2 75 

Conditions required to Case 2. Case 1. 
match actual atomizers 

using 
Fuel Rate 

y 
50 46 

Calculated Reference 35.5 54 velocity. 
Ratio P%y 1.5 . 86 

aý S M D 6 8 43 
. . .b 7 

NOTE S. M. D. (a. ) Calculated using Radcliffe ts formula. 
(b) Calculated using Hudson & Clarke's formula. 

See Appendix III. 



The important full-size data are set out in Table III, 

together with corres1pondin� calculated data using the scaling 

requirements selected under the headings of case 1. and case 

2. in section 3.3.4 and the atomizer characteristics of the 

atomizers selected as being the nearest possible available. 

The reference velocities quoted have boon calculated on 

the basis of the minimum diameter of the burner throat (that 

is 12" in the full-size case and 3.6" on the model). 

The full-power case was scaled to the requirements of 

cast, 2. This means effectively that the residence times in 

the flames should be the same for prototype and model. The 

result of the atomizer limitations has bec; n mentioned already, 

As will be seen, the choice of 100 j), s. i. g. as an atomizing 

pressure increases the group P2/v by about 50%. On the other 

hand, according to Radeliffets relation, the S. M. D. decreases 

by 31% while data due to Hudson and Clarke, representing; the 

manufacturers of these two atomizers, gives a nominal increase 

in S. M. D. The degree of confusion arising over this matter 

can be seen by reference to the calculated values of S. M. D. 

from different relations -riven in Appendix III. 

The low power case was designed to give, as far as 

possible, momentum similarity although this was not quite 

achieved. In view of the very conflicting requirements in 

all cases between different scaling Lroups this departure is 
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unlikely to introduce diffirences which are too serious into 

the comparative experimental results. 

It was assumt for modelling purposes that the flame 

temperature would be the same in prototype and model. 

distillate fuel, in this case commercial gas oilp was 

used for each run. This had about the same atomizing 

viscosity as the heated light residual fuel oil used on the 

full size runs. The main effect of the distillate fuel is to 

alter the ignition delay time and have, of course, littlo 

residual material to have a long burn out time. This is an 

advantage in case 1, where it restores the ignition delay 

group (see section 3.3.3.8) to its correct value. In case 2p 

however, this factor is too small, 

To avoid a leakage of air on the modol rig, it was usual 

to run with a slight positive pressure in the combustion 

chamber. 

5.4.2 S-pceial points about the operation of the 
furnace and the presentation of the results 

In the early stages of operation difficulty was experienced 

with a very ragZcd flaue which stabilized on the air swirler 

and had a poor combustion efficiency. It appeared to be due 

to flash vapourized fuel recirculating back to the swirler. 

Thu cause of this seemed to be due to the omission of the air 

direetinj cap which is mounted over the atomizer on the full 
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size burner. This provides a small bleed of air across the 

atomizer face to keep this free of Partially cracked fuel and 

probably holiDs to form a bluff body stabilizer. Once in 

place, the flame performance becamo quite normal, It appears 

from this that the local flow configuration very close to the 

atomizer can have a critical effect on the subsoqucnt flame 

performance. As the laboratory furnace was dcsi ned before 

the full-scale work was completely 1, lannecl, it was not 

lpossiblo to have all the slots coinciding. In particular, 

in the li ; ht of the initial full-size experiments rei>orteci in 

section 5.39 the olplportunity was taken to place a slot near 

the front wall on the boiler. This was followed up later on 

the model by the insertion of two ports A. and B. near the 

burner on the furnace. In practice the slots in the model came 

at the following diameters,: - 

TABLE VA. 

SLOT AJ B 1 2 3 4 5 
Distance from burner 

in. 
2+r 2z" 6 15 2 33 42 

Burner diameters. 0,1 0,52 1 1.25 3.1 5.0 6.9 8, w7 5 

This comparos with the full-size slot positions; - 
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TABLE 'VB. 

SLOT 1! 2 3 5 
Distance from burner 6" 

in. 2612 49 « 83" 102-1" 

Burner diameters. 0.39 1.65 2.9 [__5.2 6.4 

It will be soon that the following can be regarded as 

corresponding: - Model slot 2, prototype slot 3; model slot 

3, prototype slot 4. 

The difficulty of adding extra holes in the laboratory 

furnace without woakonin+°, the brickwork too seriously., made it 

necessary to use an L shaped water cooled gas sampling probe 

which could be inserted in slot 2,, of the model and the nose 

traversed at a Position corresponding to slot 2. on the actual 

boiler. 

5.4.3 Gas Composition pattorns. 

5.4.3.1 Usin? case 1. as the basis of similarity. 

This represented the low-power prototype condition as 

indicated in Table III. The results are shown in Figs. 49, 

519 53. This requirement gave, effectively momentum 

similarity between the jots but not residence time similarity. 

As in the full-size results the region where unburnt fuel 

occurred (sue Fig;. 49. a. ) spread out roughly along the line of 

the spray coney leaving the central corn with very little, if 
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any, fuel. This suggests that tho spray in this case 

crosses the peak air velocity region early on while the fuel 

is still largely in the form of a liquid spray. Such fuel 

as is entrained in this region is obviously very quickly burnt 

and appears only as CO2. Thu highest unburnt fuel tont en-- 

trations measured were the CO figures rocordud at modci slot 

1., l burner diameters downstream, and by using an L-shaped 

gas sampling probe to traverse as near as possible to a 

position equivalent to slot 2. on the prototype, which was a 

little under two burner diameters downstream. These high 

fuel fi,; ures occur rather earlier in the model than on the 

prototype, but in about the same relative position on the 

fringe of the jet and were marked by a visible lazy tail to 

the flame. Despite the shorter residence times, away from 

these regions the CO figures were usually very low indeed, 

less than 0.1%. The oxygen and CO2 plots (Fijs. 49, b, and c, 

both follow patterns that correspond to the CO characteristics 

already mentioned. High oxygen fijures were noted alone; the 

axis in the later stages with some unburned fuel. It will 

be noted that conditions outside the boundary of the jet were 

very uniform, with no sign of thu change in concentrations 

near the walls which occurred on the full size results. As 

steps were taken to operate the laboratory furnace under a 

slight positive pressure, this tends to support the view that 

this was due to leakage. 
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The equivalence ratio as in the fall size case was 

almost everywhere a good doal ;; roatcr than unity, while the 

combustion officiuncy apjDroachud one oxccpt in the regions 

already mentioned whure there were high CO figures. 

5.4.3.2 Usin j3_C-qse_2. asthe basis_ofsimilarity_ 

This set of scaling crituria were used with the scaled 

version of the full powor flame under the conditions indicated 

in Table III. This gave residence time similarity,, but some 

departure from momentum similarity. 

The gas corn osition , )lots are given in Fig. 50. These 

show the characteristic region of high unburnt fuel on the 

early part of the central core which has been noted already 

on the full-size counterpart. This extends to somewhere 

beyond slot 2., that is about L burner diameters downstream. 

The main difference from the full scale rosult, is that the 

fuel rich zone outside the flame seems to occur a little 

nearer the front wall, roughly about one burner liameter 

downstream. 

The oxygen figures, Fig. 50. b. in general were the 

opposite of the CO figures being low where the latter were 

high. Near the burner, very hitgh fi, 7, ures were recorded in 

the region before the incoming jet had mixed with the fuel 

and recirculated combustion products. 
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Thu equivalence ratio plot, Fin. %1j. d. showed a similar 

flame envelope shape to the full size flame, and the combustion 

efficiency data followed a similar form to the CO data. 

5.4.4 Vý; locity_and_ tcmLcrature measurements. -- ---- --- --- ----- 

The velocity and temperature data are vt: ry similar to 

those already reported for the full-size data. The same W- 

shaped profile was produced and the length of the recirculation 

zone and the other relative dimensions were very similar (see 

Fits. 51. & 52). For instance, the ratio of the minimum 

velocity on the axis to the peak velocity at slot 2., 3 

burner diameters downstream, was 0.61 on the model., and at 

2 diameters downstream was 0.58 on the prototype. In the 

model it has boon possible to obtain much more data near the 

burner, and hence construct much better curves for the velocity 

decay, (see Fio. 57. b. ), although even here some trouble was 

experienced with blockage near the burner. 

The temperature data were fairly similar to the prototype. 

The high tem., perature in the jet dropped to a slightly lower 

and fairly uniform figure in the recirculated Aases. The 

leak temperature measured in the full-power case for instance, 

was about 1500° C in the prototype and 16800 0 in the model, 

while the temperatures of the recirculated Cases were about 

1200 °C and 1400° C. respectively. This means that the 

requirement of tem1)oraturo similarity will not have been quite 
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PIGS. 4-9-50, 

Isoconcentration Plots from iviodel Results. 

FIGS. 51-52. 

Velocity Profiles from Model Results. 

FIGS. 53-54, 

Temperature Profiles from J'odel Results, 

FIGS. 58-59. 

Cold Flow Results. 
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FIGS, 57,641_66i6 67. 
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met. However, as these differences make only a 5% difference 

in the densities of the gases, this is not likely to be very 

serious. 

5.4.5 Comýparative cold flow work on model register. 

Two cold runs were carried out on the model register in 

the combustion chamber to determine the differences between the 

hot and cold flow patterns. The velocity profiles are shown 

in Figs. 58 and 59. The first run was carried out at the 

same burner air velocity as the scaling case 2, run representing 

the full power condition. Hence burner Reynolds number was the 

same. The second run was at 2.35 times this velocity to give 

a reasonable change in velocity between the two runs. 

The results showed that the central recirculation zone was 

notably shorter in length. The annular form of the earlier 

part of the jet was very similar in form to the hot runs, the 

radii of the peak velocity being almost identical. The 

annulus closed up nearer the burner than in the hot case as 

might be expected from the shortened recirculation zone. The 

radial spread of the jet boundary was also somewhat smaller. 

There were no significant differences between the two different 

velocities. 

5.4.6 Experiments towards inrproved combustion systems. 

The develoypment of oil burners is not, at a fundamental 

level, a question of making small improvements to existing 
122 



equipment. The development of improved systems is a 

sufficiently wide subject to warrant an extensive study on 

its own. 

There was one sot of useful exý)erimcnts which could be 

carried out as a preliminary trial, This was to r; au"o the 

effects of upstream air injection from the back of the furnace 

with a more or loss conventional burner. This was one method 

that, it was hoped, would be attractive in achieving low excess 

air combustion. 

In these preliminary experiments which were carried out 

on the model rig, the conditions were similar to the second 

set of model experiments already discussed (i. e., the full-s 

power condition scaled as case 2. ). Upstream air injection 

was effected by a plain flat ended tube, which could be moved 

upstream from the back of the furnace on the axis of the burner. 

At this stage observation of the visible effect on the flame 

was considered sufficient to show if this method of secondary 

air injection was likely to be advantageous. 

About 15% of the combustion air was introduced in the 

upstream direction with nominally about a third of the velocity 

of the air entering through the main register. Above about 

7 burner diameters downstream there was a marked effect on 

the flame in reducing its length and producing a shorter, 
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tidier f1Rme than those obtained by hiÜh excess air figures 

through the normal register. 

Unfortunately much nearer to the burner the effect of 

upstream injection was to spoil the flame stabilization and 

produced a very wide an`led ra? _;; ed flame, Something similar 

is sometimes exppurienccd with the, model burner even without 

upstream injection so that this may have vv' ,, Qt on a 

1ar or scale mi; rht have been increased improved performance 

with injection nearer the burner, 

The most satisfactory air injection seems to have been 

well outside the region where there is a low forward velocity 

or reverse flow in the centre of the flame, Presumably, the 

additional air serves to supply additional oxygen in the 

circulation round the flame making for much more complete 

combustion of the pockets of unburnt fuel known to occur 

fairly well down the flame. Further upstream, the air 

injection soems to have altered the aerodynamic character of 

the flame. 

5.5. Measurement of Combustion Oscillations. 

5.5.1 Proliminary Study. 

The problems associated. 'with unstable combustion have 

been discussed, At the time this study was commenced only 

somewhat uncertain descriptions were available about what 
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actually hapl)oned when a boiler pulsated. 

The preliminary work consisted in obtaining a 16 mm. 

tine record of the flame which was made to pulsate by 

reducing the air supply to about the black smoke point. 

For this work conditions were not otherwise controlled. 

Attempts were made to film the oscillating flame from the side 

through one of the sight holes and actually through the air 

resister by filming the flame through the viewing hole 

provided in the register (a somewhat searing operation for the 

camera operator. ), To obtain a less obstructed view from the 

register, a polished metal mirror was placed in the air way 

and the register filmed from the side. The register used was 

the 12" type used for the experimental work. Several film 

records were obtained, mostly in black and white, but a few 

were obtained in colour, using Kodachrome stock. The use of 

a high speed black and white stock allowed the use of the 

higher speeds on the camera of 32 and 6L1. frames per second to 

obtain a somewhat slow motion record of the phenomena. 

These films were analyzed for frequency using a hand wound 

film editor which allowed examination of individual frames in 

the film and counting of the frames between each successive 

peak in visible flame (this was usually the point where the 

flame was blown back towards the register). The frequencies 

observed were found to be of the order of 10-20 c. p. s. 
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constant during the observed periods, but varying somewhat 

with conditions. Thu value of those measurements was in 

determining the order of the frequency of oscillation and in 

giving some visual record of how the pulsation cycle affected 

the flame. 

It is not particularly easy to obtain a clear picture for 

reproduction of what is observed from the film. This has 

been reduced to a diagrammatic representation in Fig. 60. 

The results show that the flame has a fairly steady cone angle 

when burning stably which changes quite markedly during 

pulsation, being contracted from the steady position at one 

end of the cycle and considerably expanded at the other end. 

The approximate magnitudes of the changes measured from the 

film arc given in the position of the cone as reproduced in 

the diagram, Fig,. 60. This particular work was carried out 

with a single burner in a combustion chamber with a fairly low 

overall combustion intensity. As will be described later, 

this effect becomes even more pronounced in the case where 

several burners are firing together. The some effect was 

observed also in the shots taken through the register where 

the change in cone shape was equally visible. The effect 

was not sufficiently pronounced to blow any flame back 

through the register. 
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It was observed that apart from low equivalence ratio} 

'pulsation could bo induced also by poorer mixin, -; of the fuel 

and oil on an occasion whcn a boiler was fed with cool oil 

in error, This resulted in a consequent deterioration in 

the quality of atomisation. 

5.5.2 Quantitative Measurer, ments. 

In order to obtain data under conditions of the uZreatest 

current intorest, quantitative measurements wore made on a3 

drum Yarrow type boiler with two tube passes. This exhibited 

an extra rhenomonc , abort from pulsation, This was a very 

low frequency oscillation which occurred under conditions of 

high excess air. In order to get a boiler of this type, it 

was necessary to carry out the work on one of H. M. ships. 

The instrumentation and boiler room arrangements have been 

described (sue sections 4.3 & 4.5.4). The main problem was 

due to the fact that the boiler was an operating unit and it 

was necessary for the ship to be able to accept the steam at 

the level necessary for the measurements. This required co- 

operation with the navigating officer before changes in the 

firing rate of the boiler could be made. It had originally 

been intended to work these measurements in with black and 

white smoke limits measurements, but due to delay from burner 

fault b, most of the measurements reported were made in the time 

left after the other work had been comlpleted. 
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Combustion oscillations were induced by slowly closing 

the control valve for the air supply fan until the oscillations 

just started. The air level was then held at this point for 

as short a time as possible consistent with obtaining the 

measurements required, and the air rate then increased as 

quickly as possible. Communication between the boiler front 

and the instrument bay was maintained by portable telephone. 

Recordings of the oscilloscope trace were made during the steady 

part of the oscillation run. 

The data obtained are plotted against fuel rate in Fig. 61. 

The frequency measured at the two different stations was the 

samep and as far as could be detected, these two records 

appeared to be in , phase. Unfortunately, the characteristics 

of the microphone detectors measured the rate of change of 

pressure (%dt) rather than actual values for differential dl 

pressure, and this last +)oint was rather difficult to check 

except rather approximately. 

The results show some very low values of frequency at 

low throughput rates, and a series of points with a slight 

positive gradient over the range of most of the measurements. 

`Vleasuremonts were not taken right up to full power rating 

of the boiler in order to avoid the possibility of excessively 

high stresses on the boiler structure during Dulsation. 
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Due to the burner fault, only five burners out of the possible 

six wore in use during the period when measurements were made. 

Gas sampling was used in an attempt to determine air/fuel 

ratios during; oscillation, but difficulties were experienced in 

ensuring that the sampling procedure was consistent in the very 

limited time available to do this. More reliable relative data 

were obtained by measuring the apparent register draft loss 

(R. D. L. ) just before oscillations commenced on the boiler room 

manometer. Values for R. D. L. could not be measured of course 

during oscillation due to the fluctuations of the ; au c with the 

pulsations. These measurements showed that except at very low 

powers the register draft loss at the onset of pulsation was 

independent of fuel throughput. The appropriate curve is 

superimposed on the black and white smoke limit curves for this 

particular boiler in Fi . 62. Confirmation of this is obtained 

from the oxygen analysis on the stack gases shown in Fig. 63. 

This shows an increasing oxygen figure at the limiting 

condition as the fuel rate was reduced. 

* Values for R. D. L. can only be regarded as relative, as the 

absolute value for flow depends on the flow characteristics 

of the register and the placing of the pressure tappings in 

the combustion chamber. It is consequently reported as 
R. D. L. 
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FIG. 62, 

Plot of Smoke and Pulsation Limits Against Fuel Rate. 
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A film record was made of a few of the pulsation runs 

using a water cooled periscope to which the eine camera could 

be attached. Like the single burner results described in 

section 5.5.1., the flame cone altered during the cycle. 

In this case, the change was much greater and the visible 

flame was pushed back practically against the wall in which 

the burners were mounted, and oscillated between this position, 

and approximately its normal shape during the oscillating 

cycle. 

In addition to the measurements of regular pulsation 

obtained a few records were obtained under steady combustion 

conditions. These indicated that under these conditions that 

a certain amount of random noise existed. Although the 

frequency of this was not very well defined, it appeared to be 

about 5-10 times those of the oscillations measured, that is in 

the range 50-100 cps. There was no obvious direct connection 

between this noise and the regular pulsations measured. 
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CH . PT. IR 6. 

Discussion of Results and Conclusions. 

6.1 General features of the results. 

6. lo l Relation of different plots. 

The main question which remains, is the reliability and 

relation of the different results 1)resonteci. 

Allowing for the differences in sampling and burner 

locations, the two plots based on the, 60° full-power case show 

Cood agreement on the general features, where these overlap. 

Most of the differences occurred because of the different 

distribution of sampling sections. (See Figs. 40. and 41*) 

These show that results of this type are reasonably reproducible. 

6.1.2 Accuracy of results. 

As far as possiblo, the results presented for gas 

composition and temperature are time mean values and for the 

velocity the r. m. s. value. The actual percentage error on 

individual readings will depend on the magnitude of the 

quantity in relation to the scale of the sensing device in use, 

the accuracy of calibration and so on. 

Typical total fixed errors wf for each type of reading 

have been calculated from the sum of the squares of the 

individual errors, such as error of standard used, error in 
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measurement, error of calibration or eorractiou used, etc. 

Thus: - 
2222 

Wf = wZ + w2 + ........... wn ...... 
(28) 

whore wls2 
...... n 

arg; the individual errors. For the 

gas composition results, the individual readinge were reckoned 

to be a good deal better than ± 002% of the total volume. 

This would Jive an error in the equivalonc(,, ratio calculations 

of less than ± 22%, excel)t in a few awkward cases. 

For temperature measurements, typical values for the 

results gave an error of ± 5% in the shape factor with a 

resultant temjierature error in the range of temperatures 

measured of ; 200 C, and a consequent final error of about ± 2% 

in the density. For the velocity measurements, the error 

obviously will depend a good deal on tho magnitude of the 

velocity being measured. In a good case, with a mid-scale 

rtadinZ on the recording instrument, the total orrors in 

velocity should be butter than ± lila. In a poor case, at low 

velocities (say of the order of 10 f. p. s. under hot conditions), 

the figure might be as bad as ± 30%. This is taking into 

account errors due to fluctuations in readings as calculated 

from equation 27, and assuming an accuracy of ± 1% for the 

standard pitot used for calibration. 

+ + 
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6.1.3 Charactorization of flames. 

Ideally, it would bo of considerably utility if the 

operating characteristics of the flame could be reduced to a 

single curve. Unfortunately, it is difficult to select data 

in such a way as to avoid ignoring; some important feature. 

It seems necessary at the moment to make measurements across 

at least three of four different cross-sections in the flame, 

over the first four burner diameters, to ensure that no essential 

detail is loste 

6.2 Performance of flames investiýTated. 

6.2.1 The effect of fuel distribution. 

The results from both the full--size and model experiments 

reported in thy; last chapter, showed that the fuel distribution 

changes markedly for different flames, even though only the 

fuel in the gaseous phase was measured. 

The main conclusion was that thu most critical features 

of the fltmne were affected strongly by the sprayer 

characteristics. In the system under invostigation, the 

combustion pattern changed from 'burning inwards' with a high 

unburnt fuel region on the axis with the 60° sprayer, to almost 

a'burning outwards system where a lot of the unburnt fuel was 

right on the fringe of the jut altogether for the low power 

condition. These results are in contrast to those of Beer( 56), 

whore the spray angle seorned to be relatively unimportant. 
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The difference in results is probably duc to the burner aero- 

dynamics which in Beer's case ehould lead to a flame, that was 

'burning outwards' from a rc ion of high oxygen content on the 

core, in all the instances investi; atod, so that the chanZo in 

spray angle did not alter materially the relative dispositions 

of air and fuel. 

It is obvious too from these resultsy that the main 

problem is not burninLP most of the fuclp but thj last fraction, 

Thus, the combustion efficiuncy results show at least 50% of 

the fuel 1, )ros(. nt was actually burnt at any point where 

measurements were made and moru usually 80-90%. The real 

problem came from the combustion of the remaining percentage as 

this had usually by then reached a region of low oxygen concon- 

tration and regions of'fuel uscaput have boon noted in these 

results on the frinCus of the flame and downstream on the axis. 

It must be remembered that thu measurements reported reflect the 

distribution of the gaseous com,, )onent of the fuel only, although 

these are considered as reprosentin-; fairly the distribution 

of combustible material. As si,,, , ýnificant amounts of fuel 

escape outside thQ jeto it follows that this must have been due 

to penctration by the fuel while still in tho form of a liquid 

spray, It must be supposed, with the high air fijures 

rocordod, in the low power case that a considerable amount of 

the fuel spray must have crossed thu main air stream, 
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Mcasuremunts made with a throo-dimonsional pitot suCiýust init- 

V- 
that thcý fucl and air had a-) ia 11 ,7 .9.,,. )roxirnatcly parallel conose 

Onco cloar of the burncr., thc I)eak volocity rcgion romainca 

parallel to the axis, althou-: 71h tho jcA boundary still exl),, andod 

for 2--3 ai, -unuturs. This riýuans that the fucl and air tended 

to "cross-over" fairly uarly on.. probably about onc burner 

diamctcýr down stream from thG quarl, 

It is obvious that large changos in an71e occurrinL over 

tht-: operating range must be regarded as highly unsatisfactory, 

These results seem to show that for any : given aerodynamic 

arrangement there is only likely to be one best fit spray angle. 

The use of air or steam assisted atomization would probably bring, 

a big improvement in this direction. 

6.2.2 Mixin, 7. 

The earlier stages of the mixing process have been touched 

on already, Hurep the main body of the jet loaving the quarl 

is crossed by the oil spray, Much of the fuel must be 

entrained either as vapour or as fine droDletst leaving the 

lar,,, rer droplets to Donotrate beyond this region, In the case of 

the smallest spray anglcv it is obvious that the jet entrains 

more. than it can burn and large quantities of unburnt fuel alo-, poar 

in the central recirculation zone and on the axis further down 

stream, This is reduced for the 80 0 spray and very little 

fuel appears at all in the central recirculation region. 
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for the 900 si: ruy. This is rcfluctod in the plots of 

combustion officioncy on tho axis in Fi;. 56. 

Once clear of the re, -, ion where the fuel distribution is 

dcpondont on th(ý liquid spray, thu mixinC betwoun the romaininý,, 

fuel and tho air will depend on turbulent mixin,, 7 processes. 

This will result either in rocntrainment from outside the flame 

into tho early part of the jcýt or by the relatively slow 

process of turbulent diffusion, where the unburnt fuel rogrion 

porsists along the axis of the flamuo 

Thu cquivaloncc ratio plots in rigs. 41-d, 42. d, 43. d, 

also demonstrate the regions where mixing, of the available air 

and fuel is incomppleto and shows the spreading effect of 

increasing; the spray angle. Outside the flame this is 

particularly noticeablo wheru the annular air jot leaves the 

burner. Hero it takus quitc a long distanco for the air jet 

to entrain recirculated combustion products and this process 

is usually incomiDlete bofore tho flame is encountered. This 

poor mixingv results in a considorablu depression in furnace 

temperature in the early part of the air stream, see Figs. 47 

and 489 which must have a very substantial rctarding effect on 

the rate of combustion and evaporation of the fuel spray as it 

crosses this. 

It was not possible to distinguish differences in mixing 

between the effect of hiz; h velocity., as opposed to Iii, -, h velocity 
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gradiont in the earlier Tpart of thQ flame due to the "cross 

over" already described, resulting in the fuel crossinL7, two 

regions of hi,,, 7h velocity gradient. The pockots of unburnt fuel 

do, howevur, seem to occur away from regions of hic-h velocity 

gradient but in the case of the axial zone where the velocities 

are quite high, this may be due only to the remoteness from 

the available oxygen, 

6.2.3 Recirculation. 

A plot of the bulk mass recirculation flow expressed as 

the ratio mr/mo + may is given in Fig . 64. for the different 

cases invustiiatod. This mass flow rate covers external 

recirculation round the flame. Theso data show that the maximum 

recirculated flow is about twice thu initial mass flow from the 

burner, This is well short of the four times the initial flow 

quoted in the literature as the optimum (see Section 2.2.1. ý). 

Furthormorep this maximum figrurc occurs about 3 bupner diameters 

downstream. Thus, the contribution that the recirculated 

products make to the pruheating of the air in the early stages 

of comliustion is fairly small. As has been mentioned already, 

this is demonstrated by the low temperatures recorded in the air- 

jet near the burner. 

The internal recirculated mass flow is very small by 

comparison, approximately as3 of the forward mass flow, but as 
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this carries hot combustion products right back to the atomizer, 

it obviously plays a major part in providing sufficient heat for 

., 
flame stabilization in the early stages of the spray. 

Fortunately, as Thrin3 and Masdi. n(20) point out, it is in 

', fact more satisfactory in many instances to add air and 

combustion products in a stepwise fashiop, sufficient being 

, added only for the staZe reached, The combustion products 

passinLr, into the next stage provide the preheating of the 
k 
icombustibles. As the present system is by no means a perfectly 

, stirrod reactorp it is not feasible to make accurate sub- 

; divisions of the flame in the same manner* Qualitatively, the 
i 
lfollowin, ýr staLles can be distinguished: - 

(i) Very near the atomizer: Probably sufficient 

ýcombustion products recirculated axially to provide the necessary 

preheat for this zonc. Air will come partly from the air bleed 

round the atomizer and in small quantities from the main annular 

Aet. This corresponds approximately to zone 1. of Thring and 

, 
Masdin's subdivided system shown in Fig, 6, 

(ii) The region of peak air volocities: - Here, almost the 

iwhole of the combustion air and the fuel cross, but due to the 

entrainment of insufficient combustion products, this air is 

`relatively cold. This corresponds roughly to the homogeneous 

`reactorts primary zone in Fib. 5., 

deficiency. 
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(iii) Outside the hi;? h velocity cart of the air stream: - 

Here, the tompurat-uro is that of the recirculated streamp but 

both fuel and oxygen are in fairly low concentrations and the 

reactions are fairly slow, similar to the secondary zone in the 

homogeneous reactor. 

6,294 Smoke limits. 

It will be seen from Fig. 65. , which is a plot of smoke 

limit expressed in terms of the equivalence ratio against spray 

anglep that the blach smoke limit occurs at progressively higher 

equivalence ratios as the spray angle increases. The big jump 

comes with the change from full-power to low power as well as a 

change from 80° to 90° spray angle where the air-fuel ratio is 

twice the stoichiometric value. There are insufficient data to 

show which of these is the more significant. The formation of 

black smoke appears to be duo to the slower burning constituents 

of the fuel not being burnt within the flame limits, This 

will obviously be a function of oxygen availability (oxygen 

concentration and mixing)p residence time and gas tomperatureo 

It is interesting to consider which of these is most significant. 

If the air-fuel ratio is reduced towards the stoichiometric value, 

both residence time and temperature of the gases in the furnace 

should increase, This, in fact, takes the system into the 

region where smoke is formed which sug,, -,, *osts that the smoke is, 

governed primarily by transport of oxygen to the fuel* 
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It would have been interesting to record the effect of a 90 0 

spray an! -rlc under full power conditions as this would havo 

shown if the limit was purely a function of the spray or 

whether th(! effects of increased turbulence lcvolsp presumably 

occurring under full power conditions, were si,: 7nificant. 

6.2.5 The aerodynnmies of the system. 
_ 

The aerodynamics of the system are of intcrest because 

of the central. recirculation zone and its associated surroundiný; 

annular jet,, which persists for about 3 diameters downstream. 

The peak velocities in this annul-as maintained an almost constant 

radius which was very nearly the same as that of the end of the 

burner quarl. This is true, under both hot and cold conditions, 

although in the latter case. the len, 7, th of the annulus and the 

recirculatin,,; core are somewhat reduced. Data for the 

velocity chan, 7, es along the axis and the peak velocities are 

plotted in Pi,,, 
-,,. 

57,.. while the recirculation data are given in 

Fig. 64. 

All the results give similar curves, althou,, 7, h the model 

results are slightly higher, which is in 

temperature data, When compared with B( 

swirling jet, the shape of the curves is 

probably because of the different outlet 

burner, for examplep had a parallel end. 

that the final air swirl produced by the 

line with the 

e er ts data 
(65) 

for a 

somewhat flatter, 

conditions. Beer's 

These data suggest 

register examined 
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in this investigation had a ratio of angular to forward 
G 

momentum G of about 0.10. That is a little lowcr than 

one of Bcorts sets of results which was for a ratio of 0.12. 

Reference has been made already to Newby and Thrin"ts 

conce., ý)t of Ic-; quivalcnt diameter'# As indicated, the mixing 

process in the earlier part of the flame is governed to a 

considerable extent by the characteristics of the oil sprayt 

and in cases such as this one, where the initial jet is an 

annulus, the characteristics of the jet will vary in a rather 

more complicated way with temperature than a plain simple jet* 

However, there seems no reason why the entraining properties of 

the jet should be changed as this is assumed from equation 9. 

to be a function only of total mass flow# Thusp providing 

the burner diameter is replaced by an loquivalent diamoterl as 

defined in equation 13, it should be possible to correlate the 

recirculation data with existing data. Equivalent burner 

diameters are calculated for the full size and model burners in 

Appendix VIII. This is done in Fig. 66. where the result for 

-r max 1 is plotted against and in Fig. 67. where the Mo + ma 
dimensionless distance at which the maximum recirculation occurs 
is plotted a,,, Yainst 0, ' Data from the initial pressure-jet 

trial at IJmuiden 
(108) 

. and data from Cohen de Lara(50), (solid line),, 
are 

plotted on the same graphs. The maximum quantity recirculated 
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in the present results can be seen to lic in a similar scatter 

to the IJmuiden rusultsp althouýZh the distance for maximum 

rQcirculation is obviously shorter indicatin- that the jet, as 

predictedp was not fully dovolu. )ed before the end of the 

combustion sl)ace. 

6,3 Discussion of scalInr results. 

The. data obtained for both scaling cases show that the 

correct flow confir-rurations can be reDresentod without difficulty 

on the model. From thMdata alone the previous discussion in 

this chapter should allow anticipation of likely effects arising 

from variations in atomizer characteristic or flow configuration. 

The gas composition studies aru, of course, a good deal more 

complex as it is impossible to keep similarity correct for all 

the components of the combustion process, There are thus some 

differences between full scale and the two sets of scaling 

criteria tested, It is suspected from the fuel distribution 

data differences in the case of the low-power condition that the 

atomizer matching was not as close as had been hoped, The two 

sets of results show that it is possible to reproduce by either 

method the main characteristics of the full scale flames. 

(See Fias. 40-43 and Figs. 49 and 50. ) 

In both cases, the correct zones of high unburnt fuel 

were reproducodp although reference to the combustion efficiency 
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plots and the CO plots show that in both cases combustion 

outside the roý,, Aons of hi, ý-rh unburnt fuel was almost com: ýlotc 

, 
h-tly hiýýhor observed as opposed to the valuos of 0,95 or sli, -, 

A 

in the full sizQ work. Prediction from the scaling conditions 

suggests that the case 2. criteria should be worse than case 1. 

in this rosj)(. -ct when using a distillate fuel as in this 

experimental work. This is difficult to check as those weru 

modelled on different conditicns. Use of a residual fuel oil 

. po would be an interesting equivalent to that used in the prototy, 

jece of future work in this case, and would probably hell) to 1 

keep the end combustion efficiencies more correct at the end 

of th(, process., Case 1, of course, presupposes the use of a 

distillate fuel to keep the i,. rnition delay corrc; ct. 

The recirculation data show a rathcr hiýýhcr return mass 

flow in the model. This is accounted for by the fact that in 

the end it was not possible to keep r o/L 
identical in the model 

and full-size units, the model havin, 7 .a somewhat smaller r0 

thus allowin7ý, a high recirculation fiqmre. This, howover, is 

important only well down stream clear of the main part of the 

combustion processes. 

The tem]? orature data as muntioned already are slightly 

higher in the case of the model than the full-sizop but only 

sufficient to make probably about 5% difference in the density 
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figures. This diffcronco is unlikuly to have any significant 

effect. The increased temperature will, however, affect the 

reaction rate slightly. Additional water cooling could be 

added if necessary to correct this. 

6.4 Combustion oscillations. 

The main line of study in this thesis has set out to 

provide illumination on the combustion processes which may bo 

roluvant to the Droblem of oscillating combustion. 

Diroct invostigation of combustion processes in pulsating 

flames would have nucessitatod vury difficult experimental 

techniqueso such as instantaneous sainI)lingg and it was con- 

sidered that more directly useful information would be obtained 

by the work. already discussiýA, on flames burning steadily. 

At the start of the study, it was strongly suspected that 

the Onset Of Combustion instability in the form of regular 

pulsations was affected by tho I)crformanco of the flame in 

terms of mixing. This line of thinking was reinforced by 

the analysis of thooretical work discussed in section 2.9 and 

by subsequent measurements on pulsating boilers. From this, 

it was apparunt that limitin, ý air-fuel ratio increased as the 

fuel throughp,, )t decreased, which suggested that mixinj. 3, 

deteriorated as power was reduced. 
(88) 

lead to similar conclusions, 

Papadakis' results also 
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Subsoquunt work carriGd out by Admiralty (see Fi, 
-,. 

68. ) 

has amplified these datap and shown that there arc probably 

several sots of limits, depending on the conditions, as was also 

noticed by Papadakis, Iýnalysis of the possible theories 

advanced for combustion oscillation has shown that they fall 

into two classes, acoustic and non-acoustic thoorios. Yýll the 

above mentioned results appuar to have non-acoustic characteristics. 

None of the non-acoustic theories is as yet sufficiuntly defined 

to predict the limiting frequencies in these rather complex 

systems, The main difficulty is in determining the exact flame 

behaviour during the oscillation, and honco ignition delays and 

temperature variations during each cycle. 

The thooretical ideas Dut forward by Thring(84) are used to 

calculate a Itrendt curve in Fig. 61, This is calculated on the 

assumption that this gives the correct value at half the full 

fuel rate, This avoids the difficulty of trying to calculate 

absolute values for tho frequency. Although thio ourve follows 

the practical results in general form, the theory docs not 

account for the jumps in limiting frequency observed* 

From the practical point of viewp each frequency band seems 

to have a limited unergy output available to drive pulsation# and 

this might be avoidodpfrom the present resultspby choosing a 

system with a sufficiontly high resistance across the burnere 

The alternative is to improve the mixing of the fuel and the air* 
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It neems possible that pockets of ýurnt fuel are a 

. -particular cause of trouble, since a perturbation in the system 

y result in a pocket being disturbed sucldenlyp with a ma,, 

, consequent sudden change in reaction It is noteworthy 

in this co-, inectiont that combustion oscillations are observed 

, only when there is a wide distribution of unburnt fuel in the 
I 
combustion chamber, 

16,5. Overall Conclusions. 

Full scale work* 

At the comencement of the research, no data existed which 

showed the effect of burner variables on the mixing and com- 

bustion efficiency distributions or velocity and recirculation 

profiles for pressure-jet burners employing swirled air and 

designed for boiler use. Data of this type were obtained 

over a-range of spray angles and at two power ratings. It 

shown that: - 

i) While mixingy was ade(g: aate f or most of the 

reactants, q incompatibility between the hollow spray cone and 

the main part of the air jet which resulted in "cross-over" 

between fuel and air allowing fuel escape outside the flame, 

second pocket of unburnt fuel was found to occur ifiside the 

flame and to extend someway downstream. This fuel loss outside 

the flame became more pronounced with wider spray angles and 

particularly at a qI power where the spray angle was widest, 
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It was concluzded: - 

a) that the marked increase in the air fuel ratio at 

which smoke first appeared was due to the increasing incompat- 

ibility between the oil spray and the air pattern as described 

above, 

b) It is considered that the use of atomizers with a 

large angle change over their operating range is therefore un- 

satisfactory. 

c) Changes in burner aerodynamics to supply air to 

these unburnt pockets are necessary. Simple experiments with 

an upstream secondary air supply showed that this appeared to 

improve the air distribution considerably, 

ii) The general shape of the airflow pattern is shown 

to be unaffected by throughput rates although some reCLuctions 

in the relative mass recirculation flow were noted at high 

powers. The jet profile was annular in form near the burner, 

with a recirculation zone inside. Further downstream this 

became progressively W-shaped and then a more or less conven- 

tional single peak profile in form, Recirculation external 

to the flame appeared to be entrained too late to make any 

contribution to flame stabilization* It was concluded that 

the central recirculation zone was the main source of hot 

combustion products for flame stabilization despite a 

relatively small return mass flow, Control of this region 
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should therefore affect flwae stabilization substantially, 

In comparison with the theoretical optirilimig 

these flames were very far removed from an ideal homogeneous 

reactor. The stepwise system of ThrinLý and Lasdin was deemed to 

be a more satisfactory tar-, -et for this type of system. The re- D 
circulated flow needcidin this case would be less, probably of the 

same order as that actually obtained. 

6.5.2. Results from model furnace work. 

i) It has been found possible to model flames satis- 

factorily, with respect to both flovi confieuration and tlae main 

features of the gas composition pattern, 

ii) Dimcnsional analysis .! as used to determine suitable 

scaling parameters. It was found that it was not feasible to 

maintain similarity for all the possible gyroups at the same 

time. It was foun(ý satisfactory to use various combinations of 

the more important groups.. Flames were modelled on two different 

selections of these groups, baseýt CD ' in one case on maintaining velo- 

city and relative momentum similarity and in the other residence 

time similarity, Geometric similarity of the burner was main- 

tained in both cases* 

iii) The results showed that it was possible to main- 

tain good similarity for the velocity Profiles between the mode3 

and the prototype under combustion conditions, 

iv) It vias concluadd that the correct rfeneral features 
10- 

of the -as composition patterns could be reproduced by both the j 
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selections of scaling groups investigated. It is thouL., ht that 

there is little to chose between the results obtained by either 

method. It is possible that with additional experience, the 

first method may prove slightly better, 

6.5,3. Clomparison between Cold and Hot Results* 

Data obtained from cold model runs showed that the general 

jet shape, particularly the radii at which maximizia velocities 

occurred were similar to the hot caset but that the actual re- 

circulation zone was noticeably shorter under these conditions. 

Cold measurements in the earl, part of the jet indicate 

that the initial angle of the air leaving the burner shows a 

maximum angle slightly greater than the oil spray, 

6,5e4, Conclusions from the Investigation of 
Combustion Instability, 

_ 
i) Data was obtained on combustion instability over a 

range of fuel input rates on a Naval three drum boiler, TI-B 

pulsations observed at each fuel rate were shown to have a 

definite upper limit of air-fuel ratio, above which combustion 

was steady, 

ii) Except at very low power levels, the limiting 

frequencies measured were very similar, increasing only slightly 

with power, At the limiting point, although the air-. -Luel ratio 
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was different in each case, the actual R. D. L. was nearly constant. 

iii) It proved impossiblo to make accurate measuromcnts of 

amplitude for tho oscillations obsorved, but this was thought to 

be of the samu order as the R. D, L, 

iv) Film records from pulsatiM flames showod that the flamu 

cone anfrlc oscillatcd with tho pulsations throu, -7h quitu a widc 

angle. 

V) Back; -Pround flame noise was muasured for stcady 

combustion conditionsp and although of a fairly random nature, 

had a froquoncy of 5-10 times those of the oscillations measured, 

vi) The various theor(,, tical treatments so far put forwara 

are not yet sufficiently refined to Drodict the oscillation 

frequuncy at thu onset of pulsation. 

6.6 Rocommundations for futuro work. 

The followinZ lines seem to be the most important next 

stag7cs in resoarch: - 

i) Fuller investigation of the interaotion of liquid 

sprays with air streams, particularly in practical burnor con- 

figurations, (Thu current work of Priestley should go some way 

in this direction. 
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ii) A- much moru dotailcd studY Of tho muchanisms of flamo 

stabilization in tho sunsc of flame tholdinýZt, in flames whurc 

there is a liquid sDray and complicated aerodynamics duc to 

swirl. 

iii) Thu duvolopmcnt of oil burners from first princi_)lusp 

as far as these arc known. The real question 

finding an atomizer with characteristics to su: 

situation, but rather in dcsiffning an air flow 

the oil sl)ray. Useful development mirht take 

followin, ýý lines: - 

is not that of 

Aa particular 

patturn to suit 

place along the 

i) To make the air distribution to the sl-)ray more uniform 

and so avoid extornal loss of fuel, Possible methods are by 

alterin, ý-, the aerodynamics of the burner., by the use of multiple 

oil sl)rayers to reduce the effective size of individual oil sDraysp 

or by the use of secondary air injection. 

ii) The othcr burner feature which might with aavantago 

be alturu-d, is the size and distribution of the recirculation 

zones. It is thought that advanta-', nco ges miý; ht accrue from co n- 

trating most of the recirculation in tho contre of the flame to 

reduce the tondency for pockots of unburnt fuel to occur on the 

axis, This could probably be achieved by the. use of the "open" 

type of jet configuration, and a special quarl arrangomunt. 
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APPENDIX I. 

Pressure-Jct-Burners for Boiler Usc. 

(Pal)er 
. )resented at the Institute of 

Puel Conference "Major advances in 

Liquid Fuel Firing 1948-59 IV), 
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APPLINDIX II. 

Combustion Oscillations 

(Paj,, er given during tLiquid Fuels Course', 

Sheffield University, Summer, 1960). 
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Reprinted-from the Proceedings of the Conference on " Major Developments in Liquid Fuel Firing, 1948 -59 ". 

Pressurc-jet Oil Burners for Boiler Use * 
By A. M. BROWN, B. Sc. t 

Recent advances in oil-burning technology have resulted in the solution of many of the problems formerly 
encountered with oil burners used on boilers which incorporate pressure-jet atomizers. Further advances, 
particularly in the direction of higher combustion intensities, will require much greater application of 
combustion theory. The present state of knowledge of high-intensity combustion, liquid sprays, furnace 
aerodynamics, and flame stabilization is reviewed, and attention is drawn to the need for much further 
work in many of these fields of study to make the results of real value to the engineer. The use of model 
techniques and the performance of some types of burner are discussed and an indication is given of the 

importance of aerodynamics in the boiler furnace as a whole. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
T HE day is passing in which pressure-jet oil burners 

on boilers and in similar applications are operated 
with poor atornization of the oil and only a small 
pressure drop across the air register, often requiring large 
percentages of excess air for good combustion. Some- 
times also little attempt was made to obtain a suitably 
shaped flame for the use required. In recent years efforts 
to obtain good atornization, attention to air register 
design and considerable increases in air velocities in the 
burner have resulted in much improved conditions of 
combustion. Today the range of burners in common use 
runs from the I gal,, 'h domestic unit using distillate fuels 
up to 5,000 lb /h units firing preheated residual fuels with 
viscosities sometimes as high as 6,500 see Redwood I at 
100' F. The use of as little as 5 per cent excess air has 
been claimed for some well-designed burners and installa- 
tions. Combustion intensities of 100,000 BA. u. ' 

/cu. ft/h// 
atm and upwards are now common, and considerable 
improvements in performance have been obtained by 
increasing the draught losses employed across the air 
register at maximum load from the range I in. to 4 in. 
w. g. to anything from 3 in. to 10 in. w. g. or higher in the 
bigger units. Pressure drops as high as 20 in. w. g. have 
been used in some high-intensity burners, and much 
higher still in jet-can combustors. Much more care is 
also being given to " fitting " flames to the more tricky 
applications such as shell boilers. 

In the future the increasing demand for compact 
boilers, particularly for marine purposes, will necessitate 
higher combustion intensities and more stringent com- 
bustion conditions (see later, Fig. 3). In addition, 
economy and automatic operation will demand much 
greater knowledge and control of conditions in the flame 
at all loads. Although satisfactory results for many 
purposes are currently being obtained, there remains a 
very wide sphere for increased understanding of the com- 
bustion process, and for improved burner performance. 
This applies not only to the development of individual 
burners by themselves, but also to such matters as the 
interaction of adjacent flames and the aerodynamics of 
the combustion system and boiler as a whole. In the past, 
most methods of design have been largely empirical and 
the application of fundamental principles often neglected, 

Paper presented at the Conference on " Major Developments in 
Liquid Fuel Firing-] 948 to 1959 " held in Torquay, II th to 14th 
May, 1959. The Proceedings of this Conference, comprising all 
the papýrs presented, the discussion which followed, written 
communications, and Authors' Replies will he published by this 
Institute in January, 1960. Price 2 guineas, postage is. 9d. 

f Department of Fuel Technology and Chemical Engineering, 
University of Sheffield. 

although examples can be given of attempts to apply 
theoretical results to the parallel field of gas-turbine 
combustion chambers. 1,2,3 Despite the large amount of 
development work which must have been done by 
individual manufacturers, it is much to be regretted that 
with few exceptions 4,5,6,7 very little on the subject has 
appeared in print. 

In this paper the present state of knowledge of aero- 
dynamic requirements and mixing processes in pressure- 
jet burners is reviewed, rather than the handling and 
atornization of the oil. It is presented in the hope that 
this will stimulate discussion, and assist in the develop- 
ment of improved combustion equipment. 

2. MAIN FEATURES REQUIRED FOR 
PRESSURE-JET OIL BURNERS 

The main requirements for liquid-fuel pressure-jet 
systems are: - (a) A high combustion intensity relative to the draught 
loss. 

(b) A combustion efficiency (i. e. heat release compared 
with calorific value of fuel) of better than 99 per cent at 
maximum firing rate. 

(c) Satisfactory flame stabilization, and optimum 
mixing of fuel, air and recirculation products. 

(d) Satisfactory combustion over the specified turn 
down range (anything from 3: I to 20: 1). This is par- 
ticularly important for automatic control systems. 

(e) Avoidance of pulsations for any loading in the 
desired range of operation. 

(f) Good heat transfer and combustion-chamber 
design. 

(g) Tailoring of the flame to avoid damage to refrac- 
tories or metal parts, especially the oil sprayer and air 
register, impingement on tubes or superheater elements, 
and avoidance of deposition of carbon or soot at any 
point. 

3. OVERALL THEORETICAL COMBUSTION 
REQUIREMENTS 

3.1. Chemical and Physical Processes 
The first requirement is adequate heat transfer to raise 

the temperature of the fresh material to ignition point. 
There are several possible mechanisms, preheat, conduc- 
tion or radiation back from the flame, or recirculation, 
but in the pressure-jet system only recirculation is really 
significant. Assuming small heat losses, a ratio of 
recirculated products to fresh combustion air of 0-75 is 
about the minimum for this purpose, and it has been 
shown experimentally that the maximum combustion 
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FIG. I. -Schematic arrangement of ideal hýqh-intensillv combustion sYstems. 

rate per unit volume is obtained at a ratio of about 4-0. 
A further increase in combustion products dilutes the 
reacting mixture, and slows down the combustion rate. 
With the exception of units such as small domestic 
boilers, heat transfer to the walls is unlikely to be 

sufficient to quench the flame in the combustion space. 
Thus, provided the percentage of excess air is fairly 
low, incomplete combustion (i. e. low 
efficiency) can only result from insufficient 
time to complete the chemical and FML 
physical processes of combustion before 
the reacting mixture is cooled by the 85% 
tube bank. 

From investigation of ignition delay, 
Mullins 11 has predicted that the maxi- 
mum combustion intensity attainable in 
a liquid-fuel spray should be as high as 
3-9 x 109 BA. u.,, cu. ft/h,, 'atm. This figure is apparently 
only slightly affected by vaporization, droplet size, 
turbulence or air/fuel ratio, and is almost the same for 
all hydrocarbon fuels. Longwell's famous perfectly 
stirred reactor 9 has indicated that the maximum com- 
bustion intensity achievable by instantaneously mixing 
fuel, air and combustion products is 4x 108 BA. u. / 
cu. ft/h/(atm)I-II with 80 per cent completion of com'- 
bustion. Both these results indicate that chemical pro- 
cesses are extremely rapid, and that the physical pro- 
cesses of mixing and evaporation are mainly responsible 
for incomplete combustion in any ordinary oil-burning 
system 

3.2. Ideal Combustion Systems 
Applying the results derived by Longwell to cases of 

more immediate interest, Bragg 10 has shown that for 
higher combustion efficiencies in non-premixed systems 
the greatest intensity is obtained when 85 per cent of the 
stoichiometric air is brought into the homogeneous 
reaction chamber, giving 20 per cent of the fuel unburnt 
at the exit. A second chamber is attached where further 

air, up to 16 per cent excess, is added. For 99 -9 per cent 
efficiency this secondary chamber must be the same size 
as the primary one. 

Thring and Masdin 11 have recently suggested that by 
mixing air stepwise down the chamber each time the 
reaction rate begins to fall off, even higher intensities 
could be obtained than in the homogeneous reactor. The 
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ftom 80 per cent completion to 99 -5 per cent completion. 

effect of this system is compared with a Longwell type 
reactor in Fig. 1, the increase in combustion intensity 
being about 6 per cent. A good gas-turbine combustion 
chamber might approximate to something like this. 

These results must represent the target for practical 
combustion systems. Bragg's result above, if translated 
into practical effect, would look something like the corn- 
bustion chamber shown in Fig. 2. The Longwell results 
have been applied to gas-turbine combustion chambers 
by other workers ' with some success. The conventional 
pressure-jet burner system is a long way from this ideal 
because the flame by no means fills the combustion 
chamber. The form of the oil spray used is also such 
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that it is nowhere likely to approach a homogeneous 
mixture with *he air, nor is it usually possible to have 
secondary air jets downstream of the burner as in the 
gas-turbine chamber. One advantage of a non-premixed 
system is that, with the correct aerodynamic arrange- 
ment, it should be possible to vary tile local air fuel ratio 
from distinctly rich at the entry to a weak final mixture, 
as in the Thring and Masdin suggestion, even without 
recourse to secondary jets. The exact understanding of 
the optimum course for mixing of fuel, air and combus- 
tion products still awaits experimental investigation, and 
this work is being undertaken by some of the author's 
colleagues. The theoretical work demonstrates neverthe- 
less the great importance of obtaining the correct mixing 
pattern in the flame ; this depends principally on the 
aerodynamics and is discussed in a later section. 

3.3. Actual Burner Systems Expressed as an 
Approximation to the Ideal 

By assuming that the combustion air velocity, and 
hence pressure drop at the burner, is the principal factor 
(Y governing mixing, a reasonable indication or how well 
practical systems approximate to the ideal can be 
obtained by plotting optimum combustion intensity per 
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relation is proportional to ZIP (where P is the total 
ýP 

pressure and JP the pressure drop across the register). 
The curve B corresponds to Lubbock's empirical rule 11 

where combustion intensity is proportional to 
JPY (P, 

The actual points represent typical values from different 
applications and, as will be seen, the mean line C for 
these points is nearer to the relationship combustion 
intensity oc 

jP 
P 

4. FUEL SPRAY 

4.1. Liquid Droplets 
Turning from overall considerations to small-scale 

effects, the picture is far less complete. Fluid dynamic 
results for the behaviour of moving bodies, the 
effects of drag, vortex formation, gas flow round 
obstacles under isothermal conditions and similar matters 
are discussed at length in the standard textbooks. 13,14,15 

However, as a useful review by the Battelle Institute 
points out, ", our knowledge of hydrodynamics, evapora- 
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unit volume of the combustion chamber against absolute 
pressure loss. ' The homogeneous reactor lies at one 
extreme, and all systems lying on this curve represent 
equally good attempts to satisfy a different compromise. 
As shown in Fig. 3, real systems are often far from this 
optimum, which means that either they are wasting 
pressure drop for other purposes than mixing and 
recirculation, or else the combustion chamber volume is 
not being fully utilized. The line A represents the ideal, 
calculated on the assumption that the pressure drop 
arises entirely from the loss of dynamic head of the gases 
entering the chamber. Combustion intensity from this 
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1/2, wg 1 "W9.2 Wýg 2psi 

, &P Pressure Dr p Across Re, gister 
P Absolute Pressure 

Fic,. 3. -Plot of values qf combustion intensit 
- v, against relative pressure loss 

for some real systenis ; also two suggested optimum curves for comparison. 

tion of droplets and turbulence in combustion, for 
practical purposes, is extremely inadequate, and is 
further complicated by the differences in behaviour 
between single particles and the dispersed systems of 
interest to the engineer. Any problem concerning drop- 
lets in turbulent combustion systems is bound to involve 
a large number of variables. Many of these are very 
difficult to determine experimentally, in view of the 
problems encountered in establishing the precise condi- 
tions at any given point. 

The behaviour of single droplets has been established 
with some success. There is little agreement, on the 
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other hand, about the paths described by freely moving 
particles, although satisfactory corrections have been 
produced for Stokes' law, notably by Langmuir. 17 

The process of droplet evaporation for liquids of fairly 
low volatility is comparatively well accounted for by 
Fr6ssling, " provided that conditions are fairly uniform, 
although extension of this work to instances of high 
temperature and turbulence is badly needed. The 
relationship between heat and mass transfer, often 
treated as being virtually independent, also requires much 
more elucidation. For any practical calculations it is 
necessary to make rather drastic assumptions. Similarly 
for the calculation of droplet paths, it has been necessary 
to assume that the droplets behave as solid spheres, 
standard results for drag coefficients being then used . 

19,20 

4.2. Atomization 
Disintegration of liquids and droplet distribution have 

been studied by many workers. Although no theoretical 
treatment has yet proved really adequate, the Rosin- 
Rammler distribution is one of the least tedious to use 
and gives satisfactory results. The upper limit function 
proposed by Mugele and Evans 11 gives a slightly better 
fit to the observed data, and, since it takes into account 
the finite maximum droplet size, is probably more reliable 
for the calculation of mean droplet sizes. 16,22,23,24,25,26 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the different 
types of pressure-jet atomizer or the theory behind them, 
and good reviews are available elsewhere. 16,24,2 5,26 

4.3. Droplet Combustion 
Droplet burning has been investigated both theoretic- 

ally and experimentally by a number of workers, 27,28,29 
and this has given some insight into the combustion 
process. The droplet size is of real importance to the 
combustion process in two ways. First, the difference 
in penetration and dispersion of different size droplets 
is one of the principal ways by which mixing of air and fuel is affected, and also has some part to play in 
stabilizing the flame and establishing its shape. Second, 
burning times of individual droplets are the other physical 
limitation of combustion efficiency, and some typical 
results are shown in Fig. 4.7' The importance of burning 
times, and hence fineness of atomization, can be gauged 
when it is remembered that for combustion intensities of 10' and 101 BA. u. cu. ft 'h 'atm the mean residence time 
for droplets in a boiler is 0-6 and 0-06 sec respectively. 
The long burn-out time for the carbon skeleton makes 
this fact particularly important for residual fuels. For 
boilers, a Sauter mean droplet diameter of 100 /_4 or less 
is regarded as essential. From the point of view of 
combustion intensity, it is also desirable that the aero- 
dynamic arrangement should permit as few particles as 
possible to come out in less than the mean residence time. 

5. AERODYNAMICS 

5.1. Turbulence 
Understanding of turbulence has always been hindered 

by the lack of a satisfactory physical picture, and by the 
failure to correlate statistical or empirical theories with 
observed phenomena. 16 The effect of both small-scale and large-scale turbulence in combustion is to increase the 
mass transport and surface area of the flame, and has 
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been used to account for the greatly increased heat 
release in a turbulent flame as compared with a laminar 
flame. 30,31,3 In the combustion process the predominating 
effect is the combustion-produced large-scale turbulence, 
which is substantially greater than that due to the air 
flow alone. 

5.2. Mixing 
All the theoretical methods for mixina in terms of 

mixing length g , 
ive only mean results which are of little 

practical interest. The entrainment of air by free jets has 
been investigated in some detai 1,32 but so far nobody has 
succeeded in estimating the course of entrainment of 
gases by liquid-fuel droplets in a pressure-jet spray. This 
result would be of some interest in determining the 
necessary aerodynamics of the air surrounding the spray. 

Even in simple arrangements flow patterns can be 
quite complex, and at the moment it is impossible to 
predict with any accuracy the aerodynamics of any 
practical burner unit. Nor, consequently, is it possible 
to predict theoretically arrangements that will produce 
the mixing pattern demanded by the combustion con- 
siderations discussed in earlier sections. Here probably 
most of all a great deal of work is needed, if only to 
produce some empirical rules and methods whereby the 
efficiency of a given arrangement can be estimated. One 
partial solution, suggested for gas-turbine combustion 
chambers, is estimated in terms of the refreshment of a 
recirculating vortex. " 

5.3. Flame Stabilization 
Most of the classical work on flame stabilization has 

been carried out for laminar premixed systems, and the 
application of the results to turbulent diffusion flames 
must at best be distinctly uncertain. In general, flame 

FIG. 5. -Alteration offlow pattern round a flat-ended rod 
under unignited and ignited conditions. 
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FIG. 6 (a). -1941-type Admiraltv air register (impinge- 
ment typej. 

stabilization is achieved by establishing an eddy system 
behind a bluff body. Predictions of the efficiency of this 
for simple systems in terms of blow-off velocity have been 
made by a number of workers. 33,34,35,31 An important 
practical consideration which must be kept in mind, 
particularly in the interpretation of cold flow results, is 
the very large alteration observed in flow pattern between 
isothermal flow over the stabilizer and when the mixture 
is burning (see Fig. 5) 

. 
37 

5.4. Combustion Instability 
The development of low-frequency pulsation, usually 

of the range from 3 to 40 cps, has been a serious em- 
barrassment in widely differing types of boiler installa- 
tion. The amplitude of these pulsations can at times be 
as great as the draught loss across the air register, and 
can result in a distinct alteration of the flame cone angle 
during each pulse. Putnam'38 working on small domestic 
boilers, has shown that this type of pulsation is 
acoustic, and has produced results indicating regions of 
instability without relating them to specific parameters 
of the combustion chamber or flame. The theory for 
" chugging " developed by Crocco and Cheng 3' has been 
successfully applied to rocket motors by Tischler and 
Bellman 

'40 and adapted to the case of conventional oil 
burners by Thring 41 and Fritsch 

. 
42 In essence, the theory 

depends on, as controlling factors, the restrictions in the 
system (e. g. at air register and stack), and postulates 
either a definite delay time between reaction rate varia- 
tions and the consequent pressure variation upstream of 
the constriction, or an inertial effect of the fluid flow in 
some part of the system. For certain ranges of conditions 
this can result in the development of a stable feedback 
oscillation mechanism powered by the combustion pro- 
cess. There is some disagreement in detailed findings, 
but it is safe to say that for many installations there is 
unstable combustion at some range of loading, and that 

[Rv courtesy offhe Admiralty. 
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FIG. 6 (b). -1943-type Admiralty air register with swirler 
and tip plate stabilizer. 

this is related, amongst other things, to the efficiency of 
mixing air with the burner fluid and the resistance to 
flow at the inlet and outlet. These factors are often easily 
modified, and this accounts for the fact that random 
alterations to the air flow through the register have often 
in practice cured the trouble. When this theory has been 
further developed, it should be possible to use it in 
designing boiler installations so that this trouble is 

avoided in the ope-rating range. 

6. PRACTICAL BURNER SYSTEMS 
6.1. Individual Burners 

Although the results of work on flame stabilization 
reviewed in section 5.3 cannot be quantitatively applied 
to pressure-jet systems, it illustrates the essential part 
played by eddies and recirculation in stabilizing the flame. 
All flames of this type are maintained in the desired 
position by the establishment of an equilibrium between 

SWIRL 
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ATOMIZER AIR 
CAP 

AIR 
I 

BLADED 
CONE 

AIR 

FiG. 6 (c). -Babcock and Wilcox Carolina air register 
with conical elýffuser and swirl vaneý (some cletail omitted). 

the rate of flame propagation and tile motion of fuel, air 
and combustion products. It must be remembered, too, 
that there will be quite large instantaneous variations in 
the flame, although it appears regular to the observer. 
Four typical burners and air registers are illustrated in 
Figs. 6 (a), 6 (b), 6 (c) and 6 (d). Each is stabilized by 
an eddy which is produced in Fig. 6 (a) by the down- 
stream constriction of the burner quarl, in Fig. 6 (b) by 
a flat baffle, in Fig. 6 (c) by a conical baffle with sjoýs 
and swirl vanes, presumably to produce smaller eddies, 
and in Fig. 6 (d), which is a modern high-intensity 
suspended flame register, by a large swirler producing 
stabilizing vortices in the actual combustion chamber. 

J, By courtevy of the Admiralty. 

FIG. 6 (d). -Modern high combustion intensity suspended flame air register. 
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The effector the stabilizers used in Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6 ((1) 
can be judged from Figs. 7 (a) and 7 (h) respectively, 
which are somewhat similar configurations obtained for 
gas turbines. 19 

Mixing of the combustion air in the systems illustrated 
is achieved in several different ways, varying front 
directing the air into the oil spray at tile quarl as in 
Fig. 6 (a), which is very sensitive to burner setting, to 
establishing a swirled-air cone round the spray in the 
suspended flame register illustrated in Fig. 6 (d). In this 
last instance, analogy with results obtained from a similar 
gas-turbine arrangement 20 shows how very sensitive the 
system is to shroud air flow round the atomizer and 
swirler angle. It appears to be easy to get a large vortex 
developing which carries the combustion air right away 
from the flame in the early stages, with consequent 
trouble from a secondary flame stabilized on the air 
register. Up to the present a study of the effect of 
swirl on mixing and flame configuration has only 
been undertaken for very limited fieldS, 4: 1,4 I and a 
much more general survey is badly needed. 

Methods of design employed for air registers have in 
the past been as much art as science. There seems to be 
a wide field not only for the use of the criteria discussed 
earlier in this paper in the design of more efficient types 
of burner, but, in addition, for much greater under- 
standing of the flow patterns required to obtain stabiliza- 
tion and good mixing. The obvious techniques for 
experimental work are scaled-down units and cold air 
and water analogues. 45,46,11 The scaling of such widely 
differing parameters as combustion intensity, turbulence, 
droplet penetration and so on, especially in systems with 
complicated aerodynamics, presents formidable prob- 
lems. This work is the special concern of the author's 
research. Many workers have regarded Reynolds' 
similarity as being sufficient. However, the suggestion 

II 1777,7 1, ', ' '1., g 

FIG. 7 (a) (aho ve). -Flow patterns in 
gas-turbine combustion chambers : 
eddies and flow reversal behind flat 

plate stabilizer. 

FIG. 7 (h) (right). -Flow patterns in 

gas-turbine combustion chambers : 
recirculation vortices produced by 

an air swirler. 
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made byThring, 1`06 oral lowing forthechange of density 
on combustion by altering tile scale of the inlet relative 
to the combustion charnber, is obviously a more correct 
approximation. This means that the model used is a 

, as flow at the flame density, model or a system with all a 
but with the correct inlet mass flow and momentum. 
Any method of scaling is bound to involve more or less 
drastic sirnplifications, and the important results need to 
be checked on the prototype. Nevertheless, model tech- 
niques can result in big savings in time and work by 

providing the most likely solutions to try on full-scale 

work, and in clarifying the processes involved. 

6.2. Combustion Systems in Boilers as a Whole 

Very little consideration seems to have been given so 
far to the matter of gas flow through the boiler as a 

whole. The big differences in temperature distribution 

reported for both power-station boilers 4,4 1 and marine 
boilers 10 indicate that the subject of aerodynamic design 

of boilers also requires study. This has been further 

emphasized by the study of flow patterns in a high- 

combustion intensity marine boiler by one of the author's 

colleagues. 51 

The interaction of several burners firing together, and 
the increase in pressure drop usually required when doing 

this, and such matters as the spacing and relative angle 
of groups of burners and the effect of opposed directions 

of swirl, are all problems the answers to which would 
be of considerable interest. To mention a few specific 
examples, the heat-transfer differences of up to 6 per cent 
for different groups of burners running at the same load, 50 

recently reported, have emphasized the importance of 
correct burner arrangement. Gollin I has recently drawn 

attention also to the need for evaluating different arrange- 
ments of burners in power-station boilers; some possible 
arrangements are shown in Fig. 8. This last problem is 
one in which cold model techniques would be particularly 
applicable. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
In general, modern trends are towards higher combus- 

tion intensities, larger turn-down ratios in conjunction 
with automatic control and more efficient systems. The 
achievement of good mixing of fuel, air and recirculation 
products at all rates of firing requires the application of 
fundamental research to a much greater extent than has 
been done in the past, for the improvement of existing 
burners and the development of new types. The develop- 

UCTON " KC10. " 
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Fici. 8-Four possible ways qf installing oil burners for a 
large power-station boiler. 

A, on the fi-ont wall. B, on side walls firing opposed to cach 
other. C, on the roof firinýg, downivards. D, at the corners. 

ment of satisfactory model techniques to speed up this 
work is also important, and the application of analogues 
similar to the one-twelfth scale water model shown in 
Figs. 9 (a) and 9 (h) should provide a valuable tool at 
the drawing-office stage of the design of boilers and 
similar installations. 
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FIG. 9 (a) (on rý,,, ht). -Onc-twcýldi scale water model 
analogue oj'a liýqh comhusfion intensit 

,v marint, hoiler. 
A, burners and swit-lers. B, combits lion chambcr. C, wirt, Int, ý /I 

sinudating constriction caused bY tubt, ban. (. D, uptake. 

Fici. 9 (b) (helow). -Tipical flow pattern obtained in this 
type qj'model, usitýiz pol 

, 
i'styrene particles av. //o w indicator. 

In this instance the illustration shows a nurrow plane one 
scale ft fton, the hack iva/l of' the analogue, with one 

burner in use. 
Note. -M Flow roundside ofcombustion chamber on left-hand 
i0e. (2) Flow towards tube bank on rikht-handside. (3) Some 

flow still along axi. s of burner (lefi ccntre). 
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ClbUIL 

'I. Brown B., 9c.. * 

INTRODUCTION 

The phenomena of oscillatory combustion is one 

which has ---ppeared in sufficient number of guises to merit 

a considerable amount of experimental research and 
theoretical study and hass given rise to well over four 
hundred papers in the last twenty years. 

(') 

In a course on liquid fuel firing any paper of 
this sort must be concerned mainly with unstable combustion 

phenomena which occur with conventional lictuid fuel firing 

of which boilers and gas turbine combustion chambers would 
be typical examples. The type of phenomena obderved are 
limited to pulsations of low frequency in the first case 

and low and sometimes hi----h fre(juency pulsation in the second 

case as well as flýaiuk: ý noise. -E')efc)re lool-r. ing at these 

combustion I)robleras in -jDarticular, it mey perhaps be 

useful to make some, general distinctions between the various 

unstable combustion phenomena which are known. Apart from 

effects like 'Sensitive fla-iiies', which are a consequence 

of an externally applied forceusually a sound frequency, 

and oscillation efifects which are purely aerodynamic . 
combustion oscillations c--n be divided into three classes: - 

(1 ) Random fr-(Iuoncy flame noise. 
(2) High frequency pulsation with steady frequency 

often called 'screaming', 'screeching' or 
thowling'. 

(3) Low frequcncy j? ulsation or tchugging'. 

2. COMBUS"'ION NCITT ATTON PIIENOtM7, -- LNA. 
2.1. Random fr(--, qucncy flame noise, 
This can be im-portant as far as liquid fuel firing 

is concerned since nearly all flames of any practical interest 

are non-premixed turbulent diffusion flames. 
. 
ýpart from 

any sustained oscillations which may occur in thesc-, flamesv 
turbulent flames are characterised amongst other things by 



the flame noise ond tii, diii'uý-,, e ouLlin, -ý of the flanie as 

comp, -red with - jaminc. r fI=e 9omething of the reason 
for this can be dý-; duced by looking closely at what is 

happening in thcý flame. 
-A motion cin,: ý film for 

example shows th, ý-t ,, Irhat may appear to be a regular sh--7-1pe 

-when normally viewcd is in fact a sEriG-s of rapidly 

changing trrinsiont conO. -Itions. 
This cc,, n be sccn by the 

irregullar edqes of thý- flarm- which is 
-, ric. de up of ever 

changing r, ý, ndom micro Q. ffects, tuhý. whole being in a dynamic 

equilibrium. The prorGnctý of turbulence, while not giving 

rise to very much noise in an uni[ýnited flow, may be 

surmised to giv(--ý risc, to highly irrcgular local mixing 

rates and tht- sudcIon. vury rapid i_gnition of pockets of 

fuel and air in the flairie. 'ElItrangely onou, -h very little 

seems to be known about flame noise and the un-oleasantness 

of noisy flames is a. spur to further study. Flaine noise 

of course seems to Iiave a quite random frequency but under 

somc circum, -, tances it -a---)-y -ict as a trigger to some of the 

steady f, ý(-quency combustion oscillations described in 

the following sections, 

2.2. HiEh fryquency instabLlity. 

The term high frequency instability or 'screaming' 

in rocket motors and other high intensity combustion 

equipment covers a quite extensive range of different 

phenomena ranging in froquuncy from about 100 c. p. s. upwards., 
something line 20 kcs being the highest frequency so far 

obscrved, This type of instability is characterised by 

greatly incroascd Mot transfe4 sometimes as much as an 
order higher thqn during steady combustion and very large 

pressure changes in the combustion chamber resulting in many 
cases in the damaga or even distruction of the combustion 
charaber. The oscillations can havu several modes of 
vibration either on their own or superimposed on each otherp 
these can be longitudinal, transverse or tangential in 
form. There also seem to be three diffcrent wave forms 

possible, their characteristics being set out in Table 1 
and Fig. 1. 
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Wave Form 

TABLE 1 

Amplitude as cA 
of combustion chamber 

prossurc, 

Type of wave 

Sine ý,, rave Only moderate "ýCoustic 
amplitude 
20 - 50 % 

tSaw-tootht Up to about Acoustic in form 
wave 100% but involving a 

relaxation effect 

'Saw-tootht About 5 times Shock or detonation 
wave with combustion chamber wave, much faster than 

high velocity pressure,, but sound, Mach 2-3, very 
increasing rapidly non-linear. 
with time. 

Theoretical analysis of high frequency instability 

has in the main attempted to relate the frequency and 

amplitude with some function of the combustion chamber 

dimensions. The causes of damping are not very well 

understood although it has been notGd amongst other things 

that the viscosity of the gases makes very little difference, 

that spray damping may be an important effect and that a 
large initial triggering energy is required to start the 

oscillation off. Thý- question that still largely remains to 

be answerod is the real nature of the driving mechanism in 

the proccss. Until a good deal more is known about this, 

chances of really 6ffective control and ! ývoidance of 
tscreaming' are somewhat limited. In the analysis of 
longitudinal oscillations, which is the only mode so far 

really attempted, Crocco(2) draws attention to what appears 
to be one of the most important variables and that is the 

time delay in the system due to thcý combustion process 
the time delay is accounted for by th(-; fact that a finite 

time must elapse after the injection of the fuel and oxidant 
for mixing and ignition bcfore they can effect the pressure 
and temperature of the system. Crocco regards this delay 
tim, ý; as made up of a short (0.1 

- 0.5 m. sec. ) duration 
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tscnsitivet componont of tho time dolay which is affected 
by the v2riation in the ratu of tho processos in the 

combustion chamber and n rather longer (I -5 m-sec. ) 

tinsonsitivat timo Julay due to somo of the dimonsions of the 

system, for examplo the configuration of the injector. 

This concept of dolýy timo scams to be a basic requiremcnt 
for all combustion drivan oscillations of both hiqh and low 

frequency types and control of this means q big step in 

the control of oscill; tiors. 

2.3. Tjow fr(, aumcy pulsF-tion or 'chuggingt, 

The distinction butwuýn high and low frequency 

pulsation &ypGars in nýny cases to bG somcwhat diffuse 

with a stundy trQnsition from one typc to the othur, but 

sincc a much widor rnnga of combustion equipment is likely 

to exhibit lchugýingl involving in somo cases factors which 

are of little importance in the previous soction it is 

convtnicnt to diLtingui2h bctweon th, two. Low froquoncy 

oscillation is gonornlly classified as that balow about 
200 c. p. s. and in f nct in most reported cases in conventional 

oil f irod quipmunt 60 c. p. s. and of ten well below ýru the 

usual caso. Although 'chugging' is a much smaller amplitude 

effect th7n 'screaming' and can be tolerated without 
destruction of tho combusticn chrmber it can bc very 
inconvoriant in a numbcr of ways. It reduces the combustion 

officiomy very consilarably, it disturbs control equipment 
that is aepandant on combustion chamber pressure or 

metering the supplius of ýir or fucn In rockets, mugging 
is also a possible sourco of the snurgy nacessary to trigger 

off high ? rcqucney inatability. In boilers it gives rise to 

a noiso nvisancc making sm? kc and occasionally flame blow 

out, while in some, cascs prolonged pulsation can result in 

damago to t4e boiler. It is possible too at. high turn down 

ratios that tho range of air/fuel ratios over which stable 
combustion can occur con bo vcry small indeed. For a given 

set of conditions a steady froquency is usually maintained 
and seams to be developed from a progressive anlification 
of small oscillations to a limiting amDlitude. ýovcral 



forms of 'chugf7ing' have been observed: 
(1) Pulsation which is r, -; 

la-tively insensitive 

to mixture ratio, and sensitive to changes in a 

charactcristic dimension of the combustion chamber 4nd 

total pressur,, ý, bolow a limitin, -r value of AP/P. This is only 

likely to b6 obsý, -; rved in rock,.; ts whur6 pressure changes are 

1 f-,, rge. 
(2) Pulsation in which the combustion process 

provides a drivur for a r, -ýsonrant 
fr, 

-ýquency 
in the system. 

Hero the mixturc ratio affccts tho amplitude considerably, 

but does not affoct to ,. ny gr, -ýA ,, xtc-,, nt the frequency 

which will 1, -, rgcly b, ý -1 I'Linction of the chamber dimensions,, 

tetperature, and tctal- pre. Býurt-;, -if 
this varies very much* 

The rate of fuel input also appears to be fairly unimportant. 
(3) *Jhcre conventional oil firing techniques are 

used, which mcans th, -A therc are large disparities betwe(-; n 

the fuel in, ut prc; s,, -, ur- , ýnd thýat of the air, only the air 

side will bc , affected by the pressure fluctuations in the 

combustion chambcr resulting in changes in the actual 

mixture ratio during the pulsation cycle. In many cases 

below a certain limiting pressure drop for the air supply 

sustained oscillations can be, maintained under fuel rich 

conditions. The freý-, uuncy of the oscillations s6ems to be 

very sensitive to mixture rý-Aio whilt at the limiting 

condition, wherc puls-ition just starts, is sensitive to 

the fuel throughput , ---, -nd 
to variations in inlet and outlet 

resistances. Im-oortant factors which affect the amplitude 

are the air/fucýl ratio and mixing conditions. These 

obs,, rvations are more fully described in a later section. * 
(4) On some large boilers with --). trunked air 

supply to the burn6rin addition to the pulsation d, ýscribed 

under 3, a very low frequLncy 'panting' is obsrved at low 

powers under certain conditions of oonsidorable excess air. 
This has a frequency over the range observed which is 

unaffected by the firing rate. The frequencies observed 

WUere of therange I- 
-3 

c. p. s. 
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"other rather "ious form of very low 

frequency oscillation has baGn reported Ps occuring in 

a power station boilar fired on pulverized brown coal. 

This seems to have beun insonsitive to alterations in 

tha combustion condition but apparently to have been a 

function of tho moisture content of the coal. 

It will bL soon thA obsurvod pulsation phenomena 

of the lchuggingt typo show widur variations than is 

genwrally rcalisud. it is theroforc, all tho more to bc 

regretted that on top of the Polptive sparsity of liternture 

on 1chugging?; cspcciclly as far as conventional oil firing 

is concerned, much of the publishcd data is very. inocnlete. 

This makes compcrisons difMcult. Nevertheless it is 

obvious that no onu mechanism is likely to be applicablc to 

oll the AbovG obscrvations, especially as these can differ 

even in the same combustion chamber according to the 

actual conditions. It is possiblu to envisage throu likely 

modes of vibration: - 

1) A mod(ý of vibratlon dopondant on total 

pressuLc. Hero the physical conditions of mixing, mixture 

ratio, injector chsractoristics etc. t altar relatively little 

during the pulsation cyclo and only the reaction rate 

has a lergo variation with a consequent change in entropy. 

All that is required for this mode is a variable which 

will hive a substantial effect on the reaction rate, the 

most obvious one is the zbsoluto prcssurc. - In most 

rockat motors thu mixturG rotio during the cycle is 

unlikely to vary. Thu flame Inrgcly fills the combustion 

chamber and prossurc fluctuations which are high are likely 

to have 2n cntropy modu M vibrqtion. 

2) A mr)d(, dypendant on the mixing conditions in 

the system. This might be described as a flow disturbance 

mode since in this case the pulsation can be regarded ns 
having a lnrge ufAct on tho mixture ratio, mixing conditions 

recirculation or vortex pattorn in the combustion chamber and 

must bc regarded as a thre--dimcnnionql effect. This sort 
of mode is likely pprticularly to occur in n system like a 
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boilor where the fl,, --Lmo only occupics a small fraction of 
th,: ý total chamber volumc; and flame shape, mixing conditions 
ý, nd air/fucl ratio arc all likcly to vý-. ry during pulsations. 

3) An acoustic mode, This will require a driving 

force if oscillations arc to be continously sustained. 
The driving forco will prusumably be provided by one of 
the other modcs, tho rosonont fraquency of the system being 

super-imposed on tho nnturol frequency of the driving 

oscillation. The only requirement for this is a suitable 

resonant frequency and n powur fcodback from the combustion 

process sufficiantly high to overcomo thn damping forces. 
Otherwise for low gas volocitics at least it is independant 

of the combustion process, 

AYALY, )IS CY T11KRIES PUT FORVARD TO LJXPLAIN LOW 

. 
F--Z-j,,, ')UENCY OS-CITiLATTOITS. 

3.1. Thcorics not involving acoustic quantities. 

Tho clcýllrust waY of looking a7t the various 
theories is probably , ilong thc lines of tho comparative 
table, suggosted by the author and Professor Thring(3) 

shown in Tablus II (a) -and (b). Hrc th, work of 
respr(ýstativu authors -ýru comp,, rcd but it is, of course,, 
by no means exhaustivc of the literaturc available, Tbese 
theories apply to tchugZing' although not necessarily 
limited to it only. '-I"h, -; division is made into tnon-acoustic 
theories19 whcru tho total prcssure and mixing modes 
described in 2.3 have their placcp and into theories,, 
dependant on the tAcoustic M. odet. For the tNon-acoustic 

Thuoricst, tliýlttotal prQýssurel thcorit; s can be regarded as 
dealing with a constant mixture ratio for the fuel and 
oxidant throughout the Dulsation cycle, while in the 'mixing 

modet theories the mixture ratio is likely to alter by 
virtue of the reaction of the pressure fluctuations on the 
low pressure air supply, but not on th(- high prossurc oil 
supply. a pressure Of less than 20 inches w. g. as 
opposed to scvcral hundred p. s. j. ). 
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Crocco & Chung 

(2) 
have considurod idcýlized 

roc, 'ýut combustion chýn--'bur, -, for 'chu, ý: T! -inC' for the casos 

where the rctc of injection remains constant and only the 

chamber pressure varics affecting only the 'sensitive' 

component of the timc la-g) and also cases where the rate of 
injection varies -as vic, 11 (i. e. affocting the 'insensitive' 

part of the timu lag) for both mono and bi-propollant systems. 
They assume for their simplifiud model that: - 

1) Gas pressurc is practically uniform throughout the 

combustion chamber ý-it every instant and oscillaies about a 

mean value as a whole. 

2) Temperature variations are small and practically 

constant and uniform irrespective of the pressure oscillations, 

3) The mixtur(j ratio remains constant during the 

pulsation cycle; in the case where small variations are 

considered as occurringcorroctions are made to the mass 

balance in the systcm, which is then regarded as having a 
fixed mixture ratio. 

The result of this is to make the reaction rate 

solely a function of pressure variation. 

pn 

where. In' is the pressurc index of reaction between combustion 

processes and the oscillations in thu combustion chamber. 
Unfortunately this index is in practice dupendent on other 
factors than prussurt2 and 1with complexities of the combustion 

process insufficiont information is available to be able to 

calculate this directly, Whilc the above assumptions are 
reasonable as far as rocket motors are conc, 3rned obviously 

under conditions of conventional oil burning, assumption 3 

cannot be regarded as valid. Nor can the pressure variations, 

which are usually less than 1% of the absolute pressure in 
the combustion chamber, be assumed to have any significant 
effect on the reaction rate. This introducus the need 
for a mode of oscillation dependent on the physical conditions 
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Si-ilar to above. 

1n tl-iis theory the pulso is as- 
suaed to affect 

. 
2nLy incoming 

air rate. Hence mixtures are 
not constant during pulse and 
sim-11 fluctuations in pressure 
have a large effect on the reac- 
tion rate. It is thus cýainly 
concerned with the inlet con- 
ditions. 

Similý,, r to above, but here the 
main concern is the interaction 
of combustion cl-Lbiýbor, tube 
passes, stack, etc., do-ým stream 
of th--- combustion chamber. 

',,., 'ith all non-acou3tic thoorics it is necessary to explain thelinertial 
and 'spring' cffoots as *, ý! ell as 'Ghc feelback niechanism. 

Crocco & Chong and Tischler ^, 
-Bc1L. -ian assLuie that the feedback is the 

eff ---Ct of absolute -p. -cssure on tl: ý, - reaction rate (incroase 11 then the 
reaction rat, - increascs and so on, +vý syste-m). Thus largo fluctua- 
tions in .1 are : -equircd to alter siYostant iall, v ý'-, he reaction rate. 

The theories dcpendo-nt o-, -i the nj..: ýing con, ýitions assixne, on the other 
hand, that the reaction rate and consequently the, combustion chamber 
temperature are dupendont on the 2fuct O-L' the pressure drop at the 
inlet on the air j'1o,,,, rate and 11ilixi-rig in tile coi, Lustion cl-aribcr and C, 
are thus sensitivc to sr-all fluýtiju. v'uions in thu pres3ure in the 
comloustion cha--, bor. 
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in the combustion cl-ýambor v; hcrc mi. -Ang, mixture, ratio and 
input flow of air may all be regardod as affected by the 

pulsation. A modc dc-ýpund&nt on thu mixin conditions in 

the system has buýýn considcrjd by Thring(51 and with some 

embellishmcnts býi Fritsch 
(6). 

In Professor Thring's approach an idealized system 

is considered. This is assum, -ýd to consist of an air inlot 

pipeý oil supply system, combustion chambcr and stack* Two 

things are considcrod. necessary for stablu oscillation. 
(a) A tuned circuit or P system with a natural stable 
froquency which can arisu if there arc tvvo delay times in 

th, ý systom of the same order of magnitude which interact 

with ýýach other, and (b) a power fecdback m6chanism which 

replaces the energy absorbkýýd in the nfýtural damping of the 

syst, -; m. On(ý of thu dulay times is regarded as being the 

dwell time of gases in the combustion chamber and the 

other the delay time betwccn thcý fan and the combustion 

chamber or in th, ý stack. Th, -; ignition time delays as 

opposed to residencc or de(%ay tim,: ýs in the system can be 

considered as rcprescntod by the in, ýrtial effccts in the 

supply tube in r(ýspondingr to pressurE; changes in the 

combustion chmbcr and the dolay time due to the time 

taken for mixing b, ýAwe, -, aa thýý air and the oil. Sjvoral 

possible conditiý', ns could be postulated. 

(I) The upstream prossuru is kept constant and 
the mass flow rato amoss thu rugister is regarded as 

responding imcdiataly to a change in the combustion chamber 

pressurc but only completes this exponantially after a 

certain decay time. See Fig. 2. (a). 

(2) The pr, ýssuro is regarded as constant at all 

points in the inlet pipýý, but varies viith time as a 

consequence of the flow rates in and out of the pipe. 
See Fig. 2. (b). 

(3) The, same thing but with the second delay 

volume on the exit side. 
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l7ill 
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iol, 3 
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t 1T'J'10-Ltz, 

resonator. 

et ai. 

T', jTr,: ýatod as modifi, --, d resonator. 
Elic gas flu", ilý i, illored. 

j'ýijl'c ! Uul-- 
gras and oil 
f iruC doni- 
eý-, tic boil- 
crs , to. . 

II Lij. lc tubc 
(Oc idý, aliz- 
ed con-Jous- 
taL-. 1-xe- 
mix,. A and 
linoar ccn- 
ditions 
as su-no d. 

(fý IDomastic 
12 oil f ired 

boilers. 

Treat-d as lorgan-pipel or single or do&lc 
nccl: ý-d Hch-ýiol& zasonator as applicAle. 
RVlui, y critcria applio?. 

Open end 'crApn-piyal t 2L 
c 

Closod enj lorgm-pipel 

-'aylcýiL,, h c--itcria applied. In this case the 
I cotal combustion chaýý, b--, r -jrcssurj a2f, -cts the 
flarici, 2 p2lopof, ation vý, locity and thus the posi- 
tion of tho fl, -u,. i,. D front and the velocity of 
th, hot gaszs Jn the cor-bustion chambur. 

Low amplitudc oscillations only and treatcd as 
RL; 1-1-101tz r., -ýSonator. 

1,6'-ith all acoustic t1i, 
--orics 

tulae only -[)-i7oblým somns to be -to explain 
tj-, (ý fet.; dlback muo'l, a--iism. corlditions for instability are ali.. -ays 
rc; -ard. cd as ti-ioz, p-, -oposed by I? ayl-igh: fluctuating cotj- 
ponen-ý', of th,.; h,,, itl addition -. i-iust b,: ý in phase, with -thc pressurc wavol. 
The ncccýssary coiiJition for ý, his being an ignition timc delay. licnce 
the rate o-L' hýýat addition ic -, ý-ve. function of the absolute pressure. 
In th- He1nholtz r, -, sonator týie gases in thc neck provide the linoiýial 
terrn and those in tnu lbodyl the'spring1torm. In -,: ut. -iam's case no 

-adc; for 3, ai-, aping and -cedback and hence the thea- UL - Aical cst: L-MO is , 
mý, ch, -nism, 

J-,. -, not cl,:. ar, but bwýically it appears to bcý as above the 

effect of prescurý on heat liberation. 

UL 11"KiiLILýT-Z. 
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Thu tompurature can bw assumcd to vary 
proportionatcly with thu mass flow rate or with some 
dorivative of this. In fact the caso where tomperature 

varies with mass flow ratV in conjunction with condition 
I above appoars to bc the combination that will in fact 

sustain oscillations of a likely fruquancy. In all 

non-acoustic truatmunts it is nocassary to account for an 
'inertial t"rm, a ? spring' turm, 'demping' ind foodback. 

Taking 

k- ma) 

these rcquircm, ý; nts can bc satisfiud by writing a 
differential cquation of thý.; form: - 

d2 ; na tt pt + tc + )ýd! C--" +I na 
+ 

at 2 
AciEc 

RaT dt. a 

(I +p Const. 
RRaFa 

where the first term will be thu inortia, the next the 

damping and feudbRck, and the last the spring term. This 

implies that stable oscillations will be possiblo if: 

Ell 
tR 

+1 Tc- 

or in oth(. r words if the second term is zoro or negative. 
Linear rolationshirs have be, ýn assumed between mass flow 

and the prossurc droiDs in thý- systum have be(-,, n -assumed to 

be lin-ýar to simplify th, -; mathematics bUt this does not 

obscure thý- proccsscs involved. This means in effcct that 

the flow rate into the combustion ch, ýmber will b6 out of 

phase with the temperaturýý and pressure fluctuations. 

This also mcýans that oscillations will be 
inhibitcd if thu inlet rcsistancc is increased, if the 

ratio of combustion chambcr volum) to high volocity inlcýt 



volume is reduced, if the cxit r(3sistance is roducod or 

if thu mass flow through th, systum is roducud, although 
these ar, not always possibla or dasirablo. Tho most 

satisfactory thing to do, hcýuvur, is to raduce t&. 

ignition dolay tima Y reducing the fraction of the 

combustion chambur that is occupind by unmixed air by 

improving tho mixing of air and oil at tho burncr. 

The put forward by Fritsch arc on 

g(-. n-rally similý-r lin,. ýs but ar(, p,,. rticulirly conc6rn,.: d with 

multi-Dass boilers whý-r, -ý 
thurýý arc s, ývtý,, ral dcýlay volums 

in the syst(, -m. 11-1c; also introducus rý term to account for 

th6 dynamic bý.. h, -: iviour of th,, ý, f lfmk-ý including tho' ht-at 

losses from thu flamu t-, D the walls. This tk-; rm is an 

addt3d rGfinemcnt, --lthough it makes the theoretical trcatmont 

more complicatud. Unfortunately some of his conclusions 

seem at v., --iriance with obs, rved tr(, nds, PA 1,: -, ast for 

normal fuýý., l rich pulsation. 

: -ýcoustic Th,. ýO'rios. 

Somu contributions -co th,, thcory of acoustic 

oscillations are given in Tablu 11 (b). Th- mochanism 

of pulsation in this c,, asu is rc; ga, -, 
dcd as bQAng a 

standing wavo in an tcrgan-pip, ý, t or 'Ht. ýlmholtzt resonator 

type 1-, 
f systum., typicCl cascs bQ; ing illustrat(ýd in Fig. 

-3, 
and thu only factcr which rcquirt. ýs tc bu added to this to 

compl,, tely &; scPib, - the system is th,, fu, ýdback muchanism 

and thý. damping forcc. This . nans th. at thc; obsurved 

frk2quuncy is at )r n-, --r ý, roson. ant frý-qucncy of thý' combustion 

chainbc, r ýA tho pý, rticular -pr(-; ssur(, s and gas tumpraturcs 

onc-=t,. rcd. This fr, ý, -ýuýýncy should b,; lr,. rguly indcýp,: ýndant 

of th6 f6cd r. -t,, s for fu(.; l ! ýnd air, which in th(ý main will 

only affý-; ct thý.: conditions for v: hich stablc oscillations 

c-In bc maintaind. 

The basic ranuiramunt Vor sustained oscillation 

was out forward by Lord Raylsigh(7) that is: - 'a component 
of tho fluctuating Mat addition must bo in phaso with 
tho pressure wave'. In othar words tho r-to of Mat 
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addition must be a positivu function of pressure if the 

oscill-ttion is- týý b,,, j: rivc-n. As -vu--ri in c, -,. nplcAuly 
pru-mixed gns flames theru is an i. -nition dý31ay time 

suitable c--,, nJitions can bL- produced by the combustion 

prociý. ss when the vLýlocity of air : -ý-P mixturc at thu inlet 

will lag or l, ad th, - -_. -, russurc and tump(, rature, 
4; 

+11; ±2 1; 
flUCtUL--tions by ýa ph-su shift of the order 44 

etc, 

Most of tho othur p7purs under this heading ire 
largGly concernad with ndditions to thu thwory of 

resonating Eystoms, Klias rna Qordon 
(a) 

rogard tho 

combustion chamber ns 2 straight forward rcoonating 

systom and ignore tho flow. Corroctions for this havc. 

bcon mad(-; by othar workurs(9) and thoso arc of tho form 

fL=fL (1 _ M2). 

fL= longitudim-7,1 frcaucncy, 

Mc ch Jýo. 

It c-Ln bý- sý-,, n that unl, -; ss unusually high 

vulocitiýs occur in tht, systc; m this ccrr(ýction will 
bc, vory sm,,. qll, rc; presunting a fruquoncy ch,, ). ng6 of 3% 

for a 50ft/sec flow at combustion ch. -inber tempý; raturE; s. 

An analysis of some of Putnam's results carried 

out by Murk 
(10) 

are Oprticularly inturostingp although for 

premixud gas flamas. thu analysis is an attempt to take 

into occount th, 71tor? tion of conditions ? rising from 

variation in the size and shape of th, flamu auring 

c"ustion as a result of variptions in the velocity of 
flamo propagation. 

On mor(.; convcnticnal oil firod systums Putnpjn 

and othurs 
(11) (12 ) 

hr, ýve done a considcrabL:; amount of 

work on small domestic oil fired unit, In all thký-. cascs 
listed under this head thu -vidoncc is considerud as 
showing thýit standing waves aru sct up of thu frLquency 

-7 range 20 to 40 c-P. S. sec ' i"r. 4. S-incý: thuir concorn 
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has I rgcly been th, -, noisc,, nuisance of pulsating flames 
th, y havo mainly b, -ýun concurnEýd -, vith -, -, iplitudý-; r?, thur than 
frcquoncy r, nd a band of high =plitud, ý ovur curtain air/fuul 
ratios is r, -ýportua, scýý i-, lthough the reason for 
this is not clenr, th,, expcrimý; ntr-1 rsults sc-ýý-; m to shl-vv 

ruasonabl, 7ýgrucment with thu sugaustud thucry, oxcept for 

a few important exc,. j)tions. Th, ýru is., hovvev-ýýr, a conspicuous 
1Rck of ý, xpl, ýnati., n for th, nL; css-iry fu-db,, 

-: Lck m, 2chanism 

and for the n! -,, turu of th,,. d, -). mý)ing f'crc(, s. 

Unforti--ýn,,. t, 
-ly 

d, -spitc this l-, r&-; rýýngu jf 

m, chanisms duscribed in thu 11-st two sý-; ctions th(ý combustion 

procuss is ýý v, ý; ry com-nlý-x mattor ! 7ind ýý. ll if th,: ýse are only 

an approximý-, t,,. - attcmpt to indicatu sii-iaply thu im1portant 

factors affý3cting inst! 7bility, : 2-nd it is nDt always 

e,!,? Lsy 
to m, --k(- c, -rt-, -in com-p--risons botvveen th-ory and 

practice. To show some. of thr- cc,, mplications involvud some 

of tho work rc.;; cently undcrt,, -ken 
by this -Departin'..; nt is 

out-lincd in th, ný, xt s,. ýction. 

RFCEITT 'ITORK ON CI-. L 
-ýIIRED 

CODABUSTION 
UT, TITS. 

4.1. Pulsation phenqmý-na obcc-; rv,, 3d on l. -rge 
marinu, bcilL; rs. 

Racontly two invcstigotions hqvo b6an cErried 

out on marina boilars on H. K. ships to try nnd determine 

the nature of tho pulsation phenomena obs-rved undur actual 

service conditions. In both coses the boilcrs were A the 
'Yarrowt typc, fairly similar in design Thoy have a 
trunked air supply to the qix bwners und are designed to 

give fair4 high combusticn intensities with-register 
draught loss figures going a to about. 15" W. g. A block 

diagram of the type of boiler together with the various 
measuring points is shown in Fig. 6. Measurements of 

pressure fluctuation wore made in the first case with 

microphoncs and in the lattor caso with strain-gauge 
pressure transducers. Two quite distinct regions of 
pulsation wore observed, ono quite violent, one in the 
fuel rich region with a froquency of betmen 5 and 
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20 c. p. s., and anothur rcgion at low pomrs Pt Wigh 

air fual ratios with froquoncius of nbout 2-3c. p. s. 
Except in a fcw cqsus thu fucl was n hean fual oil. 

For tho fuol rich tYPO of pulsaticn which 
occurrud moru or lcss in tho 'bl2ck muAct rogion of 
the boilur's operation thý followin7 principal obsýrvations 

war, mado: 
(1 ) Thý, onsý-; t of T)ulsation occurred quite 

sharply ovc-, r the v,, holu -powur rc, -ngu -, s the air and henc(-,, 

the air/fuel r,! tio reduced. Except at the vury low 

powers this onst-A occurrud --, 
t a d,. ýfinite R. D. L. figure, 

]perhaps rcprosntin7, the point vvhc., rc thu, damping excouded 

the possible feudback powur. Frequencies at or rath, -ýr 
near thý. iimitinq, valut-ý aru -, olctted for onýý boiler in Fig-7, 

which shows the vcry rustrictud rang,. ý of stable combustion 

at lov; powers and also thu conditions beyond which black 

and whitc smokc: occur. 

(2) The frequency of pulsation varicd rapidly 
up to about-! powc-r (se-- Fig. 8. ) and thereafter linearly with 4 
fuel input rate. It appears that for the two boilers there 

are significant differences in the limi()ing R. D. L. and hence 

air input rate and alsc frequencies for comparable fuel input 

rates, suggesting perhaps that alterations in resistances and 
delay times in thu systtjm have substantial effects. It was 

also noted that a switch over can occur for higher fuel rates 
to a pulsation with a higher limiting R. D. L. and corresponding 
frequency. At the start of the pulsation it was also 
noticed that tho frequency was a good deal higher than the 

steady valuj and that ti-, Lis decreased as the amplitude built 

up, suggcstinq the influcncc of inc-xtiRl forces increases 

as the pulsations get properly established. 
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(3) The, changu from a heavy fuel to a 
distillate one also seems to have quite a marked offcct on 
the frequency, pi-csumably because of a1tcrations in the, 

mixing conditions and ignition delay times betwaen the two 

fucls. 

(4) Pulsations initiated in the combustion 

chamber quickly lead to thu establishmcnt of coupled pulsation 

of similar amplitude in th(ý air trunking, air box and uptakes. 
This was usually in phase although occasionally, one section 

would be out of phase -. -Ath the othcrs. 

(5) The presont pulsation increased the mean 

pressure drops in th6 systom. 

(6) Alterations to the flame cone were also 
considerable during the pulsation cycle, oscillations about 
the steady state position of the flame cone are shown for 

fairly mild pulsation in Fig. 10. a" in the film extract. 
In many cases this distortion of the flame front results in 

the flame blowing right back on to the front wall presumably 

with considerable interference with the normal mixing and 

recirculation pattern in the flame. 

In tho case of the low frequency oscillations the 

main points obs6rvcd are: 

1) That the frequency is almost constant over 
the fuel input range moasured and for different burner 

combinations. 
2) Thit thcy occurrad botwoon definite gir/fuel 

ratio limitsq it bcing possiblo to increase the air to the 

point whure combustion was again stable, 

4.2. %lsation phcnomcna observed on a small 
scale Gxpurimental unit. 

iork is being carricd odt in parallel with the 
large boiler work on two Small CXperimcntal units in the 
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Department in which it is much casier to alter the 

various vnriOlos invnlved and th, se qre bcinZ shown in 

the damonstrqtions. Is far as oil firing is concernod, 
Capt. Papadikis has bean oble fairly ansily to got thu 

fuel rich type of pulsqtion, but so far the panting low 

frcquency typo of pulsntion has not buen rcproducud. 

Tn genural tho rosults show similar trends to those 

obsurved on thu lnrgo boilers with a few additional 
facts: - 

I) Thý- fr, 
-ý(ju-ý-; ncy of pulsation suý, ms to show big 

chang(ýs ývith th(, mixturu r, ý. tio ý-, s the mixtur(ý becomcs more 

fuel rich, bocoming luii, r as the ý-, ir ducr,. ý, --,, qus until the 

flame is extinFuish,. d. 

2) Th(ý frý. qu(:; ncy does not shOW any close 

correlation with th(ý incan gas tcý. -iipt-raturcs in th(ý co, iibustion 

chamber as would be required for an 7ýcoustic mode of 

oscillation. The tc. aýip, ý-,; -, ature , appears to fall slightly 

at thcý hiFh(ýst frý, qucnci, -s. 

3) Thu presence of a secondary source of 
ignition, in this case a spark igniter near thu burner 

when turned on, stops or grogtly attanuates the amplitudo 

of tho pulsations. This was also nctud in the case of the 

oscillation with thu w, t brown coal fuel muntioned earlier, 

and is presumably due to raductions in tho ijnition delay 

time for thu flamo, 
4) Coupled pressure fluctuations occur throughout 

the system and thora is no cvidancc of amplitude modes as 
observed by Putnam. 

4.3. Pulsation involving a r(ýsonant frequoncy 
of pfýxt of the boilur structure. 

There is no r, ý; ason why th, - oscillations should 
not drive some rusonant frLýqucncy in thý, structure of the 

system instýad of an qcoustic mode, In one uxp(ýrimcntal 
boiler whc; rýý combustion gas vClocities wc-r(, unusually 
high, violcnt oscillations of thký boiltDr tubes occurred, 
and in this particular cast, it was found by tcold blowing' 
that the oscillations wurý3 untiruly acrodynamic in origin 

. q-n(I w, ýrn i-n(je-ný: n(Icý-nt, r)f' th, 
--P1 +i ih r, ir j 'h -n 4- 4 Q" 
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or similar uffucta miaht výll ipiDnsý n cyclic variation 
on thu outlet resistance 2nd hunce allow flme drivcn 

oscillation. This enn b, shown on a bunch domonstrotion 

whcru tho outlot has a dmpor oounted on a spring. 

4-4. of (ýxpýýrimontal nzýsults to theory. 

As has alr, -r-,, dy ba,. n indicatudg combustion oscillation 
ýficicntly r(-finud thcory is still a lcný-- vvoy from. bý, ing sul 

to uxplain all th,,, obsLrved result,,,,. It is possib1c, 
howcv, -r, to usj th-s(- rý2sults to dotri-, iinu thu typ, - of 

oscillation mode which aiDpliv.. s for a given system and to 

compare the tr,. ýnd predict, ýd by thcory with thý- obsý3rvcd 
fact. In th,. case of' the fu. -l rich oscillations obsKý; rvud, 

thus(3 arc almost c(, rtainly of' the non-acouStic type 

depcndant on thu 1)hysic-il conditions of mixing etc., in 

the system. In thib c,; rmcction it is interusting to compare 

somcL; obs,, rvod rtL; sults with the shape of the curve -, predicted 

by the Thring thcýory, assuming this to ýJvu the corr, -ct 
frcýquency at 1/2 powcr. Fip,,,. g. Thu rcsults from 

experimental work also hel., L) to , 3how which variablus arc 

actually most impo, 
-,, 

tant in thcý oscillating systems and 

even this can be a considerable assistance in controlling 

)r avoiding pulsation. 

pR N Li -ý- PUL 
-ý. 

VýýITION 0 
_---'S, 

ýýTION. 

with such Q largo numbcr of possibl, phenomena 
there is no easy Wny out. As our Inmlodgo of the 

processes involvcd incroascs it should in mny cases be 

possible to 'tune out' the pulsations so that the right 

conditions for ascillptims do not occur cvur thu working 

range of th, uquipmant, and sQmc ways of ichiuving this have 

alroady bcm indicatud. Thuro arc two basic thins which can 
be donut The dnning in tho systcm can be increased or thG 

ignition dulay time can bw decruasod (this autmatically 
incroasas tho oscillatim fruquancy and hence th, dmping 
forms). The first of these can bu achiuvod in ordinary 
oil fired systems by increasing the inlA resistanc, at the 

air register and hence thý registur draught loss or by 
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incronsing tho combustion chambýr size. Neither of thubc 
arc always possible and in tho socond cass is distincly 

undusirab1c. In Gil fired systoms tho factor which will 
most affact thu ignition dalay is the mixing of tho air, 
racirculatod combustiDn nroducts, and th- oil, and this 
is a field that would scum to bw E vary fruitful onG for 

study. In qr-ssurý jot flam, s, pqrticulirly, panutration 

of thn air to th, contra of tho spray conG always scans to 

bc poor, this is vory wall dumonstrat6d, in a gas composition 

survoy of whýýt may b,,, r, gPrdud as n good prossuro jot flamo 

with plenty of turbulonce, which has boon carriGd out by 

the guthor. Tho plot of 00 concantrotions shoý', rn in Fig. 11. 

shows how hip ths concantrAtion of unburnt fucl is at the 

centre of tho flan, which moans that Any alturntion in 

the mixing conditions is likely to producu big altarations 
in tho heat rolQaso r7to, a factor nct coWuMe to 

avoiding pulsation. 

USES OF OSCILLATORY COMBU, TION. 

Tho finAl auastion is can oscillatory combustion 

be usud fnr anything? At loast hipLr fruquency combustion 

oscillatiDn can cartainly bw usad. This is bascd on thu 

grootly incrovsud hwat trqnsfcr rntcs We to the alteration 

in diffusivity nnd honec b=ing volocitius during the procoss. 

This offcrs the vary intorosting pDssibility, as Ms buen 

suggestod in n nunbor of pptents and is nlr, ady in opuration 

in Krmany, of constructing combustAon chambors with vary 

high combustion intonsitics indowd 2nd honco vory much 

smaller thin q combustion unit firod by iny canvcntional 

method. Ono of th- chiof probl, ms in this is likuly to b,. ý 
in avoiding objucti=b1a noiso nt luast on largar wits. 

Th, othor possible use is thu vory ingunious one 

suggested by R, ynst(13) in which thý Oscillating combustion 
is madu to draw fucl, Pnd air into tho combustion chamber 
in tho low prcssur6 part of the cycle wharo it is ignited 

by residual pockuts of burning matcrial J, ft over from the 

previous pulso. As such on vrrangamant avoids pumps and 
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conressors it is clrim, d that such a process could be 

madw mora officiant thnn for uxamplc a gqs turbina. Ono 

Pcssiblo usw cf this Droccss vould bc to drive thu striatod 
gns systcms mcassary for tho diract, convarsion of hwat 
to clcctricity using oloctro mQnctic gas braking. 
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APPEMIX III. 

Calculation of Sautur. Muan_Diamctur for_SL)rýLyf. 

As alroady indicated in Chaptur 2, on theoretical grounds 

the rguncral rolationship for 'uhu moan drol)lct diametor of s., Drays 

in prossurc; atomizurs is: - 11 

d oc 
FN .S13 (pf 

6. p 
/P 

a 

Thu viscosity dous not appear diructly in the above 

relationship althouZh it is rofloctud in the flow number, 

A considurablu numbur of empirical rulationshi-Ds have buen 

reported 
(28)(8)(26) 

, in somo cases basQd on the same data. The 

actual ran,,,, c of ox-perimcntal data ap-Duars to have beun limited 

to a very few Siml, )lox atomizers,, some N. G. T. E. expcrimontal 

atomizers, some small Lucas atomizers and Power Jet sj-)ill 

atomizerst and were for flow numbers less than 4 and small flow 

rates for distillate fuels. This means that extrapolation is 

only really justified ovcr these ranges and for strictly similar 

atomizers. 

In the. case of the experimental work reported hero, the 

Lucas atomizers used in the laboratory wore almost cortainly of 

the samc general type as those for which thcro arc reported 

relationships and what apl)eared to be thu best of these is duo 
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to Radcliffe 
(28) 

who gavo tho relation: - 
0,25 

SMD 182 
pO-4 

Fraser 
(26) 

, howovar, includGs a density turm 

\L�0- 25 
SMD K ä. L2 i--- 

pOr 27-5 

Extraj)olation of those results to large atomizors and heavy 

I u. The makers(8) and Humby(109) fuel oils is rather quustionab-L 

q-Ljotc othor cxl)rcssions: - 

SMD 335 P-o' 348 FI\T 0.209 
v 

0.215 

slim 120 QO. 282 p-0-397 VO, 204 

although thcso still appear to be based on similar operating 

, iven abovc. ran,, ),, cs to those rr 

Thc; atomizers used in the full size experiments were a so 

called Duplux atomizor and a sl)ill atoinizur (See Fig. 9. ). 

For tho first of thesQ a rathor comi)licatud form of sirTi, )Jex 

atomizer has had to be assumad. Most of thQ very limited data 

on spill atomizers assimnes that thcy are run with the spill 

shut or fails to take it into account at all. 

Radcliff c., howcvor, givus a curvu for thu offect of 

SMD Spill 01)on 
against 

Q__Spill Open 
SMD Spill Closcd Q Spill Closed 
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This indtcat(: ýs that an SMD calculatud as if the atomizer 

is behaving as a Siml-dex atomizer at the samu line pressure as 

the Spill atomizer. is unlikely to be more than 5% high., I)roviding 

the flow rates do not differ by more than 30%. The resulto for 

the Spill atomizer thereforc has boen correctod accordinglyo 

The SMD fign-wo calculatud from each formula are tabulated 

below, 

TABLE' A. 

Calculated S. M. D. Values 

Atomizer Relationship used for S. M. D. 

Due to: - 
lRadcliffe Fraser Clarke & Hudson Humby 

Ref: - 28 26 8 109 

Duplex 

60 0 99 131 70 110 

90 0 74 76 58 80 

Spill 

so G 99 116 62 95 

Model 

60 0 68 72.80 

90 0 43 
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. APPENDIX IV. 

Determination of suction -pyromctur Ilefficicncies" 

The determination of fuel tompQratura readings from those 

actually measured involves a number of problems and 

uncertainties. The importance of the tomperaturo measurement 

is chiefly in the calculation of actual velocities, and 

exceptionally accuratc measurement is likely to be lost in the 

variations and inaccuracies in other measurements. It is 

desirable to make a better estimate than acccptinq the 'with 

suction' temýcraturc as the true value, which with the shicld 

arranCemcnt used, might well introduce errors of up to 100 0C 

in the final result, 

The "efficiency" of a suction pyrometer is definod as, 

the ratio of the muasurcd temperature difference to the actual 

temperature difference between the case with a constant rate 

of suction through the shield and the case with no suction, 

Three methods for determining this have been suggested by Land 

& Barber(99) who also give theoretical justification for these 

methods, 

10 Thu first mothod deponds on the fact that this 
. L' 

efficiency is a function of the gas velocity through the shield, 

Tenperatwe increase and hence curve shapo is a function of 
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the characteristics of tho individual shield systczn. Any 

index can bu usod to specify thu shal,, e of this curve, but 

TT 

T 
max 

T0 has been found to be a convcnicnt reference factor 
max 1 

17 

and allows direct use of Land & Burburs curvcs for "sha-pc 

factor" against 11cfficioncy". Figs. 1V. 1 and IV*2* 

2. The second method depunds on the fact that the time 

lag is different when tho suction is turncýd on and when it is 
Ir 0h turned off, For a simplo shield this ratio -- - 3- -1 

1 2a T 

wheru h convective heat transfer coefficient 
between r,,, -, s -and tubos. 

a Stefan's radiation constant. 

This ratio is also an index of the Qfficiency and 1,, similar 

procedure thtýrcforo can be carried out to that used undur 

Method 1. to dotermine actual tomporature. Fig.. lV-3- 

Thu third method is by direct calculation, This is 

a fairly laborious calculation which can be simplificd by 

relating the performance of the refractory shield uscd to an 

equivalent numbGr of black(ýncd metal shields, and using 

standard results for the latter calculatud by Land & Barber. 

The oquivalGnt number of blackened metal shields is given by 
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ý 
(1 - 

2) 
+ 40T3 W 

Ek 

wherc E= tho tutal umissivity of the surfaccs. 

W= the tubu thickness. 

thu thurmal conductivity of thcý rufractory. 

The relative merits of the threc methods may bu summarizod 

as follows. 1 and 2 both havo tho advantage that they dc.,,, )end C-3 

on an actual measurQm(3nt for the OffiCicney, as this v, /robably 

varies sli,,, -ýhtly between differcnt suction 1)yromcters constructed 

of the same material but with different shield loneths. Method 

3, whilo being an absolute calculationh,, )s the disadvantage that 

values for E and t are eith(.; r not knownpor are suspectsfor the 

temperature ranýros of interust. Tho result is that calculated 

efficiencics are badly at variance with the other two methods 

which were found to 7ive fairly good at-ý, rucmont, This variation 

in method 3 seems probably due to the actual valucs 13, being much 

lower than those quoted in the literature. At attempt is beiniZ 

madc to have this verified using an arc image furnace 
po) 

. 
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APPENDIX V. 

--Calculation of Air Puel Ratios -and Combustion Efficiencies* 

41" Air-Pucl Ratio 

The value of the. air/fuel rDtio at any ljoint was calculated 

on-, the basis of a series of material balances at that -)oint. 

Carbon Balance -at point P. 

(C02 + CO + CH + 2C HU0 59 424 12 12 
(1) 

Pxygen balance at P. 

ý, V, 'Op 23 
=z (CO +0+ 100) +-a 0041*1196 ý,, 32 35-9 222 39 000 (2) 

I'Jilf I Hydrol balance at P. 
I!, jJ0 1 1. H 
HzS 

... 66j- (H + 2CH 2C H 359 24+2 4) + (3) 

,, Nitrogen balance at P. 

Z. N 0.77& 2 (4) 28 359 

1 Air -Fuel Ratios (flydro, 7en balance) 

U lil inating 3 and Z from equations 2,3 and 4. 

H 
V 

- 'j" vý)ý' (2C0 + 202 + Co -H- 2CH N224' 2C 2H 4) 2 
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1.2 Air i, uul Ratio (Carbon balance). 

Eliminating Z be-twu,,; n cquations 1 and 4 

vCCu (6) 
0.330 (CO + CO + CH + 2C 11 N242 4) 2 

Normally it is assumcd that u the quantity of unburnt carbon :; 0. 

Howcvur, the value of VH and VC rarely coincides exactly and it 

is possiblo to calculate solid carbon in the flame (assuminZ no 

6thor losses) from (6). 

.q-V, 0' ý30 (CO + CO + CH + 2C II )=U 
sesoossooo (7) 

H N2 2424 

1-3 Combustion Efficiency, 

The combustion efficiency I will be 

Calorific Value of Fuel Burnt 
Total Calorific value of Fuel. 

T 

Calorific Value of Fuel Burnt ]ýur lb. of fuel reaching P: - 

H C. H. U. 1)cr lb. Z (188CO + 191H 2+ 593CH 4+ 93002 4) 

'. Thus Combustion Efficiency 'n 

V., 9,87 
K, N2 

(188CO + 191H2 + 593CH 4+ 930C2H4) 

Whcrc: - 

C The of Carbon por lb. of Fuel. 
H lb, of Hydrogen per lb, of Fuel 

-. U Do of soot formed per The of fuel, 

C020 CO' 029 H2pN 21 CH 41 C2H4 refer to fractional volumes of 
these gascs analysod in the dry soot-free sample. 
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z cu, ft. of dry soot-frce combustion 1products at the 

I)oint p I)c; r lb. of fuol rcaching P, 

v air-fuul ratio. 

s lb. of stcam formed I)ur lb. of fuul reachin. cr, P. 

K Calorific Value of tho fucl (CH U/lb. ) 
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APPENDIX Vle 

The Corrections madu for orrors in thu, Oyy, 7k3n Analyzur. 

As muntioned in thu text, suction 4.5.2. the dutector 

sta'grc of the Kunt Oxyjýun 1-. nalyzur is sunsitivu to a number of 

sou. rces of error$ 

These aru: - 

i's The effect of carrier 
.,, 
Rs composition. 

(a) Calibration: The ran, -, -u error is approximately 

proportional to the -P for the whole gas mixture, Normallyp v 

the analyzer is calibratud against 02 in N2, and a calibration 

factor introduced based on the mean likely gas compositiorj4 

Serious errors will result only from the presence of largo 

percentages of hydrogen or some hydrocarbons, In this casop 

it would probably be necessary to calculate a now calibration 

factor from 
Cý 

data, or carry out sDecial calibration6 V 

(b) Zero Shift: Errors can be introducod also in the 

zero by a big chan,, Po in -, as composition. The only remedy 

is special calibration, However, for the : -j*as compositions 

normally measured with these instruments, errors are unlikely 

to exceed 
t 0.2% 02 on the 0-10% ranCre, 

2, Thu effect of temDerature and conductivity, 

(a) Texwi)eraturc: Terwperature chan,, ýes in the cell affect, 

fairly markedly, the output of the bridge circuit, Kormallyp 
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keeping th(-, instrumunt huator switched on is sufficient 

under normal circumstancus to maintain a constant cell terx, )er- 

ature. Again, in th,: ý ovQnt of large pcxconta, -, cs of hydro,, 7, cn 

appearini7.. the samlDle this balancu would uDset the tem. )orature. 

-es would rir: ýko sl)ucial This, and thermal conductivity chanil 

calibration nocessary again, Under normal conditions the 

gas flow was ruqulatcd to the same volume as that used in the 

calibration, The throughput is so low that minor chanaes in 

gas temperaturc arQ eliminated bY leaking or cooling to 

instrument tc, eraturu before the gas reaches the cell. 

(b) Gas dcnsity changes. 

Thcýý instrum,. nt is very sensitive to gas density changes 

which makes it necessary to compensate for atmospheric pressure 

and any substantial prussure in the instrument. On thQ gas 

sampling rig a morcury manomotor was connected to tho outlet 

side of tho instrument, so that the atmosphoric pressure could 

be adjusted to givc the true instrument pressure. On 

calibration, thu instrument was set to give tho correct scale 

roadint,, at 29., 5 and the correction factor then necessary 
2 

was the ratio ( 29-5 
p 
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APPENDIX VII. 

Moasurumont of thr(; Q dimcnsional flow, 

11 Principlcs of dcsiýýn. 

Pitots for 3 dimcnsional flow m(; asurom(., nt have y, -; t to 

become standardizcdp and thu individual design Wing larjoly 

dictated by thu application and the conditions of turbulence 

and vulocity gradiunt expected* A short review is therefore 

given of pruvious work in this Mold and the reasons for the 

design of Darticular tyDos. The most widely used forms are 

tabulated in Table B. which also provides an explanation of 

the special properties of cach type. 

2. Methods of use in measurin, 7 yaw and pitch angles. 

Two genuxal methods of use are possiblc for the measure- 

ment of yaw and Ditch anglus. The ideal mQthod of measuremont 

is by rotating the instrumunt in both directions until the two 

pairs of diametrically opDosito tal. )I-)in; --,, s both have a null 

rcadinC, This , -; 
ives directly the flow direction from the 

two angles of rotation of the pitotp (in steady flow regions 

to about 0*2 0 angle), The dynamic head is then obtained by 

the differential pressure between thu curve hole and one of the 

side holes. To obtain the true dynexaic head it is usually 

necessary to calibrate the instrumuntv althouý, 7h with careful 

design it should be possible to get the factor K in equation 
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Ti': -Bl, E B 

Possible Probes for the TApasurement of Three-dimensional Flimy 

Characteristics Head T 
Tincooled Tnes 

I Claw Pitot Pragile and possibility of 
vortex formation from arms. Not suitable 
for water cooling. Good characteristics. 

2 5-way Tapered Heaa. Good characteristics, 
Tappings very close. 

TY-Pes Suitable for Idater Cooliiig. 

3 Wedge. Very sensitivev but only suitable 
. PýPr 

. 
2-. 7climensional flow. Difficult to 

obtain representative dynamic reading. 

4 Hemispherical Head. Used at right angles 
to flow. 11ýeasonable characteristics,. not 
suitable, for fields of high turbulence or 
velocity gradient, IvIust be yawed in use, 

Ricardo Grooved Head. Also used at right 
angles to flow and requiring to be yawed in 
use, Liuch closer tappings and greatly im- 
proved characteristics compared to No. 4. 
Approach flow characteristics possibily 
suspect. 

6 S-pherical Head. Reasonable characteristiess 
Ilead necessarily large. Tappings widely 
spaced. (Can be designed to operate at 
right angles to the flow, or facing into it 

Hemispherical Head. Similar to No. 6. which 
does not seem to have any -advantages over 
this form, Tappings fairly well separated, 

8 Conical Head, Really an enclosed form of 
No. 2. Probably better characteristics than 
lqos, 6&7, Tappings very close and very sen- 
sitive to yaw and pitch. Can be provided 
with extra ring of static tappings, Yaw 
and pitch angles can be measured by rotatic to null point or from differential pressure Tappings can be located accurately, 

flcfJ 

117 

34 

114 
117 
112 
113 

56 
118 
119 

117 
120 



No. (26) near or equal to one. For a cylindrical or spherical 

surfacep taDping normal to the surface at an angle of slightly 

less than 400 to thu dynamic tapDing should givo a true static 

prossuro whon tho dynamic hcad tappin, 7 is lincd u3) with the 
L) 

airoction of flow. 

This method of operation is obviously very com,. )licated in 

anything oxcept very sim-, )lo measurements whorc yawinC, * and 

pitchin: 
-r 

dovicus can bo frCely manoeuvrede, For practical 

purposes pitch aný, Iu and som(ýtimes both pitch and yaw anglcs 

are uoually determined from thu differuntial pressure mcasure- 

mont between ol, -. )posito tappings af tor calibration, Each 

instrument must be calibratQd individually as minor differences 

in manufacturc; make a, common calibration for a particular typo 

unreliable* 

Ono of these latter methods of moasuromunt arc usually 

used in I)ractical cases to kcep the movement of the -pitot to 

a minimum. It is thu prefc=ud method in regions of turbulent 

or unsteady flow where null points aro difficult to determine. 

In gonerals howevur, rotation to determine the null point is 

more reliable and increases the an,, rles that can be measured. 

The differential Drussure method is limited to angles of less 

than t 600 in cithur plano from the direction of aliCnment of 

the pitot, 
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l, 'IG*- VII. 1, 

Five. hole 3-dimensional Pitot for Cold "v'iorko 
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throuf, rh the half angle of thu yaw tal)lDin. rrjs to use these same 

two tal)l)in, 
_-s 

for a dynamic and static muasuromcnt, Although 

llp the tapjinCýs weru this instrumunt is reported as b(, havin,,, wo 

possible objections could still quite a long way apart and somcý , 

be raiscd on tho [,! rounds that the aynamic head was read at 45 0 

to the axis of thu instrumunt and mij-, -, ht be exDected to suffer 

from interforenco from othur parts of the instrument, 

No. 6* and No,. 7. are basically very similar. 

Peploo 
(112) 

amongst others, developed a sl)herical head water 

cooled pitot and Pongelly(113) has succeeded in producing heads 

down to about 3/4" diameter. A good deal of work has been 

done also on their calibration, Apart possibly from more 

uniform flow round the head, it is difficult to see any 

advantage for the spherical over the hemispherical head and in 

the sizes necessary for water cooled instruments the tappinjýs 

are again too far apart for work in other than regions of little 

or no velocity gradient. 

To overcome the difficulty of tho wido spacing of 

holes a -L" diameter spherical head was deVoloped which was 2 

mounted on a water cooled probe up to a distance of about 
I" from the sphere. The final section was made solid and was 4 
turned and bored from a single pieco of stainless steel. Pig. III-3- 

Three advanta,, 'f , es were expected from this, firstly, roduction in 

size of head and corresponding reduction in the distance between 
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tappingsp secondlylby running the Drobo tip hot it was hoped to 

a void the excensive deposition of tho tarry fuel residues that 

tend to block water coolod instruments, Wirdly, considerable 

easing of the constructional problms, In this particular casop 

'the placing of tho taps was about an axis 45 0 to that of tho 

probe in Lin ratteirA to cover flow directions from ri, 'ýht an, -, los 

probe to in line with the I)robe axis. to tho For this reason 

the tappiný: Ps were set at 45 0 to the, central tapping instuad of 

The rcango of operation desired is the customarY 400. 

approaching the limit for this kind of instrument, How far this 
C-I 

target was achieved can be seen from the calibration curve, 

Fig. V11-4. reasonable results boing obtained for the raný,, c 
0 40 

The use of the hot ond was found to reduce but not eliminate, 

-ilocking problemst but unfortunately the head suffered very 

1ýadly when used in reducing regions of the flame, which severely 

curtailed the useful work Which could be obtained from this 

, --ins trmcnt, 

No. 8. is the dcsieýn eventually adopted for use in the 

laboratory furnace. It is illustrated in Fig, Vll-5* This 

ýovprcomos all, the previous disadvantages of spacing of tappings 

i the outside tappinfs are only 0.1111 contre. to contre, 

although theldiameter of the cone at its base is 0.45. 

ýTýý Stceply ainglud cone makes it particularly sensitivu to yaw 4 -': I 
And pitch mcasuremont. 
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1 

I 

As constructed, a Occial 3/8" diamctor 9-way stainless 

steel tubc was usud for the stum and by makin, -I tho stum ontur 

at the basu of the cono, the crookud arran-emunt was avoided 

which has b(, -un usud by somo othor workcrs, and a v, 3ry difficult 

constructional problem eliminated. The stem was sli,,, rhtly bunt 

at its outQr end so that the tip of tho instrument was in line 

with the axis of rotation. The 9-way tube provides for 

pressure connections to the probe head in the middle, and 

divisions outsidu these to provide tho out and roturn paths for 

Water cooling. 

Fill'-fl. V11-5- 

The arrangement of the probe head is shown in 

The rear end of the probe was fitted in a 

mounting bearingr and providod with a 360 0 scale and Dointor (See 

fi, r, re V11o5ec. ). 

Calibration. 

The calibration curves for the throu dimunsional pitots are 

givon in Fiý, ps. V11-gP4yThese are plots of 
Ap 

cc P, 
the ratio of 

&0A Po' 
the difforontial pressure reading at a Cýiven an-lo to the reading 

with flow normal to the probe, against angle, 

Thu calibration curves for mach, pitot are [,, -iven in a sinFlo 

chart for each instrumunt, Following Van der Hog,, -., e-Zijnen(114) 

those are represonted as follows, the convention being shown in 

Fig. V11.2. Tho following orifice coefficients arc defined 

assuming that the instrument is rotatea to the null point for a 

yaw measuroments 
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I"IG-, vii. 5. (a). 

Conical Head 5-Hole Pitot, 

FIG. VII. 5 
-(b)-, 

PhotograRh of Head, 

PIG& VIIo5. (C). 

Photograph 
-Showint", 

r Scale and Pressure Outletso 
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k, k2 "2 - lDs 
etc, kt Pt Ps 

qq 

k 54 k5"k4; kP where q= velocity -heradj, 

I'l 
92t3 , zý tc. 

individu, ý,. l pressure 

rcadings. 

These pressures measured at each tapping are given by 

roarraný7, in,,,, the above cquatiolis 

p, s+qk 1 12)4 K2,4 
cto. 

Thus, olimi. natini-r p[ý ti), volocity h,,, a(l q. -s [,; ivcr, by 

2 
pv=q=kkkk tc. 

5-1 2P4 53 

and tho static pruSsure by 

1) PF 1)1 - clký :::: 1: ) 2,4 -qk2,4 etc. 
Only the pitch an, -, 71u has to be determined from these measurements 

as p2 ý P4 by setting 
k3 -kIPP 

kP k 5 k 294 15 -p 2P4. 

When both yaw and pitch aru determined by differential pressure 
1) P5 

measurements kP and kyc an be represented by k 
-P = - 

P5- r'4 P5 P3 
- k 

P - 'D 
In the subsequent calibrations, plots arc given y 5 ý 

of k-k-k kV aCainst an, rle of pitch for different 5' 5 2P4; 

valucs of the vulocity head, 
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L-PPENDIX VIII. 

Calculation Of Equivalunt Di,, unctor for 

Burners Used, 

Thu concei)t of uquivalunt diamctcr dot has bcun discussod 

in suction 2.7,2, , whorc; it is Shown how this is relatý.; d to 

thu combincd momunta of thu o"'. 1 spray and air jut. Whcr(ý 

there is a dQnsity diffuranw, a second equivalent radius d0 11 

is noccýssary. This is rulatud te d1 by thu fOllowin,, 
0 ýD 

uxprussion: - 

dd? vrr o 7r, Or wh(,, ro it is more convenient to uso 0 

moasurud data and Rllow for coffbined momunta of concentric 

jets, and actual valucs for dischar, r, u coofficionts. 

d. 
m 0 where G0= momentum, 

VO 
9 ff G0= Mv 4 2 

m 0 
2 

0 discRargo coefficient, 
d0 2-- 

0 actual nozzle diameter 

do' 2r 
0t equivalent nozzle, diaraeter at same density. 

d 
0 

2r 
0 equivalent nozzle, dir-Lmoter at different 

density, 

density of hot gases XC02 + YCO + ZO 2 + sH 2+ qN 2 

100 

where xpypzpspq r oprusont densities of the various componQnts 

at the tomIDurature of thu "7, asos, and CO 21 CO etc. are volume %I s. 

For the flames considorod those are : -,, ivcn in Table C. 
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TABLE, 0. 

FlamQ Fucl Rato 
lb . /hr 

Equivalcnce 
Ra ti o 

d 
ot 

d 
0 I ins. ins, 

60 0 Duplox Full 
Powur. 2175 1,28 15.46 29.3 

Full 
sizu 80 Sj)ill Full 

Burnur Pmvur 

j 

2175 1.38 15.4 29,2 

Lovi Powur 575 1.98 15.3 24.2 

Modul "Low-PowGr" Cascj 46 1.98 3,25 6.5 
, Cqstý 1. Burnor Scalinlr 
- " " Full Powor Cascý 50 1.23 4-16 7.1 

Scaliný-, Case 2, 
1 

Rofcrunce do is taken as the final outlet diametcr of 
the burnur nozzle. 
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